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Abstract
This study explored the lived-experiences of 15 correctional officers and 5 sergeants working in
adult state-operated prison facilities in Michigan. In particular, this qualitative grounded theory
study revealed the impact that budget driven decision-making had on the lives of correctional
officers: its effect on institutional custody, security, and safety. The study finds that many recent
policy changes resulted in a sense of powerlessness expressed by the participants of the study.
Participants found themselves in a precarious position, situated in between the prison population
and the administration. Having an understanding of how correctional officers make meaning of
their work in relation to powerlessness provides increased clarity regarding overall job
satisfaction and organizational effectiveness. Perhaps the most significant finding involves the
participants’ foreshadowing prison riots based on a lack of resources and a return to a time when
Michigan prisons were less safe. Participants reference low staffing levels, changes to the
inmate security classification system, overcrowding, inadequate training, disengaged staff, low
organizational commitment, inexperienced executive leadership, and poor food service as
contributing factors to the participants’ overall sense of powerlessness to prevent future prison
unrest. Most participants have voluntarily deselected from consideration to assume future formal
leadership roles; most of the sergeant participants have expressed regret for joining the ranks of
management. These factors have significant implications for organizational leadership and
change. The electronic version of this dissertation is at OhioLink ETD Center,
www.etd.ohiolink.edu and AURA, http://aura.antioch.edu/
Keywords: Prison, corrections, corrections officer, corrections sergeant, leadership, job
satisfaction, grounded theory, procedural justice, dimensional analysis, powerlessness,
corrections training, prison riots, paramilitary, organizational culture, organizational climate
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Chapter I: Introduction
Correctional systems impact the lives of all citizens to some degree either directly or
indirectly. Those directly involved in the system as correctional clients, or employees, and their
families are perhaps most impacted. However, based on the amount of public resources devoted
to operating correctional facilities the broader impact is far reaching. In 2012, over 6.9 million
people were incarcerated or supervised as probationers or parolees in the United States. This
equates to 2.9% of all citizens or one in every 35 adults (U.S. Department of Justice, 2013, p. 1).
Jails typically hold individuals awaiting trial, pending sentencing, or those convicted of minor
misdemeanor offenses with sentences up to one year. Conversely, prisons house convicted
felons with sentences greater than one year (Stinchcomb, 2005).
Michigan has nearly 40 state prisons and approximately 115,925 people under
supervision as prisoners, probationers, or parolees. In Michigan’s state prison system, there were
15,552 employees with an annual budget of $1.9 billion, according to the annual report (State of
Michigan, 2011, p. 5). In 2010, state departments of corrections nationwide spent approximately
$48 billion (U.S. Department of Justice, 2014, p. 1). Given the extraordinary resources devoted
to incarceration, it seems appropriate to use every public dollar wisely to maximize the return on
investment. One substantial part of the expenditure is the recruitment, training, retention, and
employment of correctional officers. Therefore, the importance of a positive work environment
to maximize this investment cannot be understated.
Yet, numerous studies have shown that stress among correctional employees is high (e.g.,
Armstrong & Griffin, 2004; Brough & Williams, 2007; Carlson & Thomas, 2006; Hogan,
Lambert, Jenkins, & Hall, 2009; Lambert & Hogan, 2010; Lambert, Hogan, & Allen, 2006;
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Lambert, Cluse-Tolar, & Hogan, 2007; Lambert & Paoline, 2010; Lancefield, Lennings, &
Thomson, 1997; Slate, Vogel, & Johnson, 2001). Occupational stress has a collateral impact on
society as it is expensive to replace employees, not to mention the personal and emotional toll
experienced by those performing the work. Stojkovic and Farkas (2003) explored this construct
from the cultural perspective and suggested that employee empowerment by correctional leaders
will result in increased levels of job satisfaction. Specifically, “workers who feel empowered
have a positive effect on both the organization and individuals through increased job satisfaction
and work productivity/effectiveness and a decreased propensity to leave the organization”
(p. 126).
Organizational culture is a vibrant construct that represents how people behave within a
system and what behaviors and values are encouraged and/or discouraged. Hatch and Cunliffe
(2006) identified four dynamics of organizational culture involving values, artifacts, symbols,
and assumptions. Similarly, organizational structure typically represents static lines of authority
by which organizations disseminate work. Having an understanding of how correctional officers
make meaning of their work in relation to organizational culture and structure may provide
increased clarity regarding overall job satisfaction and organizational effectiveness, as well as a
reduction in expenditures that result from officer turnover and other workforce issues.
The correctional culture is a dynamic one with at least two recent high profile media
events that shed light on the officers’ perception of increased danger and increased officer stress.
Two recent examples of prison violence undergird the importance of focusing on safety within
Michigan prisons. Corrections officers at the Saginaw Correctional Facility recently organized
an informational picket line to protest short staffing conditions and budget cuts. This is based on
the recent stabbing of an officer on October 17, 2014. The officer is recovering from life
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threatening injuries that involved a punctured lung and a fractured skull. These injuries were
sustained at the hands of an inmate using prison-made weapons (Wolcott, 2014).
In addition, a maximum-security inmate escaped custody on February 2, 2014, from the
Ionia Correctional Facility. This prompted the officers’ union to organize an informational
picket over what officers believed was poor security. As a result of staff reductions, several
security positions were not staffed including a gun tower located in the immediate vicinity of the
escape. The escaped prisoner was convicted and serving time for four murders. Upon gaining
his freedom, he took a civilian hostage on an out of state odyssey that ended in Indiana when the
hostage was able to secretly communicate with law enforcement authorities and report her
whereabouts when left alone in a public restroom (Agar, 2014). The officers’ reaction to these
incidents was protested publicly to bring attention to what they perceived as unsafe working
conditions. They claimed that recent budget cuts contributed to the incidents as staffing and
security measures were cut. The act of taking their frustrations public suggests that officers may
not be empowered to affect organizational change within the current organizational culture.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore how Michigan corrections officers make
meaning of their daily work. Specifically, I was interested to learn more about the organizational
culture and structure and how these constructs interplay with the officers’ perceptions of
leadership. The study endeavored to explore how leadership is experienced within the culture of
a state corrections facility at the officer level. The broadly defined question that this research
explored is as follows:
Q1: What is the lived-experience of correctional officers' working within state facilities
as it relates to organizational culture and leadership?
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Rationale for the Study
My initial research interest was broadly focused on critically analyzing how paramilitary
hierarchical structures impact the work of correctional officers. Thus, I consulted a variety of
literature in preparation for data collection, starting with a review of paramilitary structures.
Jurik and Musheno (1986) noted that the professionalization of the corrections field in the 1980s
often required college credit as a pre-service condition of employment. One unanticipated
consequence of this change may be the juxtaposition that now exists between true
professionalism in which some college education is required and traditional hierarchical
command and control organizational structures. Professionalism in this context refers to
occupations that require a college education whereby additional autonomy is granted based on
one’s credentials. The authors succinctly make this point. “For serious [prison] reformers, the
contradiction between paramilitary management structures and professionalization in the ranks,
as well as the organizational barriers to diffusing prison reforms must be confronted” (Jurik &
Musheno, 1986, p. 477).
They went on to suggest that if agencies require college as a pre-service condition of
employment, then officers would expect to be treated as professionals capable of critical thinking
and problem solving. However, strict adherence to rigid hierarchical structures in
communication and decision-making channels restrict the officers’ initiative and ability to make
decisions that directly impact their daily duties. Therefore perhaps a migration to more adaptive
models of leadership such as those espoused by Heifetz, Grashow, and Linsky (2009) would be
beneficial in promoting professionalism within the context of correctional leadership. For
example, many organizational challenges may require systemic cultural change that is inclusive
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of all stakeholders. This adaptive approach is juxtaposed against more shortsighted and reactive
managerial approaches relying on power and formal authority.
In fact, empirical findings suggest that today’s professional corrections officers desire
more role clarity, more latitude in decision-making, and supportive personal supervisory
relationships (e.g., Armstrong & Griffin, 2004; Bourbonnias, Jauvin, Dussault, & Venzina, 2007;
Brough & Williams, 2007; Farmer, 1994; Garland & McCarty, 2010; Lambert, Cluse-Tolar, &
Hogan, 2007; Lambert, Paoline, & Hogan, 2006; Maahs & Pratt, 2001; Slate & Vogal, 1997;
Tewksbury & Higgin, 2006).
Nonetheless, there are practical implications for introducing more inclusive forms of
leadership into the corrections domain. Less alienation and frustration may result from a culture
in which corrections officers are more involved in establishing operational protocols. In
addition, it may be beneficial to seek the advice of corrections officers when assessing the impact
of policy and procedural changes impacting facility security. Having voice during the planning
stages of organizational change may increase officer commitment and provide the leadership
with valuable knowledge that may not be reaching the top of the organization. It seems that
officers feel the most effective process to express their views involves a public display of
dissatisfaction using informational pickets to gain media attention. This suggests the internal
processes to organizational communication have perhaps failed or are significantly
compromised.
Thus, this study was designed to uncover how a particular group of professional
Michigan corrections officers made meaning of their interpersonal experiences within the state
correctional environment. Stinchcomb, McCampbell, and Leip (2009) were also interested in the
social processes at play between officers and management and highlighted differing perspectives
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concerning leader effectiveness. They targeted jail officers from 48 states in a large quantitative
study. They surveyed 569 administrators and 2,106 correctional deputies/officers across the
United States. Their data indicated that 90% of jail administrators think they listen to employees
while only 55% of corrections officers agreed (Stinchcomb et al., 2009, p. 56). These findings
suggest an incongruity between correctional officers and their administrators regarding
workplace communication issues and the perception of being heard. Their study suggested that
further exploration of this discrepancy might be of value in understanding and improving the
relationship between correctional officers and their leaders.
The reason that corrections officers express a sense of being unheard by leadership may
be nested deeply in the historical development of correctional organizational culture that
leveraged many of the tenets associated with bureaucratic organizations. Weber outlined several
common features of bureaucracy as follows: (a) hierarchical authority, (b) specialization and
division of labor, (c) system of rules, (d) selection of personnel based on technical qualifications,
(e) training, (f) impersonal relations, and (g) employment viewed as a career (Weber, Henderson,
& Parsons, 1947, pp. 333-336). Decades after Weber defined these characteristics, the
correctional environment still reflects this perspective. Specifically, the “impersonal relations”
element (Weber et al., 1947, p. 331) has long been a hallmark of corrections work. In other
words, the worker is sometimes viewed as simply a cog in the wheel and expected to perform as
directed without challenging the leader. Further consistencies with Weber et al.’s (1947) model
involve the idea that correctional officers are typically trained to perform a limited number of
tasks and are discouraged from exploring other work areas and being creative. Similarly, the
perceived efficiencies realized from industrial age management solutions as described by Weber
remain intact as well:
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Experience tends universally to show that the purely bureaucratic type of administrative
organization—that is, the monocratic variety of bureaucracy—is, from a purely technical
point of view, capable of attaining the highest degree of efficiency and is in this sense
formally the most rational known means of carrying out imperative control over human
beings. (Weber et al., 1947, p. 337)
Weber et al.’s (1947) model afforded agencies the ability to train staff in large numbers (e.g.,
regimented training academies) to provide officers with sufficient basic skills necessary to
perform limited roles within well-defined job descriptions. Working within such a limited scope
may create a tendency for those at the top of the organization to discount the voices of those
below in the structure.
History reveals that these structural models continued to evolve into what Weber et al.
(1947) referred to as a rationale for hierarchical power systems in an effort to maintain control
and accountability. Correctional facilities are built and organized to maintain control and foster
accountability. The early industrial models of leadership, in combination with military
structures, are descriptive of the modern correctional management paradigm commonly referred
to as a paramilitary organizational structure (Sandler & Mintz, 1974). Another historical model
appears closely aligned with the scientific management theory offered by Taylor (1911).
Similarly, Taylor’s scientific management theory seems well suited for predictable
manufacturing processes. However, when applied to behavioral based applications such as
prison management, it presents many problems such as its adaptability to dynamic
circumstances. Rather, scientific management seems better suited for applying technical
solutions to more static situations such as issues that arise during manufacturing processes.
Human behavior cannot perhaps be evaluated and controlled as easily and scientifically as using
time motion studies or other such metrics to assess performance. Fayol’s classic work as revised
by Gray (Fayol & Gray, 1984) advocated such principles as division of work, unity of command,
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authority and responsibility, and centralization. This paradigm is very closely aligned with
current prison management ideology.
However, several studies have indicated that the current correctional management
ideologies, the quality of workplace communication, and officer supervisory relationship models
are perhaps overdue for change (Jurik & Musheno, 1986; Lambert & Hogan, 2010; Pollock,
Hogan, Lambert, Ross, & Sundt, 2012; Slate & Vogel, 1997; Stinchcomb, McCampbell, & Leip,
2009; Stojkovic & Farkas, 2003; Tewksbury & Higgin, 2006).
Such a structured approach within a dynamic human environment—like a corrections
system—seems suspect except for all but the most routine tasks like prisoner head count and tool
inventory control. Yet, prison facilities remain rule-bound in an effort to apply scientific
responses to very fluid human situations. However, human behavior rarely follows a script, so
additional rules are continuously being added causing frustration for many. It seems as if
following an unusual event, additional regulations are formed to provide guidance should that
particular situation happen again. This failed attempt to regulate and predict human behavior is
evident based on the volumes of policy and procedure manuals in place at most correctional
facilities. This effort to have a scientific response for every human condition seems futile. Thus,
this study explored how corrections officers experience these structures and how these structures
impact their perceptions of leadership.
Voices silenced. Prison organizational culture is a topic that is not discussed frequently
by the academy, even within the sub-specialty of corrections, which is often nested within the
larger subset of criminal justice and sociology literature. Thus, the voices of correctional
personnel are not being frequently heard and examined by the academy. Tewksbury and
Mustaine (2001) conducted a study of all corrections-related research published between 1990
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and 1999 to document where research can be found by journal title and content. Their findings
revealed that only 2% of all (N = 1121) scholarly writings produced during the sample period
dealt with issues related to administration and management/leadership. The authors also
discovered that the corrections literature was widely dispersed throughout many journals and
dealt with the following issues:
Thematically, the most common areas of coverage are programs for inmates (56%),
general correctional topics (32.9%), and non-correctional topics (17.6%). After that,
specific topics occurring most frequently are cross-national corrections/international
issues (9.7%), mental health programming and assessment (9.0%), juvenile justice
(8.8%), and alcohol and other substance abuse treatment programming (8.3%). (p. 439)
The primary journals at the time of their study included The Prison Journal, Journal of
Offender Rehabilitation, International Journal of Offender Therapy and Comparative
Criminology, Federal Probation, and Corrections Management Quarterly. Since publication of
their article, Corrections Compendium has emerged and Corrections Management Quarterly was
reconstituted as Corrections Professional. Other healthcare and correctional education-specific
content areas are also available as sub-specialty journals. One final journal of note is
Punishment & Society that was not included in their original study.
DiIulio (1987) argued that of the three major criminal justice system components that
include the police, courts, and corrections, the latter receives the least amount of attention from
social scientists. Moreover, the evidence suggests that more studies are needed in the area of
correctional organizational culture as the research focus to date is skewed heavily toward inmate
programmatic issues. The field of corrections needs the voice of practitioner-scholars to
acknowledge and respect the past while advancing the field by illuminating a new path toward
inclusive leadership. This study contributes toward that end by adding the perspectives of
correctional officers to the conversation.
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Operational considerations. A review of the State of Michigan Department of
Corrections (2012a) website reveals a list of over 200 policy directives and memoranda in place
covering a variety of very narrowly focused topics. From these overarching policy statements,
additional documents exist in the form of departmental operating procedures, which specify who
is responsible for each task. Next, each department-wide operating procedure corresponds with
facility specific procedures unique to each work location. These local procedures must not
contradict the departmental operating procedures or the corresponding policy statements.
As if volumes of policy manuals are not sufficient structure, micro-level detail is
provided at each workstation within the post order document. This document details what must
be done at a particular assignment during each shift. In Michigan officers must initial that they
have read and understand the post order each day. Further, a first line supervisor also signs to
affirm that the officers have initialed the post orders. This is done as an accountability measure
so that management can hold someone accountable if there is a critical incident and officers fail
to follow the prescribed policy-driven course of action.
There will likely never be a post-bureaucratic era in corrections. However, human beings
are not machines, and future behavior and the associated outcomes are not highly predictable.
Therefore, continued attempts to draft policy and procedure that cover every possible scenario
seem misguided. Moreover, an evolutionary change in the direction away from bureaucracy may
reduce incidents of indifference—such as in custody deaths. Bureaucratic role-based systems
may not allow groups of capable people working at the unit level to resolve issues and lead
change organically. Pollock, Hogan, Lambert, Ross, and Sundt (2012) argued that prisons are
not likely to become “utopian” due to the nature of prison environments (p. 61). However, it is
clear that there are opportunities for improving overall working conditions. Perhaps looking
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more closely at how organizational structure and culture interplay with the officers’ perceptions
of their work will further inform our understanding.
In rigid command-and-control environments, it often takes numerous approvals to get
anything done, and most people are afraid to make a tough or controversial decision as it is easier
to simply pass the decision up the chain-of-command to redirect responsibility in the event that
something goes wrong. Hierarchical structures have the potential to extinguish all remnants of
creativity as Heifetz (1994) reminded us:
Creativity is stimulated by engaging with one’s environment, but the skill of sensing local
environments becomes dulled as people fasten their gaze on the charismatic figure or the
chain of command for direction. Focusing upward, people lose touch with their
communities, markets, and personal resources. (p. 66)
Corrections personnel tend to rely heavily on guidance from those near the top of the
organizational structure, and/or policy statements, even when the answer to a problem may be
obvious. This reliance on hierarchical structure may limit one’s ability to utilize personal
resources to solve institutional problems.
Methodological Approach
The constructivists’ approach to research within the social sciences often involves how
individuals make meaning of their circumstances. Schwandt (2001) stated that,
Constructivism means that human beings do not find or discover knowledge so much as
construct or make it. We invent concepts, models, and schemes to make sense of
experience, and we continually test and modify these constructions in light of new
experiences. (p. 30)
Conversely, the positivist worldview claims, “a philosophy of strict empiricism—the only
genuine or legitimate knowledge claims are those founded directly on experience” (p. 199).
Interestingly, there may be a bias toward positivism in the study of correctional workforce issues.
Tewksbury, Dabney, and Copes (2010) conducted a study of the 15 major criminal justice peer
reviewed scholarly journals from 2004 to 2008 and found a total of 120 articles incorporating a
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qualitative method of inquiry which comprised only 5.74% of all articles published during the
referenced timeframe (p. 406). This illustrates the long-standing practice of using quantitative
analysis to explore a myriad of criminal justice phenomena.
The current culture of inquiry in criminal justice appears rooted in the positivist
epistemological perspective relying significantly on quantitative studies. This seems somewhat
counterintuitive for a field that is so reliant on interpersonal relationships, or a “people business”
as described by many of my practitioner colleagues. Maahs and Pratt (2001) conducted a
meta-analysis of 30 years of correctional research and suggested that many of the predictor
variables used in the quantitative studies appear weak. They also stated, “The nuances of the
correctional officers’ job may not be amenable to survey research. As such, qualitative or
ethnographic research may be an alternative approach for understanding the minutia and
mechanics of working in prison” (p. 17).
There are, perhaps, emerging opportunities for qualitative researchers to make significant
contributions to the discourse. The December 2010 issue of the Journal of Criminal Justice
Education published an entire issue dedicated to qualitative inquiry within the criminal justice
arena. This was welcomed and exciting news as a variety of methodological approaches has the
potential to deepen our existing knowledge beyond what the survey data offer. While the
quantitative studies published thus far offer excellent insights into the world of correctional
officers, qualitative methodological approaches have the potential to further build on our current
understanding.
The sample of correctional leadership literature consulted here indicated a strong
tendency toward quantitative inquiry. Bentz and Shapiro (1998) stated, “The survey is not
designed to expand or change the consciousness of the researcher, but only to give him
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information so that he may in some way control, explore, ‘help’, the population” (p. 62).
Alternatively, an in-depth exploration involving phenomenological inquiry is warranted to
expose insights and offer potential solutions not yet considered. The quantitative studies
examined here may not capture the final word on correctional organizational cultural
considerations, given its nuances. Bentz and Shapiro (1998) elegantly made this point:
Phenomenology is used to obtain knowledge about how we think and feel in the most
direct ways. Its focus is what goes on within the person in an attempt to get to and
describe lived experience in a language as free from the constructs of the intellect and
society as possible. At its root, the intent is to understand phenomena in their own
terms—to provide a description of human experience as it is experienced by the person
herself. (p. 96)
A critical review of the literature did not reveal any studies that attempted to explore correctional
organizational cultural issues from the perspective of one’s lived experience. It would seem this
study provides a valuable contribution to expand the scholarly debate, uncover new theoretical
propositions, and provide a starting point for a conversation to move the corrections field toward
the testing of innovative models for leadership and change.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) posited that trustworthiness is an important criteria for
evaluating qualitative research. This study conformed closely to the evaluation standards
outlined by these authors. This specifically relates to the researcher letting the data speak for
itself to maintain neutrality. They further posited standards by which credibility, transferability,
and dependability are evaluated. A detailed explanation concerning how each of these criteria
was addressed is provided in Chapter V.
Positionality of the Researcher
I worked for the Michigan Department of Corrections for over 20 years in a variety of
roles, starting as a corrections officer and concluding my career in 2007 as a mid-level manager
at central office headquarters. There is no doubt that my practitioner experiences shape my
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understanding of the world around me, generally, and my organizational leadership ideology,
more specifically. Previously, working within a role-based organizational structure and culture
seemed normal and efficient to me, given the task of operating a safe and orderly prison system.
Role shift. However, after reflecting on two Michigan in-custody prisoner deaths and the
apparent indifference shown by the organizational culture, I started to rethink my support for
highly rigid organizational structures and discovered some shortcomings. I was ashamed to be
affiliated with an organization that could demonstrate such inhumane treatment while following
the rules. Specifically, I am referring to two prisoner deaths involving dehydration and
starvation, respectively. These two Michigan prisoner deaths were featured as part of a CBS
news 60 Minutes documentary piece that aired in February of 2007; the story had a profound
impact on me. My sense of self-worth and personal identity were challenged as I contemplated
these deaths. By virtue of my employment with the agency, I felt a sense of guilt and
responsibility although I was not directly involved with either death. My identity as a human
being was strongly aligned to my role as a corrections professional. It was not just my job.
Rather, it was an expression of my identity as I filled a societal role to protect and serve.
After learning the details of these prisoner deaths, on 60 Minutes, I felt exposed and
vulnerable in ways that I had not experienced earlier in my career. Prior to that point, I would be
inclined to look toward policy and procedure to resolve difficult dilemmas. If policy did not
provide the guidance necessary to resolve an issue, I would consult administrators and follow
orders, seemingly without question. After coming to the conclusion that such rote compliance
was destructive, I found my voice. This disorienting dilemma led to my eventual departure from
the agency and a transition to academia to study correctional workforce issues. The culminating
event that changed my trajectory toward academia was the observation that bureaucracy and
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rigid reliance on rules and regulations can actually be deadly. Thus, I became interested in
exploring alternative governance models that may offer alternatives to industrial age bureaucratic
structures.
I have since come to some peace with these in-custody deaths and the staff culpability
surrounding the incidents. I further posit that the officers directly involved in these deaths did
not intend to kill anyone. Rather, they were situated in a culture that removes much of their
individual discretion. This phenomenon of doing harm within formal organizational structures is
well documented and suggests that people often respond to authority and power differential in
unhealthy ways (see Haney, 2008; Milgram, 1964; Zimbardo, 1972). Officers, when facing top
down authority, may find it easier to comply with authority, given the power differential found in
hierarchical organizational models. Compliance may be observed even when the request is
unjust despite one’s personal reservations about a course of action dictated by the authoritative
culture.
Haney (2008) described this phenomenon as “an ecology of cruelty” (p. 958) in which
officers take on a certain persona that reflects the institution’s values, creating a sense of being in
total control. He goes on to say that officers working in “supermax” institutions sense they are
working with the “worst of the worst” offenders; therefore, radical approaches to governance are
justified. This sense of duality between one’s authentic self and institutional self may not be
confined to only “supermax” institutions. This phenomenon of role identification was
recognized four decades ago in Zimbardo’s (1972) classic Stanford Prison Experiment in which
college students became so abusive in their simulated roles as prison guards that the experiment
was terminated prematurely for ethical reasons surrounding the wellbeing of the participants.
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Similarly, Milgram’s (1964) classic study regarding authority suggested that one’s judgment
could be significantly altered by the presence of authority.
Did bureaucracy contribute to the deaths of at least two Michigan prisoners? If so, the
implications for the nature of correctional leadership are critical. There seems to be a cultural
norm that exists in which officers believe they are doing nothing wrong providing they are
following their job description. In other words, if a prisoner decides to die from starvation, so be
it—as long as all offers of food and water are documented. Positional power within a
bureaucratic system and one’s role within that system appears to have the ability to override
personal beliefs and responsibilities about right and wrong, from a moral perspective in these
cases.
Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter II examines key concepts relevant to the study in order to theoretically ground it
and position it in relation to the extant empirical literature. Chapter III describes the data
collection methods and analysis procedures. Chapter IV provides the dimensional analysis of
data. Finally, Chapter V provides a discussion of findings and offers theoretical propositions and
incorporates literature relevant to the findings. Finally, several considerations for future research
are provided.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
Chapter II situates this study within an historical perspective regarding the earliest 19th
century asylums. A review of select contemporary correctional leadership literatures is provided
with an emphasis on several previously studied psychosocial constructs impacting correctional
officers. The chapter begins with an explanation of the unique approach to the review of
literature in a grounded theory study.
Methodological Stance Concerning the Literature Review
Grounded theorists take an alternative position to more positivist approaches to research
regarding the literature review. Specifically, Charmaz (2006) reminded us that one defining
component of grounded theory research is that the literature review typically takes place after the
data are analyzed. This position is taken to prevent the researcher from being overly sensitized
to existing constructs and ways of knowing relative to the phenomena being investigated (see
Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Rather, the researcher returns to the literature after inductively
considering the data to critique the literature based on what the data are saying. The intent is to
let the data speak for itself and later compare what it is saying to the extant literature, noting
similarity and difference. The post data analysis literature review is the point at which the
researcher can, “claim, locate, evaluate, and defend your position” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 162).
Conversely, Clarke (2005) provided a cautionary warning against relying solely on
received theory when conducting research. She suggested this is particularly dangerous for
novice researchers and states that it is appropriate to “situate their own work vis-à-vis the
substantive field” (p. 13). She further posited that researchers do not typically start from a blank
slate, and, therefore, it may be naïve of grounded theorists to suggest emersion into the literature
prior to data collection and analysis would cause irreparable harm to the research. Further, those
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conducting research from a scholar-practitioner perspective bring tacit practice knowledge to the
study. Clarke suggested that competent researchers should be able to hold themselves
accountable for their tacit knowledge.
The literature review for this study provided only a starting point from which to focus
with an understanding that as domains form and rise, from the emerging data analysis, additional
literature will be consulted to critique the findings located within relevant literatures. The
research commenced with the perspectives gained through the consulted extant literature—
substantial practice knowledge—and a deliberate bracketing of the received knowledge during
the analysis phase to maintain accountability and uphold the methodological foundations of
grounded theory study. Bracketing is defined as the process in which the researcher is able to set
aside ones view of reality to let other realities come into focus (Husserl, 1931).
Chapter II consolidates themes found in the initial literature review. It is organized into
topical clusters that likely impact correctional officers based on existing research in this area of
inquiry. The chapter is organized around the following topical areas: Historical Perspective:
Ideologies of Punishment, Organizational Culture and Structure, and The Role of the Corrections
Officer. In addition, several seminal theoretical leadership theories are considered within the
context of the consulted correctional literature. The discussion of historical, theoretical and
empirical findings within each of these topical areas provided a foundation for situating the
current culture, leadership, and psychosocial processes within correctional institutions.
Leadership
The dissertation study examined how Michigan corrections officers experienced the
phenomenon of leadership. Rost (1991) defined leadership as follows: “Leadership is an
influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend real changes that reflect their
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mutual purposes” (p. 102). He further parsed the definition into four essential elements that
included (1) the relationship is based on influence, (2) leaders and followers are the people in the
relationship, (3) leaders and followers intend real change, (4) leaders and followers develop
mutual purposes (pp. 102-103).
There may be a connection between culture, structure, and leadership and how the
experience of correctional officers embedded within the culture will likely involve attitudes and
beliefs about those who lead them. Thus, an inquiry into various leadership theories was
undertaken while concurrently exploring select correctional literatures to sensitize me to various
constructs in preparation for data collection and analysis.
Historical Perspective: Ideologies of Punishment
Incarceration and punishment can be traced back to around 1500 when it was called penal
bondage; it included many forms of incarceration (Schmalleger & Smyka, 2009, p. 49). Morris
(2002) detailed the early days at Norfolk Island, Australia in the 19th century. Norfolk Island
was a penal colony for exiled English convicts, starting in the mid-nineteenth century. The
author describes the leadership of Captain Alexander Maconochie and his philosophy on
institutionalizing human beings. He embarked on a mission to treat all prisoners fairly while
preserving their dignity and respect. Variations of Maconochie’s Marks System (Morris, 2002,
pp. 19-20) remain a common management tool in today’s institutions in areas such as good time
toward early release for positive behavior. According to Stinchcomb (2005), “Maconochie
therefore implemented the first form of indeterminate sentencing—a ‘mark system’ whereby
freedom can be earned through hard work and proper behavior” (p. 71). The idea was simple.
Inmates earn additional freedoms, amenities, and potential early release based on compliance
with behavioral expectations set by the institution. Thus many of the general philosophical
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approaches toward incarceration established by Maconochie are present in modern day prison
reform.
Norfolk Island can also be credited with the idea that being incarcerated was the
punishment in and of itself. The words firm and fair were used in describing Norfolk’s ideology
with regard to the inmates’ interactions with their keepers. Therefore, it was no longer necessary
or acceptable for officers to inflict additional measures of punishment. In modern day prison
systems this premise remains--- it is not the keepers’ job to punish and those officers that abuse
their power by arbitrarily inflicting punishment are typically relieved from duty when
discovered.
Rothman’s (2011) work detailed the evolution of the American prison system and its
historical connection to England. Before the widespread use of incarceration, deviants were
dealt with by community members, whenever possible, in the spirit of helping. If deviant
behavior continued, the offender would be forced to leave town. This was perhaps a viable
solution during the early settlements as one’s mobility was much more limited, making
banishment more effective. It stands to reason that as societies became more mobile and
populated, the temptation to create a form of banishment within one’s own community in the
form of the asylum took root.
“We in America generally give credit to the Walnut Street Jail with being the forerunner
of the modern penitentiary while the English give this credit to the Bridewell Institution”
(Garland, 2012; Pollock, 1997, p. 119). In both institutions there was a link between
imprisonment and labor in which a strong work ethic was forced upon the population as part of
the overall institutional punishment philosophy. The two often cited examples of early American
penitentiaries styles are the Pennsylvania and Auburn Systems. The Pennsylvania system
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featured a strict adherence to silence and isolation. While living within their cells, inmates
would work, making various commodities, ranging from shoes to textiles. The Auburn system
was later adopted in which silence and strict rule compliance were still expected. However,
inmates were allowed to produce manufactured goods in a congregate setting. The philosophical
grounds for enforcing productive work as a component of punishment also served to offset the
cost of incarceration in the United States and develop reliance on the prisoner workforce to
supply inexpensively produced goods for society both then and now (Garland, 2012; Pollock,
1997).
Rothman (2011) posited that at the time prisons were forming in America, the most
prevalent model for organizational structure was the military. He further stated, “A military
model in a correctional institution seemed especially suitable for demonstrating to the society at
large the right principles of organization” (p. 105). Interestingly, the trait approach to leadership
was becoming prevalent during this period, as it was widely believed that leaders were born and
not made. The iconic leaders of the time were typically current or former military officers.
Hence, they were men and the theories suggested that leadership was reserved for a few chosen
men.
In the early 20th century, leadership traits were studied to determine what made certain
people great leaders. The theories that were developed were called ‘great man’ theories
because they focused on identifying the innate qualities and characteristics possessed by
great social, political, and military leaders. (Northouse, 2007, p. 15)
This may explain the continued reliance on the paramilitary structure used to control
facility operations. Command and control models rely on surveillance whereby supervisors
closely monitor those just below their position in the hierarchy. Interestingly, this surveillance
approach remains the primary strategy for both the management and supervision of offenders
and personnel alike.
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Brockway (1870) offers an interesting perspective on prison governance according to a
paper he presented at a national conference focused on prison reform. He stated, “The
administration of a prison system, then, should be characterized by inflexible purpose, based on a
firm foundation of principles” (p. 29). Interestingly, very little has changed from the earliest
institutions in that the overall philosophy of governance remains mostly adversarial and
inflexible. Brockway (1870) was arguing for rigidity since the 19th century.
It is important to note the ideological swing that is evident among correctional
philosophies. There are various correctional ideologies that tend to come in and out of focus as
the pendulum of public policy swings. Retribution is the first ideological stance discussed.
“Philosophically, retribution generally means getting even with the perpetrator. The term social
revenge suggests that individuals cannot exact punishment, but that the state will do so in their
name” (Allen, Latessa, & Ponder, 2011, p. 42; Garland, 2012). Another approach to justice
involves deterrence in which the, “sanction deters potential offenders by inflicting suffering on
actual ones.” The third approach involves separating the offender from society and posits, “the
best way to limit offenders’ ability to break the law is to incapacitate them, usually locking them
up for long periods of time” (Allen et al., 2011, p. 43). A similar approach involves identifying
the most criminal among a society and selectively incapacitating those offenders whereby taking
a “nothing-else-works” stance (p. 44). This dynamic ideological landscape may make it difficult
for leaders and staff to determine agency mission and their role in implementing the mission.
Modern era prison governance models. Beginning in the decade of the 1970s the
leadership styles of famous wardens were illuminated in two seminal works. These studies dealt
with issues surrounding control ideologies and warden autonomy for prison facilities (DiIulio,
1987; Jacobs, 1977). The model for prison governance throughout much of the modern era is the
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control model that was studied extensively by DiIulio (1987) who posited that the best way to
manage a prison is by ruling with an iron-fist and controlling every aspect of the operation with
rigid controls and severe consequences for non-compliance. “The prisons were to be run as
benevolent, paternalistic, despotisms in the interest of the orderly, humane, and just treatment of
convicted criminals” (DiIulio, 1987, p. 179).
Similarly, Jacobs (1977) focused on the rigid authoritarian leadership style of Warden
Joseph Ragen who headed the Stateville prison in Illinois from 1936–1961. Based on the civil
rights movement, Ragen recognized previously marginalized groups, and the governance shifted
toward a more moderate stance toward inmate treatment. Thus, the governance structure became
less authoritarian and relied more heavily on legalistic and bureaucratic policy. As prisoners'
rights increased, the officer’s role became less autocratic, but more regulated. Thus, there was a
great dependence on policy and legalistic approaches to controlling the prison population and
officers alike. By the early 1970s the administration struggled with gangs, increased public
demands for transparency, officer unions, and oversight by the courts regarding conditions of
confinement and prisoner rights. The drift toward the ideological center away from retribution
and towards rehabilitation significantly impacted institutional leadership and governance.
Organizational Culture and Structure
Given the historical precedence surrounding the governance models of institutional
management it is important to more closely consider organizational culture and structure. There
is a paucity of studies dealing overtly with correctional organizational culture. However,
Stojkovic and Farkas (2003) make a significant contribution in their work dealing with
management and supervision issues that are presented from the cultural perspective of the
correctional setting. More generally, Hatch and Cunliffe (2006) list several definitions of culture
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offered by various authors. However, Edgar Schein’s definition of organizational culture may
best represent the correctional environment.
The pattern of basic assumptions that a given group invented, discovered, or developed in
learning to cope with its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, and that
have worked well enough to be considered valid, and therefore, to be taught to new
members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to the these common
understandings. (Schein, 1985, p. 9)
While organizational culture is a critical construct to consider, an equally important
phenomenon is organizational climate. There is a subtle difference between organizational
culture and organizational climate. The later typically, “refers to a situation and its link to
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of organizational members. Thus, it is temporal, subjective,
and often subject to direct manipulation by those with power and influence” (Denison, 1996, p.
644). Climate can impact organizational effectiveness more quickly than culture, as climate is
more dynamic whereas organizational culture tends to appear more static and evolves more
slowly. A change in leadership personnel and philosophy can immediately impactful
organizational members. Similarly, external factors such as partisan politics, media attention,
and budget pressure can readily impact organizational climate.
Organizational structure is another important factor when considering correctional
institutions. Bolman and Deal (2003) state that hierarchical structures are rationalized under the
assumption that they will produce efficient results and maximize overall performance. This is,
perhaps, a contributing factor as to why this seems to be the preferred structural paradigm for
taxpayer-supported agencies such as prison facilities. Six assumptions form the basis for this
claim.
(1) Organizations exist to achieve established goals and objectives. (2) Organizations
increase efficiency and enhance performance through specialization and a clear division
of labor. (3) Appropriate forms of coordination and control ensure that diverse efforts of
individuals and units mesh. (4) Organizations work best when rationality prevails over
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personal preferences for extraneous pressures. (5) Structures must be designed to fit an
organization’s circumstances. (6) Problems and performance gaps arise from structural
deficiencies and can be remedied through analysis and restructuring. (Bolman & Deal,
2003, p. 45)
This approach seems entrenched within most of today’s correctional systems. However,
Bolman and Deal (2003) note that there are some inherent tensions in this approach such as
formal constraints on one’s creativity, which can result in absenteeism, apathy, and resistance.
They went on to state, “rules, policies, standards, and standard operating procedures limit
discretion and help ensure predictability and uniformity” (p. 51). Interestingly, contingency
theory seems related to the structural framework offered by Bolman and Deal (2003) as it is
based on the following premise. According to contingency theorists there must be consideration
for both the leadership style and the situation to maximize effectiveness. Specifically, “It
provides a framework for effectively matching the leader and the situation” (Northouse, 2007,
p. 113). Currently, there may be a mismatch between the leadership style of correctional leaders
and the needs of correctional officers.
Jaques (2001) writes in support of hierarchical structures, but he does acknowledge that
the full potential for success has not been realized in its nearly 3,000-year history. Specifically,
he states that, “its misuse has hampered effective management and stifled leadership . . . another
frequent complaint is that few managers seem to add real value to the work of their subordinates”
(p. 235). The efficiency of the hierarchical model may be overstated and perhaps not necessarily
the best model for prison governance. Overly rigid structures tend to not provide motivation for
followers. One alternative to mitigate this weakness is Path-Goal theory. This is a behavioral
approach in which the leader is focused on providing motivation to the follower. The leader is
concerned with, “choosing behaviors that are complimentary or supplement what is missing in
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the work setting” (Northouse, 2007, p. 127). This supplemental motivation may increase officer
commitment and overall satisfaction whereby mitigating the structural rigidity to some degree.
The organizational theory literature speaks of alternative structural forms such as matrix
structures. This approach has overlapping areas of responsibility with a cross-functional design
model (Ford & Randolph, 1992). Another approach involves network, or flat, organizational
structures that rely heavily on lateral communications and less on vertical edicts. Interestingly,
Ivancevich and Donnelly (1975) found that workers within flatter organizational structures
perceive more satisfaction with respect to self-actualization and autonomy. They also report
experiencing lower amounts of anxiety-stress and performing more efficiently than those in
medium and tall organizational structures.
In summary, organizational structure is the conduit or the lines of authority that systems
have in place through which individuals can come together to fulfill the expectations of the
organization. The alternative approaches referenced above appear unchallenged within
corrections, based on the consulted literatures. However, this apparent acceptance with
hierarchical structures may be ill-advised based on Merton’s (1940) observations. “Bureaucracy
is administration which almost completely avoids public discussion of its techniques, although
there may occur public discussion of its politics. This ‘bureaucratic secrecy’ is held to be
necessary in order to keep valuable information from competitors” (p. 561). It may be that
taxpayers assume that the traditional structure offers the most value to public institutions.
Paramilitary structures. Sandler and Mintz (1974) are widely cited for their definition
of the paramilitary organization, typical of police and corrections agencies. They define the
structure as having the following features:
Centralized command structure; one-way downward communication in the form of
orders; rigid superior-subordinate relationships defined by prerogatives of rank;
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impersonality; obedience; and stress the repressive nature of the work. The purpose of
the structure is to produce strict and unquestioned discipline for the rapid deployment in
an emergency. (p. 458)
Franz and Jones (1987) empirically studied the impact of quasi-military (paramilitary)
organizational structures on suburban police agencies and found that communication
effectiveness was compromised and distrust was evident, especially among higher echelon
officials. Additionally, low levels of morale were noted among the officer ranks. They further
argued that the initial conversion to a quasi-military model was to stem police corruption at the
turn of the 20th century. This action was taken to strengthen the philosophical position that the
United States was fighting a “war” on crime.
Cowper (2000) makes a compelling argument regarding the philosophical roots to the
military model.
Proponents of this model are quick to use symbolic “war on crime” rhetoric to justify its
strict, top-down command-and-control style as essential to both the police crime
suppression mandate and the requirement to control armed police officers. On the other
hand, critics of the model deride it as being excessively rigid, centrally controlled by
micromanaging bureaucrats, autocratic, secretive, intellectually and creatively
constraining, and highly resistant to any initiative that would allow employee
participation in the operational decision making process of the organization. (p. 229)
Therefore, a militaristic approach seemed appropriate if one ascribed to the analogous
assumption that society was at war against the criminal element. This description seems more
generalized as it is not specifically referring to the war on crime initiative that began in the late
1970s and continued into the 1980s. In summary, the correctional system remains reliant on the
paramilitary organizational structure to fulfill the mission. The system does have pragmatic
utility regarding clear lines of control and is deemed effective during emergency operations.
However, the value during non-emergencies may be suspect as it tends to marginalize
organizational members based on ones’ ascribed role.
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The United States military is another rich source for investigating leadership doctrine and
styles. Given the paramilitary nature of correctional organizations it is prudent to investigate the
root model of leadership that most shapes the current leadership ideology. Young (2014)
conducted a rigorous analysis of U.S. Army leadership doctrine from 1946–2006 and concluded
that the military has only made incremental changes toward more contemporary and inclusive
forms of leadership. The author’s analyses “reveals a ‘cherry picking’ approach to doctrinal
development over time. Although the Army moved away from the Great Man [Trait] theory,
doctrine advanced only as far as transactional leadership” (p. 424). In other words, the
leadership model remains authoritarian in nature utilizing a top down approach to governance
despite the military’s past attempts to embrace more transformational leadership models. This
transactional style was first named by Burns (1978) and suggests that followers complete tasks to
avoid negative responses from leaders due to non-compliance. Further, the leader retains the
power in these types of dyadic relationships. Thus, the reality that correctional systems rely
heavily on the transactional approach makes sense when considering the historical leadership
models embraced by militaristic organizations.
The Role of the Correctional Officer
There is a long-standing historical precedence concerning tensions among the keepers,
the kept, and the administrators. Beginning in the 1980s there was a movement toward
professionalization and an increase in research focused on several correctional workplace issues
such as stress, role clarity, autonomy, procedural justice, supervisory support, race, and gender
issues.
Professionalism and organizational structure. Almost three decades ago, Jurik and
Musheno (1986) called for organizational structural changes away from hierarchical models.
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Specifically they stated, “The contradiction between paramilitary management structures and
professionalism of the ranks, as well as the organizational barriers to defuse prison reforms, must
be confronted” (p. 447). What prompted their study was the 1980s professionalization
movement in the corrections industry in which college credits were becoming a pre-service job
requirement. This was true in Michigan and in many other jurisdictions as well. The authors
seemed to sense an impending dichotomous relationship between paramilitary management
structures and professionalism. The reason for concern stems from the idea that professionalism
implies a certain degree of autonomy and individual judgment. This autonomy is based on one’s
attainment of certain academic credentials. Thus, “professionals” can anticipate more
independent decision-making commensurate with one’s education and experience.
The professionalization movement may require that the leadership focus expand beyond
the leader to include meaningful interactions with the followers. According to Northouse (2007)
the situational approach to leadership implies, “that different situations demand different kinds of
leadership” (p. 91). In this case, a corrections officer with higher levels of education may require
a different leadership approach involving more coaching and supporting behaviors rather than
taking a highly directive approach. The leader and follower are interrelated in most behavioral
approaches to achieve maximum effectiveness toward goal attainment.
Similarly, leader-member exchange (LMX) theory involves the relationship between the
leader and follower. However, this approach “conceptualizes leadership as a process that is
centered on the interactions between leaders and followers. LMX theory makes the dyadic
relationship between leaders and followers the focal point of the leadership process” (Northouse,
2007, p. 151). This is important as many of the studies consulted found that officers are not
satisfied with their interpersonal relationships with department administrators.
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Typically, when one thinks of prison work, it is often inmate contact that comes to mind
as the major stressor. This ideology does have face validity, but the literature suggests that
reforms to the organizational structure and culture are perhaps more salient. Lambert, Hogan, et
al. (2006) found that officers feel greater tension and frustration when forced to seek supervisory
permission to carry out their jobs. This finding supports the earlier work of Jurik and Musheno
(1986) demonstrating that tension exists between professionalism and the paramilitary
organizational culture.
Consistent with officer preferences toward autonomous working conditions, Lancefield et
al. (1997) found that corrections officers working in a unit management environment with
decentralized control experienced less stress than those working in a traditional centralized
control bureaucratic model. Similarly, Slate and Vogel (1997) conducted a study involving
correctional officers’ thoughts on quitting the profession and concluded that those working under
participatory management models supporting collaborative decision-making are less likely to
leave. There is a sense that having control and meaningful input into one’s daily decisions
contributes to officer commitment.
Slate et al. (2001) continued to research correctional employees’ thoughts of quitting and
published a longitudinal study covering seven years, concluding that organizational factors were
the most predictive of officer stress level. Similarly, Tewksbury and Higgin (2006) continued
this thread and found that organizational issues surrounding bureaucracy and structure were more
positively correlated with stress than inmate contact. In fact, inmate contact was negatively
correlated with stress, based on their findings. This suggests significant implications for
leadership and supports the need to better understand the lived-experiences of correctional
officers.
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The idea of reducing organizational structural control in correctional facility operations is
not without its critics, however. Prison violence is an issue that cannot be overlooked when
discussing organizational effectiveness as safety is always a primary concern of prison
employees. A study conducted by McCorkle, Miethe, and Drass (1995) suggested that poor
management with a lack of rigid managerial control tends to promote acts of violence. Their
findings did not claim to be predictive of prison riots, however. McCorkle et al.’s perspective is
consistent with the classic work of DiIulio (1987) in which he posits the necessity to maintain a
firm grip on all institutional aspects. Paradoxically, several contemporary studies seem to
suggest that rigidity is perhaps no longer as necessary as once believed and that it negatively
impacts workers (Farmer, 1994; Hogan et al., 2009; Jurik & Musheno, 1986; Lambert, Paoline,
Hogan, & Baker, 2006; Lancefield et al., 1997; Reisig, 1998; Slate & Vogel, 1997; Slate et al.,
2001; Tewskbury & Higgin, 2006).
DiIulio (1987) offered three models of prison management. He referred to these models
as the control model, the responsibility model, and the consensual model. The control model
assumed a rigid approach to prison governance. “In essence, the control model involved a
mixture of correctional carrots and sticks” (p. 105). This approach is similar to the ideas
expressed by Burns (1978) has he described the linked relationship between leaders and
followers. He posited that interactions between leaders and followers take two basic forms.
Transactional leadership implies that the “leader approach followers with an eye to exchange one
thing for another: jobs for votes, or subsidies for campaign contributions” (Burns, 1978, p. 4).
Thus, the control model is transactional and not concerned with building relationships.
Conversely, a transformative leader “recognizes and exploits an existing need or demand
of the potential follower. But, beyond that, the transforming leader looks for potential motives in
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followers, seeks to satisfy higher needs, and engages the full person of the follower” (p. 4).
Some of the dissatisfaction reported in the extant corrections literature may be related an
overreliance on transactional leadership. In other words, the carrot and stick approach described
and endorsed by Diulio (1987) may no longer be an effective form of prison governance.
Next, the responsibility model relied more on self-governance with administrative
oversight kept to a minimum. “Under the responsibility model, minimal emphasis is placed on
exhorting or forcing inmates to ‘do their own time’” (p. 120). Lastly, the consensual model is a
mix of the control and responsibility models. “Consequently, consensual model executives are
not overly reliant on formal control mechanisms or on inmate self-governance” (p. 130).
Reisig (1998) studied the models offered by DiIulio (1987) and found that institutions
using the consensual and the responsibility models actually experienced less serious prison
disorder than facilities practicing a more rigid control model. The former models are
participatory approaches whereas the latter is very prescriptive and controlling as the name
implies. This further demonstrates a possible evolution of the correctional mindset from a very
non-communicative, surveillance-oriented paradigm toward the use of communication and
participative forms of governance. These results again directly challenge DiIulio’s (1987)
seminal hypothesis that the control model is most effective in preventing disorder. Finally,
employee collaboration is correlated to higher job satisfaction that further supports a move away
from the control model (Lambert, Hogan, Barton, & Clarke, 2002).
Officer stress. There are many published empirical studies regarding job satisfaction
among correctional employees and officer stress (Dial, 2010; Lambert, Cluse-Tolar, et al., 2007;
Lambert, Hogan, et al., 2006; Lambert, Hogan, & Griffin, 2007). The variables reported to
measure stress and job satisfaction include many organizational and psychosocial factors such as
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role conflict and the impact of rigid organizational structures and many associated cultural issues
such as supportive collegial relationships, autonomy, workplace justice, and participatory
management schemes. Interestingly, one study refutes previous findings regarding stress and job
variety. Lambert, Cluse-Tolar, et al. (2007) found that job variety did not significantly impact
stress as predicted. Given the conflicting findings, more work is needed to determine how
corrections officers perceive job variety.
Role conflict and ambiguity are often cited as reasons for stress among correctional
officers. However, formalized and reduced role ambiguity correlated positively to officer
commitment levels. In other words, corrections workers value organizational formality,
providing one’s role is clearly articulated (Armstrong & Griffin, 2004; Lambert, Cluse-Tolar, et
al., 2007; Lambert, Paoline, et al., 2006). Yet, simply flattening the organization without
decentralizing authority seems to have a negative effect on staff supervisory relations (Farmer,
1994).
Officer role clarity can be problematic when the expectations differ between what
inmates consider effective officer behavior compared to what supervisors expect. One study by
Wahler and Gendreau (1990) noted that supervisors place more weight on the
responsibility/leadership dimensions of officer performance. Conversely, inmates were more
concerned with the officers’ ability to effectively use interpersonal communication skills. While
this is not a surprising finding, this is but one example of role conflict and ambiguity that officers
must work through as well as a factor cited as positively correlated to officer stress.
Motowidlo and Peterson (2008) made a similar finding in their study in which critical
incidents were analyzed and rated by officers, inmates, and supervisors, with inconsistent ratings
when controlling for one’s organizational role. Inmates, officers, and supervisors often value
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different behaviors and strategies for identifying effective job performance characteristics of
corrections officers, thus contributing to role conflicts and ambiguity. In sum, it was difficult to
determine one’s effectiveness as a corrections officer when the raters have different expectations
and performance benchmarks.
In another study concerning prison ideology, Tewksbury and Mustaine (2008) found
varying ideologies based on one’s organizational role. The rehabilitation ideology is most
strongly endorsed by administrators and program staff. Conversely, security personnel, custody
officers, and prison support staff prefer a retribution-oriented ideology. This study provided
further data to support that role ambiguity does exist within the corrections ranks. When officers
are conflicted about an agency’s mission, it is understandable how frustration and stress can
occur.
Low decision-making latitude regarding the ability to make choices impacting one’s job
was the most frequently cited reason for correctional employee job stress impacting overall
psychological and physical wellness. Having a sense of autonomy provides employees with a
sense of professionalism and validity (Armstrong & Griffin, 2004; Bourbonnias et al., 2007;
Brough & Williams, 2007). Supervisors who extended greater autonomy to subordinates were
typically viewed more favorably (Garland & McCarty, 2010). Too much supervisory control is
perceived as an injustice and is a predictor of workplace psychological aggression directed at
supervisors, according to one study (Dupre & Barling, 2006).
Hogan et al. (2009) found that employees appreciate varied responsibilities and ongoing
professional learning opportunities. This finding has face validity when one considers the
professionalization requiring college credits as a condition of employment in Michigan that took
place in the 1980s. Officers with exposure to higher education are perhaps more energized by
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lifelong learning opportunities than earlier generations of prison workers. It is further possible
that the earlier generations were more content with the command-and-control structure and
limited decision-making latitude. Lambert and Hogan (2010) found that having voice in actual
organizational innovation leads to less stress and more organizational commitment. In two
similar studies, it was determined that leaders must focus on employee job involvement,
satisfaction, and organizational commitment to retain staff. Workers with a perceived lack of job
input and/or autonomy had increased levels of stress (Lambert & Paoline, 2010; Lambert,
Paoline, et al., 2006).
The Transformational Leadership approach is well suited to building and strengthening
supervisory relationships while focusing on employee involvement. It implies that both the
leader and follower are forever transformed based on their interactions. “Transformational
leadership fits the needs of today’s work groups who want to be inspired and empowered to
succeed in times of uncertainty” (Northouse, 2007, p. 175). Overall communication may
improve if supervisors engage in genuine transformative leadership behaviors to mitigate some
of the stress reported by corrections officers. Further, the transformational leadership approach
may improve overall job satisfaction for officers during times of uncertainty such as during a
crisis.
Procedural justice. Lambert et al. (2010) studied workplace justice and discussed two
constructs referred to as distributive justice and procedural justice. Distributive justice “concerns
a wide array of organizational outcomes such as promotions, rewards, punishments, work
schedule, shift assignments, benefits, and performance evaluations” (p. 12). Procedural justice is
concerned with how the rewards are distributed and is “based on the employees’ views of the
fairness of the processes by which important reward and punishment decisions are made” (p. 9).
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Interestingly, corrections officers were more concerned with the process used to dispense the
rewards than the actual distribution. If rewards are given to everyone, then perhaps it is not a
reward at all. In sum, procedural justice and perceptions of fairness by which reward and
punishment decisions are made had a positive association with life satisfaction. The means are
more important than the ends for this satisfaction. Similarly, Lambert, Paoline, et al. (2006)
found similar findings in an earlier study linking reduced stress to higher levels of
communication, integration, procedural, and distributive justice.
Supervisory support. Supervisory support is another variable that has predictive value
in determining job satisfaction among corrections officers. The literature suggested that feeling
supported by one’s supervisor is positively correlated with reduced stress. This finding was
consistent among many studies dealing with employee stress (Brough & Williams, 2007; Carlson
& Thomas, 2006; Dial, Downey, & Goodlin, 2010; Maahs & Pratt, 2001; Mishra & Shyam,
2005). Interestingly, one study found that the quality of one’s immediate supervisor was not as
important as feeling supported by management in general (Armstrong & Griffin, 2004).
Despite the many studies cited above, one study did reveal contradictory results regarding
stress; it found that supervision did not impact job stress. However, feedback was negatively
correlated to higher stress suggesting the communication elements of supervision are important
(Lambert et al., 2007). Therefore, it can be argued that providing feedback is one of the key
elements of supervision and it is important in reducing officer stress.
Adaptive leadership. Heiftz et al. (2009) are widely credited with the idea of adaptive
leadership. This approach recommends making adaptive changes in behavior to resolve issues
rather than using a quick fix approach the researchers refer to as a technical solution. This
approach is defined as, “the practice of mobilizing people to tackle tough challenges and thrive.
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The concept of thriving is drawn from evolutionary biology . . . successful adaptations enable a
living system to take the best from its history into the future” (p. 14). The authors go on to
espouse the value of organizations continuously experimenting with new processes without a
fear of failure. This approach is intriguing for the correctional environment when juxtaposed
against the more reactionary/technical responses typical of correctional agencies.
Paramilitary structures are well suited for decisive actions during times of crisis.
Therefore, correctional leaders likely become skilled at making quick decisions to resolve issues
given the frequency of incidents. However, when time is not of the essence alternative
approaches to problem solving may be warranted. Interestingly, adaptive leadership seems
inversely related to traditional crisis response in that the goal is not to come up with a hasty
decision to resolve the matter quickly. Rather, adaptive leadership looks to find the root causes
of the conflict with an eye toward systemic change. Intentionally slowing down the decision
making process and using the tenets of adaptive leadership to take a more long-range view to
resolve systemic issues may benefit correctional agencies and provide a new leadership
perspective for experimentation.
Building on the idea of adaptation, the complexity leadership approach leverages
knowledge from the natural sciences concerning the behaviors of self-organizing systems.
Uhl-Bien and Marion (2008) studied this contemporary approach to leadership and synthesized
the knowledge from the natural world with organizational behavior models. They argued that
previously espoused leadership models from the industrial age are not sufficient to guide modern
organizations. “The problems with which human organizations deal are simply too complex to
be effectively coordinated by top down managers. Managers and leaders are just incapable of
coordinating the complexities of human environments, as queen bees are of bee environments”
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(p. xiii). In summary, organizations are similar to naturally occurring events; formal leadership
may not be as necessary as once believed. Rather, human beings are well adapted to give and
receive feedback whereby incremental changes take place in a continuous effort to self organize.
This approach would involve correctional leaders giving more control to the corrections officers
and allowing them to receive feedback from organizational change initiatives; learn from the
experience, and initiate subsequent changes until the desired outcome is obtained.
Wheatly (2006) also subscribes to the idea that it is, perhaps, not possible to make order
out of chaos as this is a naturally occurring phenomenon. “Chaos has always been partnered
with order—a concept that contradicts our common definition of chaos—but until we could see it
with computers, we saw only turbulence, energy without predictable form” (p. 117). The linkage
to management involves letting systems endure the chaos until homeostasis eventually and
naturally occurs. “What emerges from this freedom is a globally stable system. Rather than
building rigid organizations piece by stable piece, nature keeps things freely moving at all
levels” (p. 167). This radical theoretical perspective suggests that perhaps formal leaders are not
as critical to organizational success as once thought. This approach offers a radical departure to
the command and control structures described earlier. Correctional facilities are perhaps like any
other complex adaptive system and may reach relative hemostasis without excessive managerial
interventions. Rather, perhaps the professional corrections officers can, if given time, interpret
the feedback from the system and make incremental changes to improve operations more
organically.
Generational considerations. Two studies, in part, looked at generational issues in the
workforce. The first study found that older correctional treatment workers (e.g., counselors,
teachers, and medical service providers) felt more supported by supervision than their younger
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counterparts. The authors speculated that younger workers were perhaps more naïve about the
realities of prison work and have higher expectations (Garland & McCarty, 2006). Conversely,
four years later, a second study suggested that younger prison health care employees found
supervision more favorable than the more seasoned veterans (Garland & McCarty, 2010).
Cheeseman and Downey (2012) recently completed a study regarding the generational
impact on corrections officers. They found that “individuals who are part of the younger X and
Y Generations are far more likely to be dissatisfied with their job as a correctional officer”
(p. 39). The authors further suggested the importance of meeting the needs of these generations
with more participatory forms of leadership and less rigidity. Dial et al. (2010) note that specific
stress reduction training may be prudent for generation X and Y officers, given their sensitivities
to workforce issues. This sort of training is likely beneficial to all officers, but perhaps even
more so with the youngest generation. A better understanding of how younger workers
experience the correctional workplace may deepen our understanding for what it takes to recruit
and retain a talented and conscientious workforce.
A final generational study concerned officer perceptions regarding the use of force. This
study revealed that younger officers tend to be more supportive of using force than older officers
(Hemmens & Stohr, 2001). Their findings can perhaps guide the recruitment, selection, and
training processes for new officers by using a proactive approach to mitigate the tendency of
younger officers to use unnecessary physical force as a control intervention and reduce injury
potential and litigation.
Gender and race. Dial et al. (2010) offered findings from a recent study suggesting
gender was the most predictive variable regarding stress with females experiencing more stress
than males. In another study relating to gender, Stohr et al. (2000) found that females are more
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likely to view their job from an appropriate ethical perspective than are males. Workers in both
jail and prison tended to view their work more from a higher ethical perspective than the control
group.
Gordon (2006) conducted the only study found to date that dealt with the race of
corrections officers as it related to punishment ideology. This study deals with correctional
officer views on a continuum from punishment to rehabilitation. The author found that African
American officers were more supportive of humanistic approaches whereas their Caucasian
counterparts favored more punitive ideologies. These findings should be considered with
caution due to a small sample size (N = 189) and did not account for variance in shift
assignment. This is critical in corrections research as those with less seniority tend to be
clustered in less desirable shifts which may account for some of the variance. The
overrepresentation of incarcerated African Americans may have also impacted the results by
generating a sympathetic response among the respondents. Finally, one study found being
female, being a minority, and having more education are associated with higher levels of
negative job attitude (Maahs & Pratt, 2001).
Conclusion
The literature consulted provided me with a starting point from which to begin data
collection. The topics considered were purposefully broad and used to sensitize me to possible
themes that may emerge during data collection and analysis. Additional literature is integrated
into Chapter V to address these emergent constructs. This literature review identified the
importance of officer autonomy and the desire to have a voice in situations that directly impact
them. While it is acknowledged that there is a long-standing historical tradition of rigidity and
control present in most institutional settings; it can be detrimental to employee job satisfaction.
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Organizational culture is slow to change. However, organizational climate is much more elastic.
Factors such as changes in leadership behaviors and external pressures can significantly impact
overall workplace conditions in profound ways.
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Chapter III: Methodology
Chapter III provides an introduction to the epistemological roots of grounded theory, an
evolutionary summary of the proposed method, and the justification for the methodological
selection. A detailed explanation of the study design is provided along with data analysis
procedures and a discussion of the ethical implications of this research.
Symbolic Interactionism
Grounded theory has strong roots in the ideological perspectives offered by Blumer’s
(1969) work involving symbolic interactionism. This construct deals with the idea of meaning
making. How we interact with each other in social interactions and our physical world
determines what meaning we assign to our encounters. Blumer (1969) offered what he termed
three of the premises regarding symbolic interactionism. The first, and the one most closely
aligned with this study, involves how human beings act toward matters in the physical world.
This is particularly salient to this study that explored how correctional officers in Michigan
prisons make meaning of their work within the context of their organizational environment.
Blumer’s second premise is how human beings make meaning of interactions with other
human beings. Again, this element aligns with the study, as it explored the interactions of
human beings within the context of correctional facilities. Finally, Blumer (1969) refers to the
“interpretive process” used to make meaning of one’s world (p. 2). Grounded theorists rely
heavily on this third premise as data are disaggregated and reassembled in an effort to interpret
meaning as described in the reflections and stories of those individuals experiencing the
phenomenon of interest. Blumer (1969) summarizes symbolic interactionism in part by stating,
living a process of ongoing activity in which participants are developing lines of action in
multitudinous situations they encounter. They are caught up in a vast process of
interactions in which they have to fit their developing lines of actions into one another.
(p. 20)
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Officers deal with multiple complex situations regularly and must interpret events and act
according to established rules. Through the method of grounded theory, how they make meaning
of their world and the interactions that they have with others are analyzed based on their
narrative of events.
Blumer (1969) used a metaphor to discuss scientific inquiry in which he speaks of “lifting
the veils that obscure or hide what is going on” (p. 39). Metaphorically, this study lifted the veil
to see how correctional officers experience their work within state operated prison facilities.
This understanding was sought and grounded in the narratives provided by officers as they
shared their lived experiences during long open-ended interviews.
Grounded Theory
Bryant and Charmaz (2007) offered a concise historical perspective of grounded theory
method and its epistemological stance. They posited that grounded theory “was ‘discovered’ in
the 1960s, and simultaneously conveyed a crucial epistemological premise about creating
scientific knowledge” (p. 2).
Grounded theory is tied to the discipline of sociology and makes its epistemological
claims based on four primary foundational texts authored by Glaser and Strauss. These texts are
Awareness of Dying (1965), The Discovery of Grounded Theory (1967), Time for Dying (1968),
and Status of Passage (1971). Glaser and Strauss came together to form grounded theory from
very different epistemological positions. Glaser was well versed in quantitative analysis and
involved in the sociological perspective commonly referred to as the Chicago School (Bryant &
Charmaz, 2007). Strauss was heavily influenced by the pragmatist philosophy of George
Herbert Mead. Despite their different leanings, they were able to come together and create the
grounded theory methodology with the idea that qualitative “research projects could produce
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outcomes of equal significance to those produced by the predominant statistical-quantitative,
primary mass survey methods of the day . . . it [grounded theory] offers a foundation for
rendering the processes and procedure of qualitative investigation visible, comprehensible, and
replicable” (p. 4). “Classic grounded theory (Glaser, 1978; Glaser & Strauss, 1967) emphasized
creating analyses of action and processes . . . What’s going on here” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 20).
The desired outcome is to suggest theoretical propositions that account for the meaning that
participants ascribe to their experience. Schwandt (2001) summarizes the essence of the
grounded theory approach as follows:
Grounded theory methodology is a specific, highly developed, rigorous set of procedures
for producing formal, and substantive theory of social phenomena. This approach to the
analysis of qualitative data simultaneously employs techniques of induction, deduction,
and verification to develop theory. (p. 110)
Grounded theory method provides for the emergence of rich descriptions of the phenomena
under study grounded in the words and experiences of those with the unique expertise in the
investigated phenomena.
With the release of Glaser and Strauss’ seminal text (1967), many scholars developed an
interest in advancing the use of qualitative methods. By the late 1990s, a study by Jenner and
Titscher (2000) found that two out of three published qualitative studies used a grounded theory
approach. Despite the acceptability and prevalence of grounded theory method as a qualitative
research approach, few criminal justice studies have taken advantage of this method of inquiry.
It is hoped that this study will offer a new methodological perspective on correctional workforce
issues.
Dimensional analysis. Schatzman (1991) was a student of Strauss and is responsible for
dimensional analysis and a more natural form of grounded theory analysis. He took grounded
theory in a slightly different direction from his mentor Strauss by creating explanatory matrices
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that focused on the natural human process of conceptualization to make meaning.
“Dimensionality was conceived as a property and variety of human thinking that turns language
towards interrogative and analytic processes in the face of cognitive problems with phenomena,
that is, when recognition and recall fail to provide situationally sufficient understanding”
(p. 309). Dimensional analysis allows the researcher to generate multiple opportunities to
reconstruct “multiple components of a complex social phenomena” (Kools, McCarthy, Durham,
& Robrecht, 1996, p. 316). The goal of dimensionalizing the phenomena is to determine, “what
all is going on here?” (Schatzman, 1991, p. 309) by uncovering the conditions in which social
processes take place and the consequences that ensue within the phenomenon of interest.
Schatzman and Strauss (1973) further refined the method with the integration of
interviewing as an approach to uncover the meaning that participants made of actions in their
environment. This process involves a rigorous coding of interview data for emergent constructs
as data are constantly compared to form abstractions for analysis and interpretation of meaning.
“By 1994, Strauss and Corbin stated that their version of grounded theory meant doing
interpretive work” (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007, p. 8). This shift was not without criticism from
grounded theory purists as the method departed somewhat from its original post-positivist roots,
by moving toward a constructivist worldview. As the 21st century dawned a more
contemporary, post-modern approach began to emerge as scholars embraced and expanded a
more constructivist paradigm in the approach to gathering data and interpreting meaning
(Charmaz, 2006; Clarke, 2005; Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
The overarching end-state that grounded theorists seek is that of theory making. Corbin
and Strauss (2008) posited that the researcher simultaneously collects, codes, and analyzes data,
which informs the next interview questions as well as identifying the next participants. This
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process is undertaken without any perceived hypothesis or theoretical assumptions. The
emergent data is organic and informs the researcher’s next actions. Again, this is very much in
contrast to more positivist approaches to knowing and relies on an inductive and fluid
constructivist process.
In summary, during the past 40 years, grounded theory has evolved from the original,
post-positivist model offered by Glaser and Strauss (1967) to a constructivist approach
inaugurated by the second generation of scholars. This study closely follows dimensional
analysis as described by Schatzman (1976) and Charmaz’ (2006) constructivist grounded theory
approach. Charmaz relies on many of the original principles but takes into account
methodological advancements over the past 40 years. In particular, she takes the view that one is
constructing grounded theory from the data, based on the researcher’s interpretative role in
understanding the data.
Methodological Justification
Grounded theory as a methodological choice is consistent with the purpose of this
study—how corrections officers experience their work within the organizational structure and
culture of Michigan correctional facilities. Several studies cited in Chapter II of this dissertation
examined variations of this question from a positivist’s worldview, for example, officer job
satisfaction, autonomy, supervisory support, and stress (e.g., Armstrong & Griffin, 2004; Brough
& Williams, 2007; Carlson & Thomas, 2006; Lambert, Hogan, & Griffin, 2008; Hogan,
Lambert, & Hall, 2009; Lambert, Cluse-Tolar, et al., 2007; Lambert & Hogan, 2010; Lambert,
Hogan, et al., 2006; Lambert & Paoline, 2010; Lancefield et al., 1997; Slate et al., 2001). The
findings of the extant literature using a positivist paradigm have been robust and have revealed
significant relationships between officers and various environmental factors. A grounded theory
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exploration of officers’ description and explanation of the context, meaning, and consequences
of these factors may lead to a deeper understanding of their complexity and interrelatedness.
Grounded theorists go to the ground to collect and analyze data from those closest to the
phenomena under study. The officers make up the largest segment of the workforce. It is the
role of the correctional officer that intersects with the prisoners and the organization. This role
forms the linchpin between policy and the delivery of custodial care. Through the reflective
process of grounded theory interviewing, officers revealed their tacit knowledge and emotions
through descriptions of their work and the meaning that they attributed to it. The researcher,
through a reflective process of interviewing, analysis and interpretation, created meaning of
officers’ experience and offers a preliminary explanatory model. It is hoped that this unique
empirical approach will add richness and texture to our understanding of correctional officers
and their work within the organizational culture.
Method of the Study
This section provides detailed information regarding study design. It will address this
study’s implementation of the tools of grounded theory method including a description of the
participants, sampling considerations, data collection and analysis, coding, memoing,
explanatory matrices, and the interpretative process toward the construction of theoretical
propositions.
Description of Participants
The participants for the study were all active employees of the Michigan Department of
Corrections. The initial purposeful sample group contained 15 correctional officers, which was
later expanded to include a theoretical sample of five first line supervisors holding the rank of
sergeant for a total of 20 participants. The average participant age was 43 years with 16 years of
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service. Participants from nine of Michigan’s 29 adult male prison facilities are represented
including all security levels. The participants’ daily job assignments include a mix of both
custody and housing assignments. A detailed demographic description and workplace
characteristics can be found in Table 3.1. This sample was selected to provide a “boots on the
ground” perspective of what it is like working in Michigan prisons. This study did not look at
leadership from the perspective of wardens or other high-ranking administrators. Rather, a
deliberate effort was made to document the views of correctional officers and their perceptions
of leadership.
To assist in the identification of potential interviewees, former colleagues were asked to
provide my contact information to acquaintances who met the initial criteria described below.
Participants with at least five years of experience working in adult correctional facilities were the
targeted group for inclusion. Additionally, the participants were not selected if they had any
prior contact or knowledge of the researcher. Interviews were conducted in off duty settings
away from the institution or by telephone during off duty hours. The participants' identities
remain confidential along with their specific work location. The sample provides diverse
perspectives based on race, gender, institutional security level, geographic location, and years of
experience. The views expressed by all participants are their own and do not represent the views
of the Michigan Department of Corrections.
Purposeful sampling. Clarke (2005) notes that sampling is not undertaken for purposes
of gaining a representative sample as is the case with many quantitative approaches. Rather,
grounded theorists seek persons or things that will inform the initial provisional research
questions or provide deeper understandings drawn from early data analysis. Early analysis of
interviews may suggest that others with different roles within the investigated phenomena need
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to be sought out to provide further depth to the on-going understanding of the researcher.
Blumer (1969) contends that, “a small sample of such individuals, brought together as a
discussion and resource group, is more valuable many times over than any representative
sample” (p. 41). Thus, participants were selected in this grounded theory research to create a
purposeful sample of individuals with depth of experience in a particular role or roles related to
the phenomenon of interest. Therefore, a purposeful sample of corrections officers was located
and asked to participate in the study.
Theoretical sampling. While using the constant comparative method of data collection
and analysis, it was determined that a theoretical sample of five sergeants was needed to better
understand some of the emergent findings. Charmaz (2006) summarized this point. “Theoretical
sampling involves starting with data, constructing tentative ideas about the data, and then
examining these ideas through further empirical inquiry” (p. 102). Corbin and Strauss (2008)
note that theoretical sampling is useful when studying uncharted territory where the chance of
new discovery is great.
Following data analysis of 15 corrections officer interviews it became evident that the
perspective of sergeants may help to better explain the experiences shared by officers. A
theoretical sample of sergeants was asked to describe their work environment using open-ended
questioning. In addition, probative questions were asked that focused on their satisfaction with
being a supervisor and the reasons why they made the decision to assume a supervisory role.
This question became important as 14 of 15 officers interviewed indicated no desire to seek a
promotion. Therefore, it became necessary to ask existing sergeants about their reasons for
deciding to promote. Thus, these data led the researcher to the sergeants in order to better
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understand the phenomena under study. These findings and related discussion are described in
subsequent chapters.
Table 3.1
Participant Demographics
Participant

Gender

Age

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male

59
31
47
43
49
32
50
39
44
43
49
42
46
38
41
35
44
42
45
52

Job
Classification
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

Race
White
White
White
Black
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
Black
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

Service
Years
24
6
18
10
14
12
9
18
14
24
20
21
24
17
19
8
23
21
14
11

Security
Level
I
II/IV
II/IV
II/IV
I
I
V
II
II
I, II, IV
I, II, IV
I, II, IV
I
I, II, IV
II/IV
I
I, II, IV
I, II, IV
I, II, IV
II

Shift
1st
3rd
3rd
3rd
1st
1st
1st
1st
2nd
1st
3rd
2nd
1st
1st
1st
1st
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd

Primary
Duties
Housing
Custody
Custody
Custody
Housing
Housing
Custody
Housing
Custody
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Housing
Custody
Custody
Custody
Custody
Custody

Military
Service
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Note. Security levels in Michigan prisons range from I–V (excluding level III). This schema correlates from
minimum to maximum security. Some facilities have multiple security levels as referenced above. The duties of
uniformed staff are broadly categorized between custody and housing positions. The first involves perimeter
security, visiting room, yard, control center, etc. The later involves working in prisoner living units with daily
direct inmate contact.

Data collection: Interviewing. One approach grounded theorists take for data gathering
is intensive interviewing. Thus, open-ended interviewing was the primary means of data
collection for this study. According to Charmaz (2006) these interviews are conversational yet
sharply focused to allow for interpretive inquiry. The researcher seeks participants with
knowledge of the phenomena under study. She further notes that the interviewee does most of
the talking; the interviewer is there to ask clarifying questions, probe for meaning by
encouraging storytelling, and encourage the participants to go beneath the surface in search of
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personal meaning. This approach is consistent with the foundational tenets of Blumer’s (1969)
symbolic interactionism. Charmaz (2006) affirmed this by stating, "these [interview] questions
also reflect a symbolic interactionist emphasis on learning about participants’ views, experienced
events, and actions” (p. 29). Purposeful and in depth inquiry of how corrections officers make
meaning of their work helps us better understand their world.
The questions asked were open-ended and probative based on received knowledge from
the participants. The data collection relied strongly on storytelling to get at the essence of how
the organizational culture influences the daily work life and/or decision-making for officers. The
method of grounded theory required that the line of inquiry evolved based on participant
responses so it was impossible to predict the full range of topics that emerged organically during
the interviews. Thus, all data were collected and considered during analysis in a quest for
meaning making.
Charmaz (2006) made a point that participants are likely to respond instinctively during
interviews based on environmental enculturation. She stated, "During interviews, professionals
may recite public relations rhetoric rather than reveal personal views, much less a full account of
their experiences” (p. 27). Specifically, policy and procedure compliance and upholding
organizational cultural norms are a hallmark of correctional practice. Thus, participants are
likely to default to the agency ideology when asked questions. It was critical to probe more
deeply to seek a more authentic response that reflected the participants’ personal meaning
making surrounding their work. Many participants seemed to default to standard responses
requiring additional encouragement to expand on the topic and use storytelling to further explore
their experience with a particular phenomenon.
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Kvale (1996) posited there are two primary purposes for an interview. The first purpose
is to gather empirical information that lends itself to more concrete analysis. Conversely,
interview data can be collected for more theoretical analysis as was the case for this study. As
interview data were collected and simultaneously analyzed, core dimensions emerged. Next,
theoretical assumptions appeared that were grounded in the rich experiences offered by
corrections officers. Kvale (1996) notes that grounded theory interviews tend to be less formal
and start with as few as one open-ended question and the interviewer carefully listens and
follows leads offered by the participants. This required more probing of interviewees with
verbal prompts such as, interesting—can you tell me more about that? Appendix C contains the
topical guide that was used to explore more deeply with participants when the opportunity
presented. This is juxtaposed against the more common interview approach in which the
interviewer simply collects the respondents’ response and moves to the next standardized
question.
Participants were interviewed using open-ended questions, and the typical interview
lasted approximately one hour. Those within 50 miles of the researcher’s geographic location
were interviewed using a face-to-face format in a public location. Participants from greater
distances were interviewed by telephone. The interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed
verbatim into text documents for analysis. Interviews were completed until theoretical saturation
occurred. This means that no new core dimensions arose from the interview data (see Bryant &
Charmaz, 2007). The names and work locations will remain anonymous, and participants had an
opportunity to review completed transcripts and strike any direct quotes that might reveal
identity or otherwise impact the participant. Additionally, participants were offered the
opportunity to make any clarifications needed after reviewing the transcripts.
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Data management. A vendor was selected to perform the transcription services and
provide a secure file transfer protocol (FTP) server to manage the data and protect it from
intrusions. All data were stored on a password-protected computer. Confidentiality was strictly
maintained, and the identity of participants is closely guarded to mitigate risks. The full report
omits all last names or identifying information of location, city, or specific correctional facility
information. Every transcript was reviewed for accuracy against the audio recording and
anonymity of the speaker prior to the transcript being uploaded to NVivo 9 for data analysis.
Backup copies of digital media are stored in a secure cloud server.
Data analysis. Coding is the central and initial analytic stage in grounded theory that
leads to the principle of bracketing. The grounded theory methodological approach
acknowledges that the researcher brings perspectives and sensitizing concepts to the research.
However, these potential biases are held in abeyance, using a procedure described as bracketing.
Schwandt (2001) offered a concise definition of this concept as a foundational tenant of
grounded theory research and other qualitative approaches.
This term [bracketing] originates from Husserl’s (1859-1938) phenomenology, which
was strongly opposed to philosophical realism. Husserl argued that everyday
assumptions of the independent existence of what is perceived and thought about should
be suspended so that one could investigate what is perceived and thought without that
assumption. (p. 19)
Therefore, it is critical that the researcher bracket sensitizing concepts during the collection and
analyzing phase as to not misinterpret the data or perhaps overlook any nuance that may exist.
This is particularly salient for practitioner-scholars who come to the research question with
significant practice knowledge. While it is perhaps unrealistic to expect the researcher to
disassociate with one’s own lived-experiences and an acquired body of knowledge, it is
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suggested that through bracketing the researcher can set one’s perspectives aside during data
analysis and the subsequent categorization processes. Exploring and coding data on a
line-by-line basis is one way to detect nuance among the data as one considers the meaning—and
alternate meanings—of each word and segment.
Byrne-Armstrong, Higgs, and Horsfall (2001) noted:
Traces of positivist research are still present in qualitative research. First, the
subject/object opposition still frames qualitative research; in that ‘rigor’ in qualitative
research is the ability to be objective while still engaged. The rhetoric about this can be
found in techniques such as ‘bracketing’ as in phenomenological research. (Sass, 1990,
as cited in Byrne-Armstrong et al., 2001, p. 109)
The above quote acknowledges a fundamental difference between positivist and
constructivist epistemological approaches to research. The constructivist approach taken in this
study assumed the researcher can look at these data and construct meaning despite being a
participant in close proximity to the data. This is a noteworthy distinction that varies from a
more positivist approach in which the researcher keeps the study at arms length and seeks
meaning based on quantitative analysis using principles of statistical probability.
Constant comparative method. Data in the form of interviews were collected, coded,
and analyzed concurrently using what the literature refers to as a constant comparative method.
Grounded theorists require that the researcher continuously probe more deeply into the
constructs that emerge and integrate the findings into subsequent interviews to probe for
meaning. Specifically, Glaser and Strauss (1967) made this point:
Constant comparative method is designed to aid the analyst who possesses the
abilities in generating a theory that is integrated, consistent, plausible, close to the data—
and at the same time is a form clear enough to be ready, if only partially,
operationalized for testing in quantitative research. (p. 103)
The process was inductive in nature and relied on the researcher’s involvement and
interaction with these data throughout the process. As segments of data were compared against
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other segments, new understandings emerged. From these relationships theoretical assumptions
were formed based on rigorous analysis and comparisons. The grounded theorist searches for all
possible links and connections among the data as transcriptions are disaggregated, analyzed, and
categorized into domains (Schwandt, 2001). Corbin and Strauss (2008) added additional
perspective to the idea of the constant comparative technique as they suggested that through
constant comparative analysis the researcher is able to cluster constructs that are conceptually
similar and to allow for differentiation of ideas and sorting.
Coding. There are three initial phases of grounded theory coding: initial coding, focused
coding, and axial coding. Charmaz (2006) stated that coding is, “the first step in moving beyond
concrete statements in the data to making analytic interpretations. We aim to interpretive
rendering that begins with coding and illuminates studied life” (p. 43). NVivo 9 software was
used as a tool to conduct coding and data analysis. This tool is very robust and provided a
myriad of features to facilitate rigorous data analysis, memo storage, and reporting tools.
Initial coding. This research followed closely the processes outlined by Charmaz (2006)
in her contemporary interpretation of the classic works by Glaser and Strauss (1967).
Specifically, I began with initial coding that “sticks close to the data” using a line-by-line
approach (Charmaz, 2006, p. 49). Each line of text was analyzed and coded to name data into
categories. To assist in this process, grounded theorists keep certain questions related to the
overall purpose of the study in mind as they code such as:
x

“What is this data a study of?” (Glaser, 1978, p. 57; Glaser & Strauss, 1967)

x

“What does the data suggest? Pronounce?” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 47)

x

“From whose point of view?” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 47)

x

“What theoretical category does this specific datum indicate?” (Glaser, 1978)
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Charmaz (2006) offered what she termed, “A code for coding” described as follows:
1. Remain open
2. Stay close to the data
3. Keep your codes simple
4. Preserve actions
5. Compare data with data, and
6. Move quickly through the data. (p. 49)
The idea was to code the data as actions to avoid the analyst making conceptual assumptions too
early in the process. The point of initial coding was to very quickly assemble a large amount of
data based on the coders’ initial reaction to the line-by-line text analysis, using the questions
above as a guide.
Two additional researchers assisted in coding several of the initial transcripts to
maximize the perspectives contained within the data. Later, when there was agreement that a
rich body of codes had been identified, colleagues with grounded theory experience remained on
the research team throughout the focused coding process. The long-term team members are
doctoral program colleagues familiar with, and experienced in, grounded theory method and
coding. Both agreed to assist with my research in exchange for my assistance with their research
endeavors.
Interestingly, the intent of team coding is not for confirmation of the other coders’
findings. Rather, it is done in a deliberate attempt to find difference. The important task is to
uncover all possible nuance and alternate meanings found within the data. The team coding
approach adds valuable perspectives that can be missed when conducting this work in isolation.
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Charmaz (2006) referred to team coding and stated, “several individuals may code data
separately and then compare and combine their different codings” (p. 48).
Focused coding. This phase involved grouping the codes into affinity groups for more
analysis and sorting. Synthesis began at this point, and the data were considered in larger
segments based on their attributes such as the frequency of occurrence, thematic relationships,
and overall significance to the phenomena of interest. While interacting with these data, certain
connections emerged, and new insights were gained. This resulted in the researcher going back
to the field and interviewing individuals in related, but different roles, in the situation. “Through
comparing data to data, we develop the focused code. Then we compare data to these codes,
which helps refine them” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 60). This active and inductive involvement with
the data aligned well with the overarching constructivist worldview of research and ways of
knowing (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser, 1978).
Axial coding. Corbin and Strauss (2008) offered a third type of coding and the final
phase of coding for this study. However, they noted the differentiation between initial and axial
coding is primarily for teaching the method. In practice, working with the data is not as linear as
it seems. The authors used the term artificial when considering this apparent difference (p. 198).
Charmaz (2006) noted that at this phase of analysis the researcher relates categories with
subcategories to identify meaning. She further stated, “Axial coding specifies the properties and
dimensions of a category” (p. 60).
During initial coding these data were disaggregated to the smallest unit of inquiry.
Conversely, during axial coding these data were reassembled and critically analyzed as the
process moved toward the creation of theory. The term dimensions arose frequently in the
literature when looking at grounded theory data analysis. This can best be defined as, “a means
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of converting text into concept” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 61). Data analysis for this study followed
the three phases described above. Of course, non-linearity was experienced as interaction with
these data took place; the exact positioning within each step was often not discernable at a
specific point and time. Rather, these steps are offered as a conceptual framework from which
the analysis took place and offered a basic model for analysis.
Memoing. Schatzman and Strauss (1973) spoke of the importance of preparing “analytic
memos” that capture the researcher’s thinking. Memos were used for tracking analytic
developments over time during the study. “As these analytic memos cumulate, they are likely to
become the heart of his final ideas, and they lie at the very core of his publication” (p. 104).
Memoing was a critical aspect of this research and was used as a means of collecting and
recording abstractions while thinking critically about these data. It served as a place to store
partially developed ideas and illuminated gaps within the data requiring more attention.
Moreover, Corbin and Strauss (2008) made, perhaps, the most important point regarding
memoing. “When the analyst actually sits down and writes a memo or does a diagram, a certain
degree of analysis occurs. The very act of writing memos and doing diagrams forces the analyst
to think about the data” (p. 118). Charmaz (2006) wrote about the importance of memo writing
in grounded theory research. She noted that memoing is the process that takes place in between
coding and the final manuscript. Memoing allows the analyst to store thoughts and revisit them
at a later time to continue the constant comparative approach in which data are compared to data
and categories to data. While going through this iterative process, memos provided a space to
capture the analytical thought processes, relationships among data, and emerging theoretical
assumptions.
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Explanatory matrices. Schatzman developed dimensional analysis that disaggregates
the phenomena into “parts, attributes, interconnections, context, processes, and implications”
(Schatzman, 1991, p. 309). This allows the researcher to interrogate the data from multiple
perspectives. To further help the researcher explain, “What ‘all’ is involved here?” He developed
the explanatory matrix, which is the cornerstone of dimensional analysis (Schatzman, 1991,
p. 310). Kools et al. (1996) offer the diagram below, which provides a visual representation of
the explanatory matrices construct.

Figure 3.1. Explanatory matrix (Kools et al., 1996, p. 318).
Once the interview data were collected, the data were analyzed, sorted, and reassembled into
diagrams called explanatory matrices. I was then positioned to offer theoretical propositions
based on the explanatory matrix (Kools et al., 1996; Schatzman, 1991). Explanatory matrices
were created as core dimensions and categories, and properties emerged from the data following
the rigorous coding process.
Interpretation: Theoretical propositions. Theoretical propositions are offered
following rigorous data analysis looking for all possible meanings and alternative meanings
among the codes. Dimensions formed allowing for the development of theoretical propositions
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based on the relationships that emerged from these data. Glaser and Strauss (1967) addressed
this as follows:
To make theoretical sense of much diversity in his data, the analyst is forced to develop
ideas on a level generally higher in conceptual abstraction than the qualitative material
being analyzed. He is forced to bring out underlying uniformities and differences in the
data. (p. 114)
Corbin and Strauss (2008) succinctly made this point and stated, “If theory building is indeed the
goal, then findings should be presented as a set of interrelated concepts, not just a listing of
themes” (p. 104). This study integrated the core dimensions and proposed theoretical
explanations that go well beyond a summary report of observed themes to explain how
organizational culture and leadership decisions impacted the participants.
This grounded theory methodological approach attempted to build theoretical
propositions that are grounded in the officers’ personal attribution of meaning to their
experiences at work. The data collected were analyzed using a constant comparison approach
that allows the researcher to simultaneously collect and analyze the data. This approach guided
the researcher during subsequent interviews until theoretical saturation was achieved. Theoretical
saturation “refers to the point at which gathering more data about a theoretical category reveals
no new properties nor yields any further theoretical insights about the emergent grounded
theory” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 189). It is at this point that the sample size is considered adequate to
proceed with final data analysis and the creation of theoretical propositions
Ethical Implications
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was secured before any interviews were
scheduled. A copy of the IRB application is provided as Appendix A. The study did not include
prisoners, probationers, or parolees in any manner nor any other designated vulnerable group.
All interviews took place during off duty hours in a public location or by telephone. Therefore,
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approval to conduct research on facility grounds was unwarranted. All participants signed an
informed consent notice (Appendix B) that detailed privacy expectations and informed
participants that they may cease participation at any time.
Further, the identity of all participants was concealed, using pseudonyms for both their
personal identity and the institutions at which they are employed. Member checking was used to
provide participants with an opportunity to review and approve all transcripts prior to being
included in the study.
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Chapter IV: Dimensional Analysis
The purpose of this study was to develop an understanding of the lived experiences of
Michigan correctional officers as it relates to organizational culture and leadership. Interview
data from 20 participants were coded and analyzed using dimensional analysis. Dimensional
analysis focuses on complex and in depth analysis of a social phenomenon as it allows the
researcher to generate opportunities to reconstruct “multiple components of a complex social
phenomena” (Kools et al., 1996, p. 316). The goal of dimensionalizing a phenomena is to
determine, “what all is going on here?” (Schatzman, 1991, p. 309). This methodological
approach goes beyond simply the identification of themes. Rather, dimensional analysis looks to
understand the underlying meaning and social processes at play within complex social dynamics.
Dimensional analysis disaggregates interview data and reassembles it based on how the
participants make meaning of the phenomena under study. According to Schatzman (1991) it is
necessary to provide “a structure of terms that totally frame a given direction or methodological
perspective to analysis” (p. 308). The terms used in this analytic framework are dimensions,
categories and properties. Dimensions are the largest conceptual constructs, more fully described
through categories and properties. This chapter provides an overview of each dimension along
with detailed descriptions of each conceptual category. The properties are found within the
words of the participants that make up each conceptual category. In dimensional analysis, a core
or central dimension or concept emerges as most explanatory of the social processes described
by participants. Other significant dimensions are considered primary dimensions and are directly
related to the core dimension.
In this chapter, the findings were organized around each primary dimension followed by
those categories that are conceptually related to the dimension. Quotes from the participants’
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interviews further detail the properties that describe and illustrate the conceptual categories. A
labeling system of P1 through P20 was used to identify participants to protect their identities and
to document the inclusion of all interviews in the analysis. The title corrections officer or officer
is used to generally describe the experiences of both officers and sergeants throughout Chapter
IV. However, quotations offered by sergeants are explicitly identified as such.
Overview of Primary Dimensions and Conceptual Categories
Several primary dimensions and conceptual categories emerged from the interviews.
Table 4.1 provides a visual representation of the dimensional analysis of interview data.
Categories and properties are nested within each primary dimension and more fully explain each
conceptual construct. Properties are the most granular conceptual level considered during
analysis. The properties that make up each category are found within the text using the words of
the participants to more fully describe each conceptual category. Similarly, conceptual
categories provide the building blocks for the emergence of each primary dimension.
All primary dimensions in Table 4.1 are in bold title case font as follows: It’s a Dark
Environment, Budget Driven Decision-Making, Qualities of Leading, and We’re Going
Backwards. While conducting the dimensional analysis research, a core or central dimension
emerged and provided a common thread that ran through all other dimensions and served to
better understand the lived experiences of the officers. The core dimension that connected all of
the primary dimensions is Powerlessness as described by the participants.
In Table 4.1 conceptual categories that were used to describe each primary dimension are
presented. The primary dimension It’s a Dark Environment is comprised of the following
categories: Choosing Corrections as a Career, What I Would Not Miss if I Left, Describing
Prisoners, It’s a Stressful Job, and Lack of Openness. Similarly, interview data from the primary
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dimension Budget Driven Decision-Making centered around these conceptual categories: It’s
More Dangerous, Lack of Resources, and They’re Taking Stuff Away. The primary dimension
Qualities of Leading was formed from the following conceptual categories: Effective Leader
Actions, Incompetent Leaders, and Ineffective Leader Actions. When asked to reflect on the
direction that the agency was moving, participants frequently stated, “We’re Going Backwards.”
Thus, this construct emerged as a primary dimension based on these conceptual categories:
Ineffective Training, No Desire to Lead, and Foreshadowing Violence. Finally, a feeling of
powerlessness undergirds these findings and best describes how officers and sergeants
experience their work environment. Hence, the core dimension Powerlessness was identified.
The following conceptual categories make up the core dimension: Lack of Voice, Lack of
Appreciation, and Feeling Deceived. The sections that follow provide detailed property-level
descriptions using the interviews of the each participant to more fully describe each conceptual
category and primary dimension.
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Table 4.1
Primary Dimensions and Conceptual Categories
PERSPECTIVE: MICHIGAN CORRECTIONS OFFICERS
CONTEXT: STATE-OPERATED ADULT MALE CORRETIONAL FACILITIES
Primary
Conceptual Categories
Dimensions
It's a Dark
Choosing
What I
Describing
It's a
Lack of
Corrections
Would Not
Prisoners
Stressful Job
Openness
Environment
as a Career
Miss if I
Left
Budget Driven
It's More
Lack of
They're Taking
DecisionDangerous
Resources
Stuff Away
Making
Qualities of
Effective
Incompetent
Ineffective
Leading
Leader
Leaders
Leader Actions
Actions
We're Going
Ineffective
No Desire to
Foreshadowing
Backwards
Training
Lead
Violence
a
Lack of
Lack of
Feeling
Powerlessness
Voice
Appreciation
Deceived
a
Powerlessness is the core or central dimension of the primary dimensions.
Primary Dimension: It’s a Dark Environment
The primary dimension It’s a Dark Environment brought to light the working conditions
that Michigan corrections officers face on a daily basis. Many officers commented on the
negative overall environment. These statements were typical of many participants. “Well just
the negative atmosphere here and every day the potential of having things happen to you,
having things happen to your partners” (P10). This officer expressed a similar tone,
It’s a negative environment to begin with and it’s probably one of the most negative
environments you could ever work in. So you have to do what you can to make things
run smoothly without any incidents and sometimes that’s difficult, especially when we
are starting to revert back to the old way. (P1)
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These data suggested that officers were immersed in negativity that took a toll over time as
documented in these findings.
It’s such a negative environment. It’s basically—that’s the hardest thing about this job is
some people adjust to it and can make it, and some can’t. There’s a tremendously high
turnover rate in the corrections officer ranks. It’s just not for everybody, it’s a constant
thing of negativity, and you know, the prisoners. (P15)
Sometimes you feel like your hands are tied and you’re banging your head against the
wall and I think that’s––when you get to that point, that’s when people starting with the
negative attitude towards their work, but it seems like it’s a cyclical thing. (P6)
Another officer described it this way, “Where I’m at [facility] currently it is like a black––you
know in Ghostbusters––that big negativity that was over the city? That’s what over our facility.
And it’s terrible” (P9). Yet another participant described the environment this way.
There’s some negative people that you work with too that I think, over the years, have
become, I don’t know for lack of a better term, institutionalized somewhat, you know,
from being inside around the negativity, that it rubs off. (P7)
Officers noted how prisoner negativity impacts the overall environment and culture of an
institution. Being deprived of one’s liberty no doubt influenced many prisoners’ outlook on life
and general demeanor as expressed by this officer. “The prisoners for the most part are not a
happy bunch. They’re not happy to be there. So that, in my opinion, puts some additional
negativity into the mix” (P7). This section described the negative environment that corrections
officers and sergeants endure under the best of circumstances. The conceptual categories that
more fully describe this dimension are as follows: Choosing Corrections as a Career, What I
Would Not Miss If I left, Describing Prisoners, It’s a Stressful Job, and Lack of Openness.
Choosing corrections as a career. Officers consistently expressed that the public has
little understanding of the job. Officers observed that whereas community police work takes
place in public, corrections work occurs behind closed doors with little transparency and, thus,
is largely misunderstood by the public. As one officer explained, “We do a job inside that
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basically police officers do outside and because of that fact and with a lot of secretiveness, you
know the secretiveness of the job itself the general public doesn’t know what job we do” (P3).
This is a consistent theme that is supported by these officers. “The general public, for the most
part, has no idea what goes on inside a correctional institution. They don’t understand the
sight, sounds, smells, daily routine, the hours, and the holidays worked” (P9).
I feel like the public has no idea what we do every day. Before I started I––I had no
idea. I thought everybody stood on catwalks with shotguns and––and I feel like a lot of
people think that too. (P10)
Officers frequently stated that their career choice was not experienced as a proactive
and positive one. For example, officers reported, “You don’t get up thinking, ‘great I get to
deal with prisoners every day’” (P7). “They don’t grow up and say, hey, I want to be a
corrections officer” (P4). With similar sentiment, they reported,
People don’t go to corrections––people don’t go to school and say well I want to be a
correctional officer. It just doesn’t work that way. Some people want to be police
officers and firemen. But, very few say well I want to be a correctional officer, because
it’s one of the most negative environments there is. (P1)
Most people I work with hate their job. It’s few and far between that you find people that
will appreciate it for a career choice. Most people begrudge it as something they feel
stuck with, but like the income and the benefits and that it––they can support their
families and that kind of thing. (P11)
It’s not just a job where most people when you’re in high school, yeah, I’m going to
become a corrections officer. It's just not something you would probably aspire to be, but
in the––the way the chips fall and if you take the civil service exams and you’re eligible
and you get in and you got hired. (P15)
Officers reported that their work is viewed as less glamorous and not held in the same
esteem as policing by many. There was also a perception expressed that officers are less
deserving of prestige than their law enforcement colleagues.
The [Michigan] state police is more glamorous because they’re outside and they’re on the
road protecting the public and they’re a well-decorated agency. We’re in corrections and
they don’t see us. We’re inside; we’re inside the fences and things like that. And then
when you watch TV it makes corrections officers look bad kind of. (P5)
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I just really wish that we were more respected. The public doesn’t have a clue what we
do and we don’t talk about it and the good things that we do, no one ever knows about it
and no one will ever see it. (P8)
One officer described feeling that the public believes that corrections officers are over
compensated for their work.
I think for the most part the public feels that we’re overpaid for what we do, but they
wouldn’t do it themselves, they wouldn’t do this job, but they want to stay safe in the
public, they want us to keep them in there at the same time. (P13)
Officers described media-driven stereotypes has having a significant impact on the
public perception of corrections officers as negative news reports tend to be the only time
corrections is spotlighted in the media.
The only experience they get from us is what they’re hearing from possibly their loved
one who’s incarcerated or the news stories of the dirty officer that was caught bringing
in drugs or having sex with inmates or things like that. I believe because of that it casts
a negative light on who we are and what we do. (P3)
I guess the general thing that I hear mostly from people is well I could never do your
job. I hear that and I think to myself well it’s not really what you––it’s not like you see
in the movies, guys aren’t setting fires. It’s not like the movies but I guess they view it
as that must be a tough job and I’m glad you’re doing it because I couldn’t. (P12)
Another officer stated, “the media has a significant impact on the perception as well. A lot of
people have a preconceived notion of what does go on inside and that’s pretty much what
Hollywood has to offer” (P9). Others imagined the job as temporary until something better
came along.
I think probably the biggest thing is, I don’t know––there’s a very, very small percent
that view this as a career. I think a large portion of them view this as a stepping stone
and you know, they either plan on promoting right away or getting into parole or
probation or they’re just here waiting to become a police officer. (P14)
The field of corrections, at the officer level, is often made up of people trying to better
their economic circumstances. “Corrections is made up of a rainbow of people who come from
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all different walks of life and these recruits are coming into work for the Department of
Corrections to better themselves” (P9). Sometimes choosing corrections as a career was more
about financial considerations and scheduling than one’s aspiration to do corrections work.
I chose to go into corrections because it actually paid more than a teacher; the benefits
were better and I knew that I could get on a specific shift so I could coach because that
was more important to me than probably anything else at the time. (P1)
This section provided several officer insights regarding various perceptions concerning career
choice. There was a sense of disrespect for the field noted along with public misunderstanding
regarding the actual job duties performed.
What I would not miss if I left corrections. Officers were asked what they would not
miss if they left the profession. There was a resounding theme that the level of negativity and
misery that they experienced in their work environment was most dissatisfying. For example,
“Probably the negativity. I do think it is just a negative environment and I mean, some of the
things are very bad. It’s the things that society doesn’t like to look at or talk about” (P8).
Similarly, this officer stated, “The negativity, the misery, the people that just cannot be happy. I
would not have any problem not dealing with that” (P7). “It’s clearly an experience that impacts
many human senses. I don’t think I would miss the smell of the prison, the negative
environment” (P9). One sergeant responded as follows, “So I wouldn’t miss probably the staff,
the staff or the prisoners and the negativity” (P19). This hyper-negative environment takes a
personal toll. “It’s just the overall negative environment or the facility itself. There’s just so
much negativity that it just kind of weighs you down” (P15). Yet another officer articulates the
personal toll that is caused by the environment.
What would I not miss most? The stress. There is a lot of underlying stress. It wears on
you. Like I said, you take it home to your family so I think once I retire I feel like I will
be more relaxed, which will make my family more relaxed, so basically the stress. It will
be nice to be done with that. (P10)
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Another recurring source of negativity was the officers’ experience of management and
how their actions impacted the officers’ desire to leave. Officers felt underappreciated. “I would
not miss not being appreciated. Most of my life somebody that you worked with would pat you
on the back once in a while, say hey, you did a good job” (P11). This officer further suggested
that politics plays a major part in managerial decision-making and that this officer would not
miss that dynamic upon departing the agency.
The fact that you’re working in a thankless location for a cause that is unclear and
unappreciated, the fact that you are continually putting yourself at risk for no one’s
appreciation or no one’s even recognizing it, if you do get injured or something happens
to you, your family is out and they look as fast as they can to cut you from the books
and the finances trying to reduce workers’ compensation, all the politics in general
would be the thing that I would not miss. (P17)
Politics also played a role in their dissatisfaction with the management. “I would not miss the
management for sure, I would not miss the politics involved like how every decision is about
saving money and not about doing the right thing” (P12). The perception of politics appeared
somewhat regularly. “If there was one thing I had to choose, that I would not miss, it would be, I
guess, the politics of it all, you know” (P13).
A sense of powerlessness was expressed within the context of a perceived power
differential that tips in the favor of management.
I think the feeling that–– I think the feeling that you get that the administration thinks
they have some sort of power over you. I think once I hit where I’m eligible to retire, I
think that feeling will be gone so I wouldn’t miss it anymore. (P14)
Another officer expressed the following:
I think the most obvious thing would probably be dealing with the prisoners and some of
the executive staff. I lump that together because I have just as many problems with some
of the prisoners as I do with some of the people who are my supervisors. I mean both
stress me out to the point of wanting to leave. I left work early today in fact because of it.
(P16)
There was a sense that officers perceived management to be immune from scrutiny.
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But the thing that I wouldn’t miss would be, kind of to wrap it up all in a ball and say the
corruption at the higher levels. It’s like once you get to a certain level; you can do
whatever you want. (P18)
The sense of being unappreciated resonated among the officers throughout these
interviews. This officer summed it up in no uncertain terms. “Dropping my uniform and getting
out. It sounds bad but I want to forget about corrections as much as possible. There used to be
an honor in being a corrections officer, now there’s no honor” (P5). This section dealt with the
lack of pride and appreciation experienced by officers from management and the public. It
described the sights, sounds, and smells of being inside a prison on a daily basis.
Describing prisoners. The negative environment described by officers permeated their
perception of inmates and was reflected in their expressed attitude toward inmates, which was
frequently derogatory and adversarial in nature. These quotes typify descriptions offered by the
participants such as this. “Our customers/clients, prisoners are in there for a negative reason.
Nobody did anything good to be there” (P3). “I'm like well, you look at them as criminal, but
you're still at your job” (P4). There was also a tendency among officers to fear the inmates.
These people would kill you just as soon as look at you and they would tell you right to
your face and they have done it; that’s why they are there, so not to mention, just
ruthless unbelievable attitudes about life in general. (P1)
The behaviors of some inmates impacted the officers’ perception of inmates as they described
prisoners acting out.
I’ve seen some pretty crazy stuff, people acting like fools, flooding their cells, throwing
poop on the walls, and I remember having to strap a guy down because he was just
tearing his cell apart, and put him in the soft-leather restraints. It’s pretty crazy
sometimes. (P2)
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Officers expected inmates to act out given their life as captives. “The prisoners for the most part
are not a happy bunch. They’re not happy to be there. So that, in my opinion, puts some
negativity into the mix” (P7). This officer went on to state the following:
Any change in a prison is looked at as bad because the inmates don’t like change and
therefore, I think it gets transferred on us. You know if they’re not happy and we’re, we
have to deal with that and we’re not that happy. (P7)
There was a tendency for officers to generalize when describing inmates: “A prisoner’s a
prisoner” (P2). This officer offered a similar sentiment. “When you enter into a secure side of a
prison you have everybody that you interact with, prisoners, have been convicted of a crime”
(P3).
Again, the inmates are the job. That’s what you go to work to deal with. No matter what
level it is, the inmates are going to be inmates. You’re going to have those that are there
that you can talk to and deal with and are truly trying to make an adjustment in their lives
and there are those are just playing the system and those that are––bucking the system all
the way through and that’s expected. That’s forecasted. (P6)
This officer made reference to how humor was used as a coping mechanism.
We have to deal with some of society’s worst people from horrible child molesters to
murderers and in order to cope I think we just kind of laugh about things and make jokes
about it. I think that’s the only way you can do it. (P12)
This section described the officers’ perceptions regarding the adversarial nature of the officer
inmate relationship. The environment was described as replete with unpredictable behaviors and
undergirded by fear and uncertainty. Interestingly, most officers experienced more difficulty
with administration than inmates.
It’s a stressful job. The idea that corrections officers endure much job-related stress is
not a new finding. However, the officers provided a rich description of the factors that described
the high levels of stress on the job. The impact of shift work and scheduling was a significant
and frequently cited contributor to officer stress in balancing family needs and responsibilities.
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People just don’t get it and when my family wants to know about what are you doing for
Christmas and I say I have to work, it still bothers them. Every time. Even after all this
time, that I would have to work on a Christmas morning and I’ve been stuck on
Christmas Eve before and not been able to leave and I have people waiting for me at my
house for me to get home and I’m stuck. I can’t go and they have to change the plans.
(P8)
These officers also noted the impact that shift scheduling had on the individual officers and their
families.
I think the schedule is tough to adjust to. I know it’s not necessarily specific to
corrections, the rotating days and that kind of thing. Adjusting to it sometimes is one of
those things that wears on people also, kind of makes family plans––people that don’t
necessarily have or understand that type of schedule. (P6)
You have to get through your day and kind of not let it affect your family life and all that
kind of thing. I think, you know most people out there tell you they don’t want this job,
they wouldn’t have any interest in being around convicts all day and having to deal with
the stuff we deal with. (P15)
Well never having weekends off is one thing, working overtime to make ends meet. If
you are on second shift or third shift, that really affects your family life. Once you get
some time you can go to days. But, you still have got to work weekends and being a
stressful job, you bring that home to your family too and it’s the stress around your
family. (P10)
The necessity for overtime not only contributed to stress in the family, but also to the level of
stress at work. One sergeant explained it this way. “There are some guys that are getting burned
out with overtime and stuff and that plays a part in the morale in the facility as well” (P16).
Surprisingly, officers attributed the majority of their work-related stress to the
administration rather than dealing with the inmates. In their view, administration got in the way
of accomplishing their work.
I’d say the toughest part is dealing with the administration, that’s probably the hardest
part, not so much the prisoners but just dealing with the administration that makes it
hard to do your job right. (P12)
This officer went on to state:
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For me my stress definitely comes mostly from dealing with administration just the
decisions they make, how there’s no inclusion it seems like. We’re always the last ones
to know anything and they never seem to come to the people that actually work inside in
the units to get their opinions about how to run things and I guess no inclusion would be
the biggest stress from my take I guess. (P12)
The lack of teamwork among officers and administrators was a source of difficulty that officers
had not anticipated.
I think dealing with administration and the lack of cohesiveness for the team is most
stressful, I guess. Everyone is either trying to promote as fast as they can and you know,
trying to, I guess, kiss butt, for a lack of better terms. Or they’re trying to stay under the
radar and get out. (P14)
I think the behavior of the inmate side is the expected task. The stress that you don’t
count on is having trouble with your fellow staff and administration when you’re trying
to deal with something appropriately, or how you see appropriately, or maybe different
ideas how to address stuff and not either having the same opinion because you’re not
understanding each other’s points of view, or whatever, but that’s the problem. (P6)
Uncertain economic times have resulted in some stress regarding employment sustainability as
well as a recent history of many difficult administrative budgetary decisions.
But I’d say the most stressful part for me is the job security, with all the layoffs, and
closing of the prisons and all that. I think that’s the most stressful part, and I think that’s
what stresses out a lot of people that I work with, too. That’s pretty much it. I mean the
inmate part is not that stressful. (P2)
Moreover, these perspectives provided a clear description of the worst-case scenarios for
many officers, resulting in stress.
It’s always in the back of your mind that the s!@# could hit the fan at any time, you just
always got to have a [inaudible], you can’t lose track of where you’re at. The place can
get you killed in here. (P15)
I think it’s stressful, and I think it’s kind of depressing. You know, I think a lot of people
there develop depression issues and stuff. I think it’s really hard on the mind. Over the
past four months we’ve had a couple suicides, officers. It’s pretty crazy, to have two in
like a four-month period. (P2)
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This section summarized the factors that led to stress for the participants on issues involving
scheduling, potential violence, and dissatisfaction with administration. There was also concern
regarding job stability given the recent budget downturn in Michigan.
Lack of openness. The corrections officers’ described the work culture as not conducive
to sharing personal information. Many officers reported knowing very little about fellow
workers’ personal lives and feeling distrustful of sharing their own lives. There was a tendency
to build up barriers among co-workers and with inmates. “I don’t know if everybody just builds
up this barrier around them and don’t want to get too close to anybody, or you don’t—maybe
they don’t trust each other enough” (P2). As a result, officers experienced a sense of isolation
from work partners and inmates.
It’s the structure of the whole business. Everybody has a shield. It is what it is. You
are not finding out about me. I am not telling you anything and, I am the boss, and you
need to do this and that’s the way it is. (P1)
Officers expressed a reluctance to share personal information. “Sharing personal
information at work or maybe through the course of the day you would establish a stronger
bond or whatever with somebody might be more difficult” (P6). Another officer stated it this
way. “We go into an environment where you cannot be personable. You shouldn’t be
personable and that’s very hard” (P8).
I feel like sometimes it’s hard to have a real close personal relationship just because I
don’t think there’s a lot of opportunity, just because being inside, and around inmates to
have personal conversations whether it is about family or whatever else. (P6)
My discussions with coworkers in our downtime, or in just passing, or just having lunch
and discussing things, runs the gamut from sports to current events to what happened
earlier in the day in a certain cell block . . . but, you have officers that you could work
with for 20 years and not know anything about them personally. (P3)
If you really don't care for your partner, even though you've got their back, what you will
do is say nothing, if you really don't want to talk to them. Because, you really don't have
to say nothing. (P4)
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This sense of privacy was magnified when officers discussed their desire to protect
personal information from inmates. The officers described tension between the need to
effectively communicate with inmates as a core job function while simultaneously remaining
hyper vigilant against too much personal disclosure. Specifically, these officers were concerned
about the safety of their spouses and children in the presence of inmates.
I think that is the case because I am real reluctant to tell anything about my personal life
inside just because there’s ears everywhere and I don’t want the inmates to know that I
have kids or whatever so I am always real careful about what I say. (P10)
We’re careful. We’re very careful. We’re in an environment where I don’t want to talk
about my husband or my son at work. I would be afraid that someone would hear or
someone would maybe talk to somebody else and use that information. So I would not
want to do that. I don't think that’s a good idea at all. (P8)
Boredom sometimes resulted in the formation of workplace cliques, according to this
officer.
The staff, I think out of boredom, turns on each other with the gossiping and who’s
getting favorable treatment and who is not. The cliques seem to appear very quickly.
I’ve talked to coworkers at higher security levels. They seem not to have as much of a
problem with the cliques and the favoritism that’s perceived by staff members as at the
lower [security] levels. And that’s the way that––because of the boredom that can
happen, that can occur. (P9)
Here is another typical example of this phenomenon follows: “I think in my experience at the
[facility name], is there’s a lot of cliques so to speak. There are people that kind of group
together and everybody else is kind of an outsider” (P3).
This section revealed perspectives on the officers’ reasons for the lack of disclosure
within the workplace. Many issues cited involved one’s sense of personal safety and the desire
to protect their families. Boredom was also identified as a factor leading to the formation of
cliques.
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Primary Dimension: Budget Driven Decision-Making
The primary dimension Budget Driven Decision-Making describes the experiences that
officers expressed using the conceptual category: It’s More Dangerous and the following
associated properties: lack of resources, and they’re taking stuff away from us. Corrections
officers were concerned that the primary driver behind policy level decision-making involved
budgetary matters over custody, security, and employee wellness. This officer’s comments
summarized the feelings of many. “I mean unfortunately that’s where things are. Fourteen years
ago our main concern was the inmates, where now today it’s more about management and
budget” (P5). Tough economic times in Michigan following the collapse of the auto industry at
the state level and the near collapse of the financial system at the national level have significantly
impacted funding for the corrections system. This officer made the point that the allocated
resources are perhaps not enough to sustain necessary service levels. “People have got to realize
that at some point you gotta hit rock bottom and you gotta keep the place safe” (P15). This
officer shared a similar view.
It’s a very stressful job, a lot of open demands that are expected of us and it’s––I feel
it’s turned into a money driven . . . machine right now and that seems the important
thing now is the money, not necessarily safety. (P10)
There’s things going on that weren’t going on five, six, seven years ago related to
everything that the administration is doing as far as overcrowding and making changes;
putting different levels and too many people at a particular security level and closing
positions for officers, cutting officer’s pay, cutting benefits. (P1)
The idea of doing more with less is a common response from officers as typified with
this comment. “I would guess, you know, money. Just more, more, more, more with less. You
walk in everyday to work with a sense of defeat” (P9). Similarly, “We’re being forced to do a
tough job with even less resources making our job even more dangerous” (P3). Another officer
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took a more holistic approach in describing the current environment and the overall direction of
the Department.
As far as the Michigan Department of Corrections, I don’t like the direction it’s going
right now. It’s become more and more dangerous and unsafe both on a state level and a
facility level. I don’t like that they’ve changed the prisoner early release procedures, the
programming and stuff like that for––all in the name of budget dollars. And, I don’t
think that safety should be based on your budget. I don’t think safety and security should
be based on dollar signs. (P11)
This idea of budget-driven corrections permeated these interviews and is not viewed
favorably by officers. “I would say with almost 100% certainty, that is, what the reason is. It’s a
money driven corrections system, it’s not about safety it’s about saving money” (P12). “They’re
focusing so hard on saving the corrections budget that they’re running these places trying to—
just run at the bottom line” (P15). “I’ve met the Director and he’s very personable. However, the
actions of what’s going on––it seems to reflect that, you know, it’s all money driven” (P9).
Officers expressed uneasiness about these cuts and suggested the results could be
increased violence. At least two veteran employees put their concerns succinctly, “We are going
to cut, cut, cut and something big is going to happen” stated one sergeant (P16). “My only
concern is I hope they don’t allow it to get out of control again because of money” (P1). Finally,
another sergeant viewed the situation this way.
We keep cutting those safety precautions and measures that are intended to keep each
other from getting hurt. It’s hard to communicate the needs and seeing the problems that
I’ve seen over the years not being repeated. I’m afraid we’re making a lot of the same
mistakes that we’ve made in the past and it’s very frustrating as a middle supervisor to try
and get either side to wake up. (P17)
The foreshadowing of violence is a significant finding that will be discussed in greater detail
later. However, this section served as a broad description to the consequences of budget-driven
corrections from the officers’ perspectives. This officer summarized many of the issues
discussed in coming sections.
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There’s things going on that weren’t going on five, six, seven years ago related to
everything that the state is doing as far as overcrowding and making changes; putting
different levels and too many people at a particular level and closing positions for
officers, cutting officer’s pay, cutting benefits. (P1)
This section revealed that officers are concerned that budget is the primary driving force behind
many organizational decisions. They predict the outcome of this approach will be increased
violence.
It’s more dangerous. An overarching theme emerged from these interviews that
expressed a feeling of increased danger in Michigan prisons. Four sergeants from different
facilities noted the following institutional changes. (It is significant to note that these views were
from sergeants with perhaps greater access to data concerning overall facility operations than
that of line-level corrections officers. Further, these participants held non-union positions and
served as part of the management team.) One sergeant reports, “At our facility we haven’t had
the real vicious assaults, but we have had more disturbances” (P20). Again, another sergeant
confirmed this perception. “We are seeing a lot more fights and violence” (P19). This sergeant
shares the following observation. “I’m seeing what’s going on and the amount of opportunities
for staff to get hurt in certain situations that are growing on a daily basis and they are continually
trying to cut positions” (P17). Finally, this sergeant commented on the business of doing more
with less. “So it went from 900 plus prisoners up to 1,300. So there’s one supervisor, 27
officers, and 1,280 prisoners. That’s what day shift staffing is like. Just with things that happen,
your day gets busy quick. This officer confirms the feeling of an apparent mismatch regarding
staffing ratios. “And I’m sorry to say but when we’ve only got 28 officers staffing first shift and
we’ve got 1,400 inmates the odds are not very good for us to walk out of there” (P5).
Many participants shared the perspective that staff shortages and officer position closures
negatively impacted workplace safety. This response is typical of many throughout these data.
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The thing that’s frustrating is the staffing reductions are budget driven. The department
is under heavy pressure from the state legislature and the Governor to reduce cops
because obviously we’re the biggest part of the state budget, a little over 20% I believe it
is, but it’s frustrating because the reduction in staff is detrimental to us because
it––basically makes––in my opinion makes the prison a little less safe. (P15)
This statement concerning gang violence is typical of many officers. This officer observed that
gang members are not being transferred to disrupt their criminal enterprise as frequently as
necessary. “The amount of violence inside the prison is increased. Gangs, you know, along with
them trying to save money, they’ve been cutting down on transportation, by not using security
increases and then riding them out [transferring prisoners] to a different prison” (P14).
This officer suggested that the goals of the executive staff are perhaps different from the
line level staff. The first is concerned with hitting budget targets and the latter with safety and
security. Success for one group may look very different from that of another, as described by
this officer. “Governor Snyder and Director Heyes probably see progress because the budget
isn’t going up for corrections. So they’re all about the dollar signs and keeping the finances in
check” (P11). This officer echoed this idea and commented that supervisors are also frustrated
with the decreased staffing to save money. This suggested a commonality between first line
corrections officers and supervision in which both groups’ hands are seemingly tied by upper
level decisions.
And even the supervisors get frustrated with that. If they close a position that’s not
our––we can’t––it’s not like we group up and say well they can’t close that position; we
need to inform them that that is not the correct way to do that. They shouldn’t do that
because it’s jeopardizing our safety and security. (P1)
This officer went on to say, “So the stress factor is a little higher now. Fuses are short
sometimes and it’s not––my personal opinion is it is certainly not a safe environment” (P1).
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This officer viewed the problem as coming from the very top levels of state government.
So, I disagree with the way that they’ve taken the management, like I say on a state level
with the Governor and the Director and on a facility level because the wardens and
deputy wardens are all, pardon the expression, I swear a lot so I apologize, but they’re all
kind of kiss asses because they’re most concerned with pleasing the next level because
everybody wants to just go higher and higher. So they’re on that power trip in the
hierarchy, it just seems like they’re––they don’t mind putting people in jeopardy for the
sake of making themselves look good. (P11)
This section provided insight regarding the perceived level of danger inside Michigan prisons as
a result of actions taken based on budgetary constraints
Lack of resources. Under this budget-driven mindset, officers and inmates are going
without for even the most basic needs. “Well, Ch!@#$, you can’t even get––you can’t get an ink
pen, a highlighter, or a paper towel half the time. Sometimes there’s no toilet paper for the
prisoners. It’s ridiculous that we go without necessary items” (P11). Some officers warned it is
only a matter of time before prisoners may retaliate. “We don’t know at what point the prisoners
are going to start assaulting staff to get what they want versus assaulting other prisoners” (P16).
This participant offered some advice for the administration. “Just to start off with, focus on
safety and security first, you know? Keeping that in mind, and then worry about the penny
pinching” (P13).
Prison overcrowding was a concern among participants. The officers describe the
population as being compressed into a smaller space with fewer high security beds available.
While the overall aggregate population may be going down, the density within facilities is
increasing, resulting in overcrowding.
Well, things are changing right now with the new Governor in there is a huge budget for
corrections. They are overlooking a lot of things that they have done in the last 20
years. So they are overcrowding again. (P1)
The officer also stated that there is an increased prisoner count at the facility level. “I think
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the facility probably was designed for about 800-900 prisoners and we have well over 1,300
there now. So, they now have double that with the same amount of officers. So the quality is
starting to slide backwards” (P1). This officer’s comment provided a longitudinal view of the
changes observed.
I’ve worked a little over 17 years and I blame it on the money squeeze, you know, people
don’t want to spend money on prisons. But, they don’t want these people [prisoners]
living next door to them either. So, they [administration] find shortcuts to get around
security. You know, they find whatever they can do to squeeze as many prisoners in with
the least amount of supervision, because we hear repeatedly that staff costs the most
amount of money and overtime is killing us and so on and so forth. (P14)
The closing of the perimeter security patrol vehicle position and gun towers was
problematic for most participants. For example, “I guess probably one of my biggest worries in
corrections is like the closing of gun towers and the closing of the ARV [alert response vehicle]
position” (P15). At least one sergeant had a similar concern.
I think with the closure of [gun] towers and ARV's, or things like that, people aren’t as
security conscious. There are a lot of security breaches. So, I think it’s very possible that
we’ll have a riot or we’ll lose the place eventually. (P19)
Finally, this officer shed light on what was happening with less perimeter security and expressed
a feeling of defeat. “You know that something’s coming over the fence and there’s really
nothing that you can do about it” (P9).
Inmate classification is the process of sorting inmates based on their security and
personal programing needs. Typically, prisoner security level is based on demonstrated behavior
and compliance with prison rules. Less compliant prisoners are housed in more restrictive living
units with higher security levels; they must earn their way to less restrictive environments.
Michigan classifies prisoners from level I–V, from least restrictive to most restrictive. In theory,
the level I prisons should have the most well adapted population with minimal violence. Of
course, it is not possible to predict human behavior with certainty.
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However, one can typically assume less violence to occur at the lower custody levels.
Historically, higher security levels cost more money to operate due to increased personnel costs
and a more robust security infrastructure. Officers were concerned that recent changes to the
security classification system have resulted in a less safe environment for prisoners and staff.
They suggested that these changes were made in an effort to reduce costs by systematically
forcing the prison population downward into less restrictive, and therefore less costly, living
environments. The impact of these changes is summarized below. “I think it makes prison a lot
more dangerous because they used to have a classification system for prisoners that was based on
how they behaved in prison” (P12). This is yet another similar and more detailed reaction from a
sergeant’s experience.
Well, they made a big change in the classification process just a few years ago, and it
seems like prisoners can lose points faster than they ever could before. We hope that
they make a change in their life and they do better. But, the danger is they could go
back to that old behavior easily if we’re not careful. And, we got guys that are losing
points so fast, we’ve taken them straight from level IV to a secure level I. (P18)
Officer perceptions of these changes were centered on the financial impact of operating
higher security level prisons. “You know the worst prisoners were housed in more secure
facilities and they found that the budget costs more money. Obviously, the higher the prisoner
security level is, the more staffing you have to have” (P12). The result is that prisoners once
supervised at the higher levels were forced into less restrictive surroundings.
Officers suggested that many of these prisoners were not suitable for confinement in a
less restrictive environment. This action resulted in increased violence at low security
institutions. The sentiments of this sergeant resonated this theme.
We are getting more violent offenders in level I. You are being forced to deal with
multiple shanks and things like that so there is more tension now I think across the board
than what there was 10 years or even five years ago. (P16)
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This officer notes the increased pace in which a prisoner can earn his way to a lower custody
level classification, perhaps before it is prudent to do so.
So over the course of the last five, or six years they’ve kind of redone the misconduct
system and made it so that they don’t get as many points for certain things. And, so guys
that really should be IV or V prisoners, which V is the highest, most dangerous guys that
should be there are down in level I’s and II’s now. So we have a lot more violence and
stuff now but that’s a direct result of the budget. (P12)
The change in security classification has also impacted the prisoners negatively as
described below by these officers.
I’ve seen a major change over the last year. A lot more assaults, a lot more fights, a lot of
guys locking up for protection. They’re [prisoners] extorting them and everything else,
so it’s pretty bad at level I right now. (P13)
A similar concern for inmate safety was identified in this statement.
So we’ve got a lot more assaults, a lot more thieving and even a guy that’s close to going
home can’t retaliate because if they retaliate, well then they get a fighting ticket and then
they can kiss their chances of parole goodbye. So they’re allowing these younger kids
that are coming in to steal from them, so even the population isn’t safe. (P5)
Likewise, this sergeant noted an increase of prisoner-on-prisoner crime. “I’ve worked with the
inspector’s office and there’s a lot of strong-arming going on” (P19).
Officers report an increased level of violence at level I facilities, for example
Yeah, five, six, seven years ago where I worked, you’d be lucky to have two or three
fights a year and now in our level I, it’s nothing to have half a dozen people get stabbed
in a month and you know, years ago, in the Level I you’d have maybe one fight every
three years, where on level IV you’d have like maybe two or three fights a year and
stabbings about every other year. Now, I mean, like we’ve had probably three or four
stabbings just this week. (P14)
This sergeant observed an increased number of inmate stabbings and expressed concern.
We are getting more violent offenders in level I. You are being forced to deal with
multiple shanks and things like that so there is more tension now I think across the board
than what there was 10 years or even five years ago. (P16)
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The prisoners reacted to these changes as well by increasing their rate of voluntary segregation
for their own protection.
Today’s level I has assaults every day, has fights every day. They have gang action
going on a daily basis. Out in the yard, prisoners locking up for protection from a level I
prison on a daily basis. I don’t recall seeing any of that back in ’94. (P17)
There was also a recurring theme surrounding a sense of increased perimeter
vulnerability and violence at level I with increased contraband entering the facilities. One officer
described it this way.
And it’s also led to that you know you see more things in the lower levels, even in level I
that you typically didn’t see many years ago. As far as prisoner violence and such, and
gang activity and those kind of things . . . We’ve seen quite a spike and often get things
coming over the fence, cell phones, drugs, and things of that nature. (P15)
This officer reported a similar increase in contraband detection. “I know since we’ve closed
them and shut them down and taken away [ARV] vehicles, we’ve had, hundreds of introductions
of contraband ever since” (P13).
In sum, officers suggested that the current budget-driven paradigm has resulted in a more
dangerous work environment. This section described the officers’ experiences working with too
few resources. There was much concern expressed regarding changes to the security
classification process. The officers suggested that prisoners are receiving premature security
reductions as a cost cutting measure at the expense of institutional security and safety. Similarly,
officers have experienced an increased threat of danger for themselves and prisoners.
They’re taking stuff away from us. Concurrent to the budget-driven security issues
described thus far, officers reported a significant number of personal sacrifices concerning
wages, benefits, and job security. There was a two-fold impact on the officers. The first
involved the previously explored security concerns, and the second involved several personnel
matters that significantly impacted officers. The dire economic situation in Michigan
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necessitated the closure of several prisons in recent years. These actions resulted in the
displacement of workers and impacted family stability as described by this officer.
We’ve gone through two prison closures. We have three facilities. We had three
facilities, and we’ve gone through 2 closures, so that has impacted the morale as well.
There were a lot of opportunities, and now that pool of opportunities has shrunk
considerably. But in the meantime, there were all these closures. (P9)
This officer’s statement typified the view of many.
Hell, you might even get laid off. We all the fear of prison closure hanging over our
heads because everybody’s scared with all the budget cuts that we’re going to––every
facility thinks we might be the next one to go. So dealing with that in the back of your
mind you’ve got, oh s!@#, where would I have to drive to keep my job? How horrible is
that? Everybody’s established. You can’t just up and move. (P11)
This sergeant expressed the same concern about having to change facilities in order to maintain
employment.
I’ve just been kind of always looking over my shoulder–– what facilities are closing,
what cuts we’re facing, and what resources we’ve got to work with to take care of the
prisoners that we currently have, and I’m thinking, well, when is the ax going to fall? Is
this facility going to close? And, so I’m thinking about stuff like that. (P20)
Job security concerns were front and center on the minds of many during the recent
financial crisis. This perspective seemed to overshadow officer safety concerns in some
instances, for example,
But I’d say the most stressful part for me is job security, with all the layoffs, and closing
the prisons and all that. I think that’s the most stressful part, and I think that’s what
stresses out a lot of people that I work with, too. (P2)
This officer noted a similar situation. “They are closing prisons. They even closed Standish
and part of Muskegon and one of the ones in Detroit. They are closing left and right. They
closed all the camps so those people have to go somewhere” (P1). This sergeant shared the
same concern. “They are continually trying to cut positions and cut jobs” (P17).
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There was significant financial loss experienced by many participants, resulting in the
compounding of stressors. This officer shared a perspective on trying to pay the bills.
Any time they talk about the state budget it’s the corrections you know $2.1 billion a
year. We got to reduce costs. And, so I’ve taken pretty close to $10,000 a year pay cut
over the course of the last four or five years. So, it makes it real difficult just to make
ends meet. You feel like you have to work overtime just to try to keep your bills paid.
(P12)
This officer spoke of lost earnings while at the same time being asked to perform more duties.
“Last year as an RUO [resident unit officer] and being in the old retirement, I lost over $10,000
last year” (P14). Wages were not the only sacrifice that the officers reported. There were cuts to
employee benefit packages as well that negatively impacted morale. Some changes resulted in
officers earning less money to perform the same responsibilities, as pointed out by this officer:
“I took about a $3500 pay cut when they eliminated the RUO position, I’m not happy about it
one bit but I’m still doing the exact same job. But, I’m not getting paid for it” (P5). These
officers also described significant financial losses and shared the impact of these losses.
Now, I feel like we’re doing a job that no one else wants to do, but they don’t want to pay
us for it anymore because the pay has gone down considerably. I think I’m down
$20,000 for past years and it’s not just overtime. (P8)
I would say for the past seven or eight years, with the constant financial cuts we’ve
taken and benefit cuts, you know, the officer’s attitude is negative too and they have
their supervision that they’ve taken same hits pretty much. It’s frustrating, you know,
it’s a––it’s a constant struggle. (P15)
First, they started off with just the pre-shift. You know, they took that away from us, even
though that’s just an hour per pay period. But, then making us pay more for healthcare,
and just seems like that bothers a lot of people. (P2)
This officer made a similar point regarding lost employee wages and benefits. “We’ve
taken some hits as far as paying a lot more for our healthcare and those kind of things. . . . I
made about a $1.50 more an hour before” (P3).
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The pay cuts referenced above related to the abolishment of a job classification formerly
known as Resident Unit Officer (RUO). Corrections officers who worked exclusively within the
prisoner living areas held this specialized position. They had regular assignments inside prisoner
living units, along with some additional responsibilities. The RUO position was conceived to
provide stability within prisoner living units. This strategy was implemented so officers and
inmates could more easily establish routines and develop appropriate healthy pro-social
relationships. As a cost cutting measure, the RUO positions were eliminated, making all
corrections officers the same classification and pay grade. This resulted in a pay cut for former
RUOs, yet they were asked to do the same job for a lower salary. Officers were not pleased with
this forced demotion. “I’ve never seen so much disgruntledness [sic] in the department in my
career as there is now and a lot of it’s because people got demoted beyond their control and lost a
pay grade” (P11). This officer provided another example of how the involuntary demotions were
internalized.
They eliminated the RUOs and bumped us all back down to COs which was a pay cut to
about $25 an hour. So, if you were a former [RUO] which is under the old pension
system hired prior to 1997, all totals we have lost a little over $500 a month and that’s all
just wham bam right back-to-back-to-back in a short period of time. So yeah, it’s been a
struggle. (P15)
This officer still self-identified as an RUO although the job classification was eliminated.
“I’m an RUO, a former RUO, the classification no longer exists” (P8). Some officers noted that
they were still expected to perform the same duties for less pay. “They eliminated the RUO
position which I was and RUO in the units there’s more of a responsibility. However, I’m still
expected to deal with individuals in their living environment” (P6). A former RUO makes this
comment.
What’s really frustrating is they, you know, especially with the classification for RUOs
and COs, we’re all doing the exact same body of work that we were doing before the
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RUO cuts. We just took a straight pay cut across the board. That was really frustrating.
(P3)
Officers felt under attack as public sector employees. “I think maybe for me, like I said
in light of current things that are going on, I think it’s pretty noticeable to me that public
workers, corrections officers, in particular are under attack” (P3). The elimination of the RUO
position was viewed as unfavorable for reasons other than lost compensation. Rather, a safety
concern was noted, as staff consistency within the housing units was lost. “It used to be housing
staff worked with them [prisoners] all the time, but now that they’ve done away with our RUO
position which is another thing that makes it a less secure environment” (P11).
Officers have experienced changes regarding their collective bargaining position.
Specifically, Michigan recently became a “Right to Work” state. This legislation made joining a
collective bargaining unit optional for workers. Michigan corrections officers are well paid and
belong to an organized labor union called the Michigan Corrections Organization (MCO) that is
an affiliate of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU). This officer articulated the
primary concern often expressed by many officers in response to the recent legislative change.
My biggest problem with right to work is, is that as you weaken the unions then you tip
the balance in the favor of the other side, the employer to be able to do what they want
and weaken the voice of the people. (P3)
Participants were disappointed with many changes that impacted their immediate
financial security needs and retirement plans. This officer reflected on his job security. “The
Michigan Department of Corrections provided me with a good living; insurance for my family,
security and a retirement and now I am getting ready to retire and now they are trying to take my
retirement” (P1). Another corrections officer articulated a similar perspective.
Now people have to pay 4% for their retirement. Well, that doesn’t go over very well.
That’s eight percent these people are down, nine percent or something like that. I’m not
sure of the exact figures, but you start picking away at people’s money. (P11)
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There were significant changes to the employee healthcare plan as well. “We’ve had our
healthcare doubled, pretty much from a 90/10 split to 80/20. We, the state opted to force us into
contributing 4% into our own pension” (P15). There were also concerns expressed that recent
changes have impacted the anticipated timing of retirement for some officers.
I was looking at getting out at age 55. But, with all this change and everything now I’m
forced to go to 60 in order to get my insurance where I could’ve gotten my insurance at
55. So I’ve got to do five more years that I wouldn’t have had to do. (P5)
This officer suggested that the level of benefits previously earned were commensurate with the
difficult job that officers are asked to perform.
We’re paying into our pension now. The healthcare has gone up tremendously and so I
just feel like the offset isn’t as good. I’m not feeling like I’m getting rewarded anymore
for being called horrible names every day. (P8)
Officers felt under attack from both inside, and outside, the agency when describing their
experiences. This officer’s example dealt with the processes for using benefits such as one’s
accrued paid leave time.
We already, as a group, play by different rules––I mean no state employees are
scrutinized about their sick leave like we are, or their annual leave, you know. Any other
state employee wants a day off; they take the day off. (P14)
This officer also commented on feeling under attack regarding wages and benefits. “Well it’s just
the constant attack on an employees’ benefits and wages. Contract negotiations were a struggle
over the past three or four contracts. It’s tough” (P15). Finally, this officer expressed a sense of
hopelessness with the current labor union situation and expressed regret for going into prison
work.
The unions were winning for a long time and we were getting pay increases and we were
getting paid for working in a horrible environment. Now we’re starting to be, the
political times have changed, and now we’re starting to be on the losing end of that and
sometimes. I do wish I had done something else for a career. (P8)
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This section provided a description of what participants have lost in recent years with
regard to salary, benefits, and wages. In addition, there was much concern expressed regarding
the prison closures and the elimination of the Resident Unit Officer (RUO) position and the
subsequent forced demotions.
Primary Dimension: Qualities of Leading
The primary dimension Qualities of Leading identifies the emotions, meaning, and
experiences expressed by officers in relation to various leadership situations. The conceptual
categories that describe this dimension are as follows: Effective Leader Actions, Incompetent
Leaders, and Ineffective Leader Actions. Leader actions that were viewed as effective from the
perspective of corrections officers are presented first. Next, detailed descriptions of how officers
described some current leaders as incompetent are explored. Finally, specific examples of
perceived ineffective leader behaviors are provided in the officers’ own words.
It is important to consider these conceptual categories to assess the impact of job
satisfaction, safety, and overall facility operations. Overall, these interviews suggested that
officers lacked confidence in many of their leaders and disagree with the direction in which the
department is moving. Further, they felt marginalized as a result of many recent top-down
decisions that profoundly impacted them professionally and personally.
Effective leader actions. Several officers indicated an appreciation for leaders that were
personable and genuinely concerned for them. However, this positive attitude toward
supervision and management was not the norm when analyzing these data in aggregate. This
officer recalled a favorable warden interaction.
We got a new warden in there and it was so refreshing because he was so personal. And,
in that environment it was unusual to see that at that time. He would come around and
talk to everybody. He would . . . and he wouldn’t just talk to you about what’s going on
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in cellblock. He would talk to you about you and your family and he promoted that kind
of thing and that was refreshing and you don’t see that a lot. (P1)
This officer made a similar observation and recalled feeling positive, following an encounter
with a leader. “They would walk through a housing unit and would tell an officer, ‘you look
good today—you guys are doing a good job,’ rather than only saying something to you when
you’re doing something bad” (P13). This officer made a similar point, “You come in with a
positive attitude, and it attracts positive people. The attitude that supervisors bring is often
reflected in the officers’ mood and attitude. “I think it all kind of comes down like—just
trickles down from the supervisors down. I think their kind of mood and behavior kind of
reflects how everybody else acts” (P2). “You come in with a negative attitude; it attracts a
negative attitude, negative people. Like I said, it’s just the little things can take you a long
way” (P13).
Another officer reflected on how supervisors with positive attitudes were perceived. “I
have one sergeant on shift that he’s always trying to boost morale. He’s a real uppity kind of
guy, and cheerful, and he tries to boost morale by saying positive things” (P2). Being
recognized and appreciated was viewed as a positive experience for many officers. “I think
some wardens are fair and you know, they will treat you fairly and they will pay attention to the
hard work you put in” (P14). Officers prided themselves on being trusted to make the right
decision and desired the support of administration to back their actions. This officer provided a
summary of what many officers desire.
The first facility I was at had a lot of camaraderie. You felt good to come to work every
day. You felt as if you had a purpose and you had the support of your administration
and you went to work every day and you were allowed to do your job. (P9)
There was a sense that officers are in the best position to make many decisions involving the
direct custody, care, and control of inmates. This officer made the following point: “It’s
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usually the veterans [officers] that make the decision that make supervisors look good after
everything’s all said and done” (P5). Sometimes officers made decisions first and told the shift
commanders about the incident after the fact.
When something happens in my unit, my partner and me, we just take care of it and
after it’s taken care of then we call up front and let them know that, okay we’re sending
the guy out now. It sounds bad, but things run a lot smoother that way. (P5)
The tone of this officer suggested a high level of competence and experience that comes with
having a good relationship with supervision, one based on trust. The officer also suggested a
mutual respect for supervision and did not want to make the sergeants’ job more difficult.
I do my job the way it’s supposed to be done. And because of that, I don’t have a
problem with supervisors, they know they can count on me wherever they assign me to
do the job and I won’t make their job harder. (P3)
When officers were allowed to make decisions commensurate with their training and
experience, it was viewed as empowering. This officer described a decision-making incident
regarding the necessity to lock a prisoner in segregated housing. “I mean, generally the chain
of command is very receptive to, you know, if I foul up and I may not have the authority to
place a guy in segregation but if it’s my recommendation it’s followed” (P15).
Reciprocity was an effective approach because corrections officers and supervisors
benefited from working as a team. “Honestly most good supervisors depend on you to give
them as much information as you can. Again they want your opinion to what needs to happen”
(P15). The above statement suggested that officers looked for ways to avoid being
micro-managed and felt confident when making decisions that were supported. Further,
collaboration between line level corrections officers and supervision was viewed as a positive
experience.
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Some officers noted that they get along well with their supervisors. “I feel I can talk to
all of the supervisors” (P4). This officer also offered a positive sentiment. “We do have some
good supervisors” (P9). This officer provided a supportive experience regarding supervisor
interactions. “I work third shift so we have what most would tell you are really good
supervisors. They’re not running around trying to get on you about every little perceived thing
you’re not doing or whatever” (P3). Finally, this officer cautioned to not overgeneralize
regarding the quality of supervisors.
It’s not to dis everybody that is a supervisor. Because I don’t want to say, that they’re all
just––I don’t want to imply that they’re all shi!@, or that they’re there for the wrong
reasons, because we have some really good supervisors. (P11)
This officer idealized a time when everyone worked more closely together as a team.
There’s not the feeling that, you know, we can handle this. The sergeant is going to back
us, and we’ll go from there. When it’s done, it’s done, and if we did it wrong the
sergeant will get his butt chewed. Then, I’ll get my butt chewed and that’ll be the end of
it, you know. I think that lack of knowing we’re in it together is probably the most
prevalent thing now. (P14)
There was an inconsistency noted throughout these interviews in which some
supervisors were viewed as trustworthy and team focused whereas most were not.
This section outlined leader behaviors described as effective from the officer
perspective. These favorable behaviors typically involved genuine interpersonal relationships
with various leaders in which the leader showed concern for officer wellness.
Incompetent leaders. Following the election of a new Michigan governor in 2010, the
Department of Corrections’ executive leaders were replaced with selections made by the newly
elected administration. This officer commented on the paradigm shift in governance that was
observed. “What I don’t like about Governor Snyder is he’s a businessman and you can’t run
government for profit and it seems like that’s what he’s doing” (P11). Many officers resent this
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ideological shift, and these interviews suggested that the officers do not believe that the
appointed administrators have sufficient corrections experience to guide the organization. There
is a perception that the new administration was installed with the singular focus of saving money.
Conversely, the officers believe that safety and security are most important. This collision of
ideological perspectives is documented below.
This officer’s perception set the stage for the discussion. “There’s a barrier between the
higher-up’s and the lower ranks and that’s kind of where the department is going now” (P5).
This sense of disconnect, with the executive leadership, was echoed by this sergeant. “I just
want somebody in Lansing [central office] that is making decisions for all of these facilities that
has actually worked inside a prison that knows what is going on or to talk to somebody that
works in there” (P19). Another sergeant suggested that there was a discomfort associated with
following leaders that lack shared experiences.
A very big part of the issues that are going on, and a lot of the Director's staff, are not
from corrections; they are from another management area so they don’t know what it’s
like in the day in the life of a corrections officer or being in a prison. (P16)
This sense of viewing the executive level administrators as out of touch permeated these data in
statements, for example,
Our top three administrators in the Michigan Department of Corrections right now have
the combined, prior to them taking their new assignments, when the new governor was
elected and he appointed them, had zero years of experience in the Michigan Department
of Corrections. (P15)
Similarly, many officers’ expressed dissatisfaction regarding the lack of prison experience
among the executive leadership team.
Our current administration has no history with our Department. They have not come up
through the ranks. They were brought from Jackson County and put into Lansing at
central office with, you know––and now they have to learn what––they don’t––they have
no history. Absolutely zero history. How can they lead the department when they don’t
know where it’s been? It’s very sad. It’s very sad. (P9)
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There was a sense that the corrections field is a closed culture and it is very difficult to
achieve insider status. Because of the high value placed on correctional experience, from the
officers’ perspective, only actual prison work qualifies one to lead within this environment.
One’s correctional experience was highly valued, and there are perhaps no substitutes for the
nuance of prison work. This recurring theme of inexperience continues to emerge from these
data. “It’s just been a constant struggle since the new administration took over because they
don’t have the mindset and the experience to fall back on with the Michigan Department of
Corrections” (P15). It was likely particularly difficult for the incoming administrators to
navigate the unprecedented changes that resulted from the near economic collapse of late.
However, many of the radical changes are viewed as threatening by the participants due to the
leaders’ lack of institutional history and experience. This officer reacted to a newly selected
manager in this way.
We just had a person get bumped from administrative assistant to a resident unit
manager. Well, he has zero housing experience. He has zero––and now he’s hired. He
has no clue what he’s doing, but now he’s supervising assistant resident unit managers
and officers and he doesn’t even know what he’s doing, but it’s because he held a
position before. It’s crazy. (P8)
There was much discussion about perceived problems with the selection process for
sergeants. This officer noted behavioral changes that were observed following the appointment
of a new sergeant.
All of a sudden you put them in this uniform and get a little power and then, well, I ought
to be a sergeant you know, I’m a boss, I’m going to tell these guys this is how we’re
going to do it. And it’s like there’s some mental issue with a lot of these people that
promote. Very similar to like an overzealous cop on the outside, you know what I mean?
(P12)
This officer noted the influence that promotions have on the construct of positional power. “I
think they go for people that want the power and they want to promote” (P11).
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There was a sense that promotions were granted based on factors other than merit,
potential, and ability, as summarized by this sergeant. “We should promote amongst people’s
ability and what they have done and what they have shown that they can do rather than the good
ole boy system” (P19). A veteran sergeant makes a case for setting high staff expectations and
appropriate candidate selection for leadership roles.
I do believe your average officer would really love to see our standards held a little
higher, and again, that’s going to come right back from leadership. But, you’ve got to put
the right people in the right jobs. And I don’t think we do a real good job of that. (P20)
Experience in corrections seemed to be more valued by many than formal education.
“Someone who’s got the degree gets the job and the individual isn’t really capable of doing it
because they weren’t even capable of doing it at the lower levels” (P5). A sergeant expressed a
similar view regarding the necessity of experience. “I don’t see how you can tell me what I can
do, and do without, until you have actually done my job per se” (P19). This officer compared
previous work experience from outside the department to the current situation and is critical of
the current leadership.
I have not ever been impressed with the leadership inside the prison system for whatever
reason. I have my own opinions on it, but I don’t think that its––they have a lot of almost
incompetent people in leadership roles. And, I have been involved in a few other things
in my lifetime. I have been in business and been in the military, and I have seen a lot of
different organizations. (P1)
There was a sense that the quality of supervision is degrading. “We’ve had some of the worst
supervisors I’ve seen in any job I’ve seen over the years. I guess that’s how it works you know”
(P12). Similarly, this veteran officer reflects on this issue. “We have our fair share of really
incompetent people” (P1). This officer had strong words to describe facility leaders.
Collectively, I would have to say that 90 percent, or more, of our line staff absolutely
despises our warden and our deputy wardens. They’re horrible. They’re horrible
administrators. They’re horrible people persons––or people-people, whatever. They are
arrogant, pompous, and selfish. They don’t give a s!@# about their staff. (P11)
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This section is sharply focused on the negative perceptions that officers expressed regarding their
experiences of being led by those viewed as outsiders. Concern was also expressed regarding
perceived inequities inherent to the leader selection process.
Ineffective leader actions. This conceptual category more narrowly targets specific
actions of leaders that were viewed as counterproductive to prison operations, from the
perspective of corrections officers and sergeants. This sergeant noted a change in focus
regarding the treatment of staff over the years.
Any [leadership] teaching on taking care and treating your people well has been thrown
out of the window completely in the department in the last few years. And they are
basically managing through fear and intimidation. They are trying to motivate staff
by if you don’t you will be fired or that’s the main motivator, you’ll be fired or
disciplined. (P17)
These interviews were replete with examples of officers feeling expendable and not included in
decision-making. “So they’re on a power trip in the hierarchy, it just seems like they’re—they
don’t mind putting people in jeopardy for the sake of making themselves look good” (P11). This
adversarial environment resulted in frustration. For example, “I’d say the toughest part is
dealing with the administration, that’s probably the hardest part not so much the prisoners but
just dealing with the administration that makes it hard to do your job right” (P12). Within these
data there is a pervasive sense of being micro-managed. “I guess from that perspective, it seems
like everything you do is under a microscope” (P14).
The Michigan Department of Corrections operates under a paramilitary structure.
However, sometimes the scheme was followed closely; other times it was not. This was
confusing for some officers when they described their experience. “I mean we have our uniforms
and the rank structure. But, I don’t know, it’s kind of loose. People don’t always use it” (P7).
Some officers shared some frustration over inconsistencies regarding the chain-of-command and
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expectations. This officer stated, “There’s no consistency, and with corrections having no
consistency is insane. I mean it’s crucial because––everybody’s got to be on the same page”
(P7). This officer expressed a similar thought regarding who is in charge at the facility level. “I
think it’s kind of confusing. You’ve got your housing supervisors and you’ve got your grey shirt
[uniformed] supervisors and the chain of command” (P7). The tension between uniformed
custody staff and housing staff was evident. “Occasionally though you will have things get
muddled up, because there are so many supervisors. . . . there are issues where they overlap with
your non-custody supervision and custody supervision issues have to be ironed out” (P15).
The supervisors rotated assignments frequently for various reasons, and this contributed
to many inconsistencies. “There’s a lack of consistency among supervision and I think that’s––
because you have––supervision kind of rotate and you don’t always have the same supervision, I
think that creates some issues” (P6). This officer also commented on the cyclical nature of
rotating supervisors. “It goes in cycles because they keep rotating the supervisors from different
shifts and right now I’ve got pretty good supervisors ” (P5). Of course, there will be some
performance variance among individuals who hold the same rank. Nonetheless, instances like
this added to the confusion experienced by officers, for example, “One lieutenant’s really calm
and cool, the other one’s really uptight and freaks out over the littlest thing” (P2).
Many officers and sergeants noted supervisory interactions concerning rule violations.
For example, “We had an issue with a supervisor a few months back where I had to a report a
work rule violation and instead of doing an investigation they just kind of swept it under the rug”
(P12). This type of inaction was also noted by at least one sergeant.
There are too many supervisors saying, ‘Well, you know what we’re just going to
smooth this over, and we’re not going to deal with this.’ And the next thing you know
you’ve got an environment where you can’t hold somebody accountable. (P20)
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Similarly, officers acknowledged that supervision is necessary. “If you are not supervised at all
then you might not do what you are supposed to be doing” (P10). This officer conceded that
supervisors are in a difficult situation and feel pressure from above and below them in the
hierarchy. For example, “I think wardens expect their supervisors just to be there to do their
dirty work. You know, the mob mentality” (P14). Effective supervision is critically important to
facility operations. Both officers and supervisors agreed on this point.
Another notable finding is the dissatisfaction felt due to the elimination of pre-shift roll
call. This is a six-minute briefing that occurred just prior to the start of each shift. During the
meeting incoming officers were advised of major facility announcements, critical incidents, and
cautionary information concerning possible trouble spots. This ritual was eliminated as a cost
saving measure to reduce overtime. (Time spent in roll call resulted in the accrual of overtime
due to the brief overlap of shift staffing.) Many officers stated that the information received
during the briefing was critical to officer safety. Further, the meetings enhanced their sense of
inclusion regarding facility happenings. This officer expressed dissatisfaction.
We no longer have roll call. We come and get our assignments in order to work. There’s
no official means of transferring information, of relaying information to one another. It’s
just––there’s so much, there’s so much. It’s a shame. (P9)
This officer detailed the consequences of what happened when critical information was not
passed. “We had an attempted escape, and people didn’t know about it. People coming to work
on shifts didn’t know about it until three days later” (P9). Officers described a craving for
information given the isolating nature of prison work. Having lost a consistent channel of
communication during roll call created an increased sense of exclusion.
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This section illuminated the inconsistencies experienced by officers and how a lack of
information impacted their role. The desire for teamwork was evident as well, in that the
participants prefer more predictability, communication, and stability from leaders.
Primary Dimension: We’re Going Backwards
The primary dimension We’re Going Backwards is more fully explained, using the
following conceptual categories: Ineffective Training, No Desire to Lead, and Foreshadowing
Violence. This dimension illuminated the officers’ perceptions that the Michigan Department of
Corrections has reverted back to a time when officers were inadequately trained and facilities
were less secure and less humane for prisoners. Moreover, participants are foreshadowing the
reoccurrence of prison riots similar to the 1980s as a result of the perceived drift backwards
regarding correctional philosophy and recent policy decisions.
Finally, a substantial amount of data indicated that officers are foreshadowing violence
such as disturbances and riots, based on budget-driven decisions that have reduced security.
Participants often referenced a time in the early 1980s when Michigan prisons erupted with
violence. Following these riots, many changes were implemented to improve living conditions
for prisoners and working conditions for officers. There was major concern among officers and
sergeants, alike, that the current executive level leaders lack the institutional history to avoid
making many of the same mistakes that sparked the unrest over 30 years ago.
Ineffective training. This conceptual category more fully explains how ineffective
training is moving the department backwards. The quality of training has suffered along with the
type and amount of training provided. Officers were particularly concerned about the efficacy of
online training. Additionally, many officers observed the erosion of training over time. “Our
training foundation has been crumbling and now I believe it’s getting ready to collapse” (P9).
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Officers had visceral negative reactions regarding their experiences with the online training
delivery process. “Computer training? I think it’s a farce” (P5). This officer shared the opinion
that training was once of high quality. “It’s difficult to say that we’re the best trained, and they’re
like, well, you’re not anymore” (P8).
The lack of classroom training was a concern for many. For example, “Corrections has
become so budget-driven that we now only have eight hours of classroom training a year and the
rest of our training, whatever they deem from year to year, that is necessary we do on the
computer” (P3). This officer noted the negative changes observed over time regarding the
department’s training plan.
It’s been getting less and less. I would say the majority of my training now is just
computer-based training which is just going over some sort of quick quiz on the computer
and taking quizzes. It’s kind of a joke. (P6)
These interviews were saturated with comments whereby officers felt like they had lost their
edge as highly trained professionals.
The general training, like the PA-415 [legislatively mandated training] is gone, way gone
now. They have introduced some simulation-based training, which is good. But, there’s
just not enough of it. You maybe do it once a year for eight hours, you know. All the
rest of the stuff is on the computer that you can click through just as fast as you can and
then you take the test and you’re done. (P14)
Many participants suggested that the training was delivered more as a means to document
delivery, irrespective of quality, or any actual skill development. As such, a theme emerged that
suggested training was offered as a means of providing evidence against the employee should
they make an error while performing their duties.
Well, all of a sudden we’re really not being trained anymore. You’re telling people here
read this. It’s like handing them––it’s like read-and-signs. People don’t read them. They
just sign them. Granted it’s on you because you are ultimately responsible for what’s
included in that paperwork on a read and sign. (P11)
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I think that’s just a mechanism for the state that if anything ever happened to one of us
and we try to sue, the state can say no on such and such date you had training on that. So,
you should’ve known how to do that. And that’s what kind of scares me. (P5)
This officer bluntly stated the purpose of training is an accountability measure to protect the
interests of management.
Training is pretty much non-existent now. So the computer-based training in my opinion
is a way for the department to cover their a!@ while putting the liability on the staff
whether they really have time to do it or not. (P11)
It falls under the category of it does a good job covering the administration. If I finish
that and print out the training sheet saying that I’ve had this or that training, so if
something were to happen in the future, well the training was given. (P6)
This sergeant’s perspective mirrored that of many officers. “They’re trying to push as much of it
through the computer, you watch a computer program, sign a training sheet, and that’s your
training for the year” (P17). This officer noted that computer-based training does not offer an
opportunity to practice necessary skills.
The problem with the computer-based training, instead of drilling it into someone’s head
in a classroom setting, is you’re relying on them to go on the computer and hope that they
don’t just click through it and then sign the training sheet at the end of it, yeah I did it.
(P3)
Many officers expressed regret and dismay following the recent outsourcing of the
corrections training academy to colleges. The training academy had provided a place and time
for officers to bond and assimilate into the culture. “I just think there’s loss there because we do,
I mean, there’s people at our facility that have been classmates that went through the academy
together and there’s this camaraderie that I think will be lost” (P8). This officer expressed a
concern about losing the basic training foundation needed for new officers.
I believe that when our Department did away with our training academy––with our own
training academy, that was our foundation. Every organization needs a strong base, a
strong foundation, and as that slowly crumbles away, as it did when they took away our
training academy. (P9)
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Another officer espoused a similar view regarding the academy situation and suggested that any
anticipated cost savings may have unintended consequences.
The academy going to a college setting, I think is crazy. . . . And you know, I understand
the theory on paper, how it looks like it should be cheaper. But, I just don’t know how
you can have somebody that’s not worked in corrections for very long have the ability to
relay personal experiences or you know, to what it says in the book but this is how it
applies in reality. I think we’re going to lose a lot of that connection for the people
coming in. I think it’s going to make it even more of a joke to people. (P14)
A sergeant offered a similar perspective regarding the proposed decentralized training model for
new officers.
That is not excellence. That is not a department that’s selling the excellence of
corrections and being able to take care of their staff and being able to get them started on
the right foot. That’s a department showing that we are an afterthought and that’s a large
reason that people statewide look at the department the way that they do now. (P17)
This officer was concerned about the lack of training consistency if new officer training is
outsourced to colleges and universities.
So now you have ten colleges, twenty, thirty, or however many community colleges are
going to be teaching this, there’s going to be ten different ways. . . . they want to farm
out training to whomever. There’s going to be no standards when they’re being taught at
a community college. (P9)
Officers were concerned that online delivery systems eliminated important social
interactions with others. For example, “You do it by yourself so there is no interaction with any
other staff, no other experiences that you can share so you kind of miss out on that” (P10). This
officer made a similar point regarding the lost opportunity to interact with employees from other
institutional areas.
I think training is the worst it has ever been. We went from actually having a 40-hour
training period where you would remove staff, custody and non-custody, outside of the
fences into a classroom for five days. It was not only a good morale booster, but the
training was good. (P9)
This veteran sergeant shared thoughts on the efficacy of actual classroom training focused on
collaboration and shared experiences.
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I think the classroom time is important because you get to talk with other people and
discuss–– have a––a discussion or round table about what is going on and their feelings
and what they see as wrong and what needs to be fixed and things that they have dealt
with that you haven’t dealt with. (P19)
The language most often used by officers when describing the online training is “click,
click, click” which is a metaphor depicting officers moving through the material as quickly as
possible without engaging the content. “Now, we’re doing computer training where you click,
click, click, click, click and then take a test. We don’t have any of the physical hands-on stuff”
(P8). Similarly, this officer commented on the lack of hands-on practical training. “We have one
day of classroom training where we go over CPR, some fire safety, just the bare minimum, just
one day and then the rest is all on the computer” (P12). This is a typical response concerning the
approach that officers take to the online training.
Click, click, and click. You can click right through the information and then you––then
the task––it’s A, B, C, D, you know, a multiple choice. It’s pretty simple to select an
answer––the answers are written so the correct answer stands out like a sore thumb. (P9)
The officers were disinterested in the training delivery method. They were also
unimpressed with the content quality. As such, they often did not participate in the online
training. Rather, some contracted the work out to coworkers who click, click, clicked the boxes
and printed the certificates of completion. For example, “I would say more than half the people
don’t read any of it” (P11). This officer provided a typical response echoed by many concerning
the level of actual engagement during the online training sessions. “What happens is the reality is
nobody likes to do it so instead of actually reading the questions and stuff you just keep clicking
the next button” (P12). Here is another example of how officers circumvented the training
requirements. “There are people [officers] who say, ‘hey, I’ll––and I’ve experienced it. Hey,
‘you want me to get that training done for you? Just give me your employee I.D. number?
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And—go ahead’ ” (P9). This is yet another example of the training tasks being contracted to
others.
And now it’s gotten to the point where even that’s too much of a pain in the butt so you
end up just having one of your buddies, that likes to do it, give him ten bucks and he’ll
just complete your whole training for you. So that’s what training’s come down to now.
(P12)
Most people they just click right through it to the end take the little test because they’re
not that difficult. I mean for the most part you’re going to know the answers without
reading everything enough to pass it and so when it comes to training now, there almost
isn’t any training. (P11)
Our other training’s computer-based training, where we just go on the computer, select a
subject, and all you got to do is click next, next, next, and you don’t even have to read it.
You can just answer the questions at the end until you get it right. So that’s kind of a
joke too. (P2)
A sergeant commented that sophisticated processes have evolved by which officers
completed multiple online courses at once by opening several web browsers. This expedited the
click, click, and click strategy whereby the final certificate of completion was printed more
expeditiously. However, the officer did not engage the content in any meaningful way.
I’ve heard staff say, “Well, if you open up two, three, four, [browsers] or whatever at one
time, you can go from one to the other, to the other, and by the time you make it full
circle, the next button is available to click on this number one course. And, then you go
to the second course. Oh, then, the next button is available, so you click that.” So they
spend their time figuring out how to bypass and trick getting through it more quickly.
(P18)
These participants found the training as not intellectually challenging.
You can click through just as fast as you can and then you take the test and you’re done.
So you’re not really retaining any more information than what you’ve previously had.
You know, you passed the test with 80%, well that might have been the knowledge you
already had in your head, you’re not learning. . . . But as far as staff and training, and
their ability to do their job, I think it is a bad thing. (P14)
You can just click through all of the screens and as long as you pass with 70% or better,
which pretty much you can pass those tests without ever reading any of the programs, it’s
pretty ineffective. (P17)
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This sergeant echoed similar reflections concerning the online training delivery model.
They are going to computer-based training, which is obviously a cost saving measure.
However, it’s not effective. It’s not quality training, and with the stuff that facilities are
dealing with now. We need classroom training more than we did 10 years ago, and that’s
what they have cut out of training. (P16)
Several participants noted that training was assigned as an additional task for completion
while on their duty post. In the past, officers were relieved from shift work to train for 40 hours
each year. Many participants rejected the idea that meaningful training was possible concurrent
to supervising inmates. This sergeant noted a role conflict observed between officer training and
supervising inmates. “It’s cost driven, the change to online because you do it on shift while you
are supposed to be watching the prisoners” (P19). These officers noted the intersection between
budget driven decision-making and ineffective training delivery.
Two people are trying to run the unit and aren’t familiar with it, while trying to manage
240 guys [inmates] and do their training on the computer during their ‘free time.’ Well,
you tell me how effective do you think that’s going to be? (P11)
This officer also addressed the consequences of doing training on-shift concurrent with one’s
regular duties.
They expect you to do this [training] while you’re watching your floor when you have a
little bit of downtime, here and there. Most people now basically just click through it as
quickly as they can without reading it––I don’t think it’s as effective as it used to be
when we broke off into a separate building and it was––you know, you weren’t at work
that day. You were at training that was all you did. (P15)
These sergeants suggested that when officers were doing online training, the amount of inmate
supervision was reduced.
So if the staff person is doing their computer training, then they’re not watching the
housing unit, or they’re not out there in the yard where they normally would be to watch
the prisoner movement. (P18)
They’re having us do those training programs while we’re supposed to be watching
prisoners, another distraction. (P17)
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Corrections officers preferred real hands-on training to make them more proficient at
doing their jobs as opposed to online training. They also offered some insight as to what types of
training were beneficial. The ability to communicate effectively cannot be understated in a
correctional environment. Therefore, training in this area must be face-to-face and practical.
One officer put it this way: “I don’t think there’s enough human contact training” (P7).
Similarly, this sergeant spoke of the importance of communication skills.
Communications is really the key. That’s probably 90 percent of our job, being able to
diffuse things, and kind of talk people down, and/or just get people to cooperate, and get
them to do what you need them to do. We don’t place enough emphasis on that. (P20)
The ability to effectively communicate with inmates was the essential and necessary skill
identified to effectively interact with prisoners, as described below.
Well communication is huge. If everybody doesn’t have the skill to communicate, like
some people do, then that is probably 90% of your job to communicate. Whether you
can communicate with those guys and you can run a unit by communication. (P10)
This officer dispelled the myth that corrections work is about brute force. Rather, it is really
more about one’s communication skills, for example,
The most important thing in corrections is communication. So, I don’t care if you’re a
four-foot tall, 90 pounds soaking wet female or a 300 lbs. ex-linebacker that’s coming
into prison. I would much rather have female partners that can communicate than a big
brute that gets everything done through force. (P3)
This officer stated succinctly the belief that officer training was going backwards.
“We’ve gone from being one of the leaders in the country for corrections to, I feel, very near the
bottom of the barrel as far as our progressiveness for in-service training every year” (P9). This
officer also sensed a pronounced loss of status concerning the quality and amount of training
required for Michigan officers and sergeants.
Our training used to be, along with a couple other states; some of the most highly trained
correctional officers in the nation. We used to do a 40-hour block of training per year,
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which was required. . . . But, now we bumped that all the way back down to we only go
to one day of eight hours of annual training. (P15)
This section provided insights into the perceived collapse of training and provided many
perspectives that validated the need for hands on training. Participants were critical of the trend
toward online training and believed the lack of quality has dampened their enthusiasm, resulting
in disengagement. Participants suggested that the onset of budget driven decision-making has
significantly eroded the foundation of excellent training initiated following the 1980 riots,
resulting in a drift backwards regarding professionalism.
No desire to lead. The officers indicated an overwhelming lack of desire to join the
ranks of management. The findings contained within this category were unexpected yet
pervasive throughout the interviews. These finding suggested that the agency is perhaps having
a difficult time recruiting the most competent leaders due to a decreased application pool. This
lack of depth among the sergeant candidates may move the department backwards regarding the
recruitment and retention of competent leaders. This officer spoke of the apparent
self-selection out of the leadership ranks.
I can honestly say that there has been . . . some of the best people I have seen in
corrections won’t take that test or have no desire to be a supervisor in that organization
just because we have our fair share of [laughter] really incompetent people. (P1)
This officer also noted that several, otherwise suitable leaders, avoided promotions to
preserve their day shift assignment. For example, “The majority of the officers that I work with
right now would make real good supervisors, but chose that path that I’ve taken just because of
the family lifestyle and just being comfortable being on first shift” (P13). This officer
suggested that the scheduling uncertainty of becoming a sergeant did not outweigh the modest
pay raise.
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There’s a lot of people I think who are very qualified that should, or would be good, to
promote, but they’re kind of I guess considering some of the same things I already
mentioned as far as they’re on a shift that they like. . . . The compensation doesn’t
override the potential negatives of being bounced around on shift and I think the overall
increase in responsibility. (P6)
When asked about future plans for promotion, this officer stated the following. “I have never
really looked into promoting, so I try not to pay attention to it” (P10). A second officer was
asked if a promotion was a future possibility. “I had thought about it quite a bit, but not
anymore” (P11). Interestingly, this officer suggested that management was looking for a
particular type of person to promote. However, the perceived prototype did not align with this
officer’s expectations.
Well, it didn’t take me very long in the department, two or three years maybe, to know
for a fact that I didn’t want anything to do with it, even at the sergeant level because of
the type of person that they want you to be. They don’t want you to question things.
They don’t want you to do what’s right. They want you to do what they said because
they said so and I already told you, I don’t operate that way. (P11)
Irregular shift assignments were the most cited reason given for opting out of a formal
leadership role.
I’ve never even attempted to promote. I didn’t want that instability of they could put you
on whatever shift they want you and move you and this and that. So, I never did that but
I’ve seen it, we’ve had some of the worst supervisors I’ve seen in any job over the years.
(P12)
Family bonds and responsibilities were major recurring themes when officers reflected on the
possibility of accepting a promotion.
Twenty years ago I thought about promoting. But, like I said, you don’t really have
control over your shifts. (P13)
If you want to go from an officer to say a sergeant you lose your right to your shift. You
are basically assigned to where they want you and you are subject to change at any time
after that. That’s a pretty disruptive thing to have hanging over your head, especially if
you have a family and your wife works, if you have kids doing stuff and you set your life
up around the shift that you work and all of a sudden they can change that on you at the
drop of a hat. (P15)
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This officer mentioned the loss of control over one’s life that can accompany a promotion if
there are conflicts with upper management.
I’m not going to make an administrator mad, and all of a sudden, I’m on third shift for the
next year. I have no control over, you know, where I’m going to work or what shift or
any of that. So, I don’t see a lot of people that want to promote except for people that are
very inexperienced and they know they’re going to be on second shift for a lot of years
anyway. (P14)
The idea of losing control was further supported in this officer’s statement. Officers observed
supervisors being retaliated against by the administration and moved to undesirable shifts
without recourse.
As far as promotions go, you’re kind of––when you do promote you are in the facility
I’m at right now is very political. Where you’re at in the warden’s graces is, you know, if
the warden is mad at you, then you get sent to third shift. (P9)
You’re putting yourself in jeopardy. I’m on day shift. I’ll never lose day shift now
unless I want to. If I become a supervisor, if I don’t do what the higher-ups say, well
then they’re going to put me on a different shift that I don’t want to be on. (P5)
Still another officer lamented the idea of losing shift seniority rights when accepting a
management position.
If I were to promote to, let’s say a sergeant’s position, they would be able at any time for
whatever the reason change my shift, and I kind of like being able to have the consistency
or at least knowing my shift is 6–2 and no one will be able to mess with that. So I
wouldn’t want to promote––put myself in a situation to be moved around like that. (P6)
Officers were very sensitive to the service time that they had accrued and valued seniority more
than a promotional opportunity. “If you become a sergeant, they put you where they need you,
no matter what your seniority. So, I’d be a low senior sergeant and they’d take me off the shift I
want and that’s quite a change” (P7).
To better understand the desire to promote, five sergeants were selected during the
theoretical sampling process and interviewed to learn more about how they experienced their
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role in comparison to being former officers. Ironically, it was determined that four of the five
sergeants actually regretted their decision to promote after experiencing the job for a while.
Current sergeants were asked to reflect on their career choice and share any thoughts about their
positions. Most actually regretted making the choice such as this participant. “I made that choice
thirteen years ago. I would not make the same choices today” (P17). Similar regret is expressed
in this sergeant’s comments.
At the time I promoted, I thought that it was a good thing. . . . Like I said, I thought
about going back to being an officer. The pay difference, you know, it just seems like
there’s times when I know the supervisors and sergeants get paid more than officers, but
is it really worth it with all the headaches and hassles? (P18)
This sergeant did not hesitate when asked about having regrets.
I absolutely would not. I would not make the same decision to do it again. I promoted
really early in my career. I got promoted when I had three years in, but I should have
stayed an officer. I wouldn’t have promoted. (P19)
Conversely, this sergeant was a bit more ambivalent about the decision to promote.
Well, if I was looking at seniority, and job security, maybe not. I probably would have
been a little more secure had I stayed as an officer. But still, there’s a lot of job
satisfaction, and I would probably do it again. (P20)
This sergeant commented on the political nature of shift assignments for supervisory staff.
Anything above a sergeant, the management has the right to put you were they want.
You don’t have a union to back you up. You don’t have specific rules like how to get to
day shift or how to get to third shift. So, wherever the deputy or the warden feels that
you are going to be the best fit is where you are placed. I could be stuck on any shift, but
I knew that going into. (P16)
This sergeant described a scenario in which a supervisor could find himself or herself working
night shift.
Well, if you say the wrong thing to somebody you might end up on second, or third
shift, and those are things that people just prefer not to deal with, and it’s probably not
worth the extra dollar or two that they would make an hour. (P20)
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This section described how shift assignment and seniority rights are the overriding
concern of most officers. Thus, those interviewed were not interested in promotions once they
had arrived on their preferred shift. The sergeants expressed similar concerns regarding
scheduling and discussed the lack of protection afforded supervisors, from the possibility of
arbitrary shift reassignment. These findings provide reason to pause to consider the importance
of honoring seniority for all employees to improve overall job satisfaction and to deepen the
supervisory candidate selection pools.
Foreshadowing violence. The Michigan Department of Corrections endured riots in
1981. A post incident review conducted by the Michigan legislature at the time found several
factors that contributed to the violence. Recently, this report was circulated among current
corrections officers, and they interpreted ominous signs that history may repeat itself. The
following comments reflect the officers’ interpretation of how the agency is going backwards,
based on recent policy decisions.
About a year or two ago, I read the legislative reports to the Governor after the 1981 riots
and as you read them, it makes the hair on the back of your neck stand up––how much
stuff they were doing back then, that we’re doing again now. (P14)
We’re heading back to the days, in fact I read something here not too long ago that
someone printed off that was a report as to why the riot happened in 1981 down at
Jackson at the main prison. They had a real major riot in ’81. (P12)
Eventually it [riot] is going to happen again and I think it is going to be a revolving door
for––for the department as a whole that we are going to cut, cut, cut and something big is
going to happen. (P16)
When you first started reading the report and if you didn’t know it’s from 1981, you
started reading all these things that were going on, overcrowding, the food was getting
terrible, just that kind of stuff. And, you’re reading it like yeah this is exactly what’s
going on with our department now. (P12)
They’re making the same mistakes that, you know, everything that led up to the ’81 riots
in Jackson and in Ionia. The same mistakes are being made. Less staffing, you know,
the quality of the food, the security level of the prisoners. So––and we’re seeing that.
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We’re seeing that, right now in front of us. Especially, you know, with the security
classification changes. (P9)
This statement also foreshadowed violence based on recent changes that moved the agency
backwards toward the conditions that were present prior to the riots.
With the combined lack of segregation space, it just seems like we’re going back into a
cycle like the one back in the early 80’s where prison conditions and the food conditions
led to major disturbances back then. (P15)
This officer was an employee during the 1981 riots and offered this unique perspective.
The way they are structuring things now it’s like I said, going back to the old way and
that can be dangerous. . . . Well, things are changing right now with the new Governor.
There is the huge budget that the Department has and they are overlooking a lot of
things that they have done in the last twenty years. (P1)
Similarly, this officer experienced prison violence and unrest firsthand.
I’ve been in some hairy situations. I’ve had a couple of disturbances here in our facility.
I've been there before and it isn’t a pleasant situation. And, some people required
medical attention and then there was an incident that was serious for several people and
they didn’t come back to work, said that was it, and can’t do it anymore. So yeah, it's a
frustrating thing. (P15)
These four veteran sergeants expressed reason for concern as well, “There’s a lot of
security breaches so I think it’s very possible that we’ll have a riot or we’ll lose the place
eventually” (P19). This sergeant assessed the situation succinctly. “I think we are heading
towards something big happening soon” (P16). Two sergeants made similar predictions based
on recent policy decisions.
I’m afraid that, somewhere in the state, a riot is going to happen, that too many things,
we’ve gone too far the other direction. From the riots in ’81, we’re coming full circle
again with the classification, with making facilities bigger, with reducing staff, with
reducing training, and now they want to farm out the officer academy to colleges. So, it’s
like, what are we going to end up with? And all those things that led up to the riots, it
just looks like we’re, like I said, coming full circle again, that we’re going to be right
back there. (P18)
They keep cutting those safety precautions and measures that are intended to keep each
other from getting hurt. It’s hard to communicate the needs and seeing the problems that
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I’ve seen over the years not being repeated. I’m afraid we’re making a lot of the same
mistakes that we’ve made in the past and it’s very frustrating as a middle supervisor to try
and get either side to wake up. (P17)
The perspective gained from these interviews suggested that those making the
policy-level decisions simply lacked the historical knowledge to make well-reasoned choices.
This officer spoke to the apparent lost institutional memory. “I think the attitude now is, ‘Well it
hasn’t happened in this many years’, so don’t believe—you still got to be ready and
unfortunately being ready costs money” (P7). Officers suggested that although something
catastrophic has not yet occurred during the current administration’s watch, there is no reason to
relax and claim victory.
Finally, this officer made the point using a worst-case scenario.
They [administration] say, okay, well you say it’s more dangerous. Prove it. Are there a
bunch of dead corrections officers that we don’t know about? And, you say well no
there’s not. But, we [officers] can just tell you that something is likely to happen. (P12)
When thinking about the department’s future, this officer looked to the past and recalled the
names of two officers murdered at the hands of prisoners in the mid1980s. “I remember
Josephine McCallum and Jack Budd [murdered corrections officers] that goes back to an era
with no training, crazy violence, and it just seems like we’re going backwards. I’m telling you.
It’s bad” (P8).
A balanced budget does not equate to prison safety as officers considered the current
environment. This sergeant articulated the apparent false sense of security that permeated these
interviews.
Well now it has been so long [since the last riots] that the people in Lansing, or the
people that make the decisions, that’s not in the back of their mind anymore and I think
they have a false feeling of well it’s not going to happen again and they cut and cut and
cut. (P16)
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The foreshadowing of violence offered by these participants deserves serious consideration as
the views represent several decades of prison experience from a diverse group of employees
representing multiple institutions and all security levels. The homogeneity of the participants’
rich descriptions was strikingly similar. This homogeneity in perception is worth noting as the
data comes from officers who likely have never met, nor ever will, due to geographic separation
among facilities.
Prisoners have endured many budget-driven decisions that have negatively impacted their
living conditions. Officers noted this trend and were concerned that the prisoners may hit a
tipping point in which inmates protest their conditions of confinement. For example, “It seems
like the pendulum is swinging back that way, the conditions for the prisoners are not what they
were several years ago” (P15). This officer noted a swing in ideology. “I’m hoping the
pendulum doesn’t push too far in the other direction that things come back around to officers”
(P8). This officer shared a similar sentiment. “Inmates don’t like change and therefore I think it
gets transferred on us. You know if they’re not happy and we’re, we have to deal with that and
we’re not that happy” (P7). This comment has a similar tone. “The violence right now has been
directed more prisoner to prisoner but at any time that can change” (P16). This officer wonders
when the prisoners will rebel against the current conditions. “It’s frustrating how far they can
drive it down to where they try and run it with as many cuts that they can before it just goes
south and the prison population doesn’t take it anymore” (P15).
This sergeant articulated the tacit knowledge of most veteran corrections employees.
“There are certain things you just don’t mess with in prison. The food, mail, and their visits, and
stuff like that, it’s really important that we’re at least very aware that those could cause trouble”
(P20). Recently, the department outsourced the food preparation to a for-profit company to save
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money. As the sergeant noted above, food is one area that provides a certain amount of comfort
to inmates. It is believed that if inmates are relatively satisfied with the meal selections, they are
less likely to rebel. “Now with the [poor] quality of foods added to the prisoners’ issues, it’s just
all—it does seem like it’s going backwards” (P15). Similarly, this sergeant commented as
follows:
I think if you talk to anybody in corrections they’ll tell you don’t mess with their food. If
they got a full belly and they’re somewhat happy with that and comfortable, then they’re
creating fewer problems throughout the day. But the quality of the food over the last
couple of years has amazingly decreased. (P18)
This officer described the security dangers associated with prisoners congregating in
large numbers. “The chow hall is probably the biggest place where something could jump off
and the quickest place to jump off is in the chow hall” (P5). This combined with poor food
quality was a potentially dangerous situation described by officers. This officer shares some
observations regarding the quantity of prisoner food.
Well that’s changed again when they were talking about privatizing food service. So
now all of a sudden, the food service thing has changed and now when a prisoner goes
over there he barely gets enough to fill his stomach. (P3)
This sergeant observed significant changes to the food quality and shared this perspective. “I’ve
seen the food quality at our facility drop dramatically in the last, oh, eleven years, anyway. But
yeah, I don’t know if it’s going to change any, because it’s not so good right now” (P20).
Another sergeant commented on the reputation of the vendor selected to provide prisoner meals.
“I’m afraid with Aramark [private contractor] we’re going to run into the same type of thing.
There’s tons of concern about food service” (P18).
This sergeant shared changes observed at another facility regarding food service. “We’re
looking at privatizing our food industry right now and the food that they do has been so washed
down and cut back” (P17). The point many officers made is that doing corrections work is
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expensive. Perhaps some government mandated responsibilities just cost more. These
interviews suggested that running corrections from a “business” paradigm is not sustainable, or
safe, as articulated by this officer. “You can’t run government like a business. We’re not for
profit and unfortunately, it’s at the expense of the safety and security of staff and prisoners, not
just staff, it is the prisoners, too” (P11).
This section detailed the officers’ foreshadowing of violence based on reflections from
the 1981 prison riots and the conditions that led up to that disturbance. There was concern that
many factors that contributed to the riot are once again present in Michigan prisons. Officers
acknowledged that prisoners have endured hardships as a result of the recent budget driven
paradigm. Moreover, participants were concerned that it is only a matter of time before the
prisoners act out violently in protest.
Core Dimension: Powerlessness
The core dimension of Powerlessness is the construct that encompasses all of the primary
dimensions and is most explanatory in understanding “what all is going on” in Michigan prisons
from the perspective of corrections officers and sergeants (Schatzman, 1991, p. 309). The
conceptual categories that more fully explain this dimension are Lack of Voice, Lack of
Appreciation, and Feeling Deceived. When analyzing these data in aggregate to make meaning,
it became evident that powerlessness was the core construct that best described the participants’
lived experiences at work. This officer’s statement typifies the state of powerlessness.
There are decisions every day that I don’t agree with. However, working all these years
in corrections I learned––I handle it by knowing that it is not going to change so I have to
deal with it the best way possible. And, I am sure most everybody does that. People will
get frustrated but we still have to deal with it. (P1)
There was also a sense of defeat and lack of enthusiasm to excel as this officer described it.
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I just decided that I didn’t really want any part of that environment because of our
administration even though I am educated and I think I would have been really good at it.
It’s been hard for me to not do it, but I decided quite a few years ago that I wasn’t going
to volunteer to do anything in this department anymore. (P11)
The same officer went on to state, “I’ll do it if it’s mandatory and a condition of my employment.
But, I’m not going to step out and volunteer for something” (P11).
Many officers expressed a lack of personal power within the workplace. For example,
“There is a removal of power from officers and putting more on shift command on a daily basis
there were things I used to be able to do” (P3). This officer articulated a sense of being
micromanaged. Thus, the officers stopped making decisions. “I think we’re micromanaged too
much. So, it’s got to the point where people are afraid to make decisions” (P5). Many officers
shared a sense of knowing exactly what to do but do not feel empowered to act.
Maybe as an officer doing your job day-to-day you think well, we could just do this. That
would take care of. . . . sometimes you feel like your hands are tied and you’re banging
your head against the wall. I think that’s––when you get to that point, that’s when people
start in with the negative attitude towards their work. (P6)
This officer expressed frustration with the requirement to gain permission to do routine tasks.
For example, “You have to get permission to do everything. I feel like I can’t make any
decisions without checking with somebody” (P8). This sergeant also expressed the feeling of
powerlessness and camaraderie.
We have a lot of responsibilities and anytime something goes wrong they want to blame
the first line supervisor and there is not––they have lost a lot of camaraderie. I guess you
would say just by a lot of things that the state has done over the past few years. (P19)
Interestingly, this officer sensed the powerlessness experienced by sergeants and
empathized with the sergeants’ precarious position. “I don’t think the administration backs their
supervisors up enough, especially sergeants. They’re the first line supervisors. They’re out there
making some pretty heavy decisions and I don’t think they get backed up enough” (P7). This
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section provided an overview of the dimension Powerlessness as experienced by corrections
officers and sergeants.
Lack of voice. The agency was described as very autocratic, which is typical of
paramilitary organizational structures. This officer described the structure as follows: “It’s a
semi military structured environment. So, if somebody makes a decision, then you don’t
question that decision; you just go do your job. . . . We have no choice in any decisions” (P1).
This officer shared an example of how she was treated when questioning a decision. “Shut up,
[officer name], just do it. That was the hardest part for me to get used to” (P11). This officer
succinctly reflected the views of many. “My opinion doesn’t really matter anyway” (P8). Stated
another way, “If you get someone to listen, that is rare” (P9).
There was an overwhelming theme that decisions are routinely made without consulting
those most knowledgeable of the circumstances. “It’s ridiculous the way the Department has
decided to farm out our training academies. The legislators were like, oh, let’s do this. But
nobody, one time, consulted with the training unit to say is this even feasible” (P9)? This officer
pointed out some advice received early on.
Keep your mouth shut for the first year. If you’ve got questions, definitely ask them. But
nobody wants to hear your opinion of how this place should be run. Just sit back, listen,
do your work, and keep your mouth shut. (P7)
Information was disseminated on a need-to-know basis under a shroud of secrecy, according to
this officer. “I got a secret thing. And, knowledge is power. And, if I got more knowledge than
you, I got more power. So I think there is a certain amount of secrecy going on” (P7). It was
frustrating for officers when they were not allowed to make decisions for which they had been
trained. For example, “It’s horrible based on the fact that I’ve been very well trained to make
those kinds of decisions and believe I should have the authority” (P3). This lack of voice in
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daily decision-making resulted in officers questioning their self-efficacy. Yet another officer
shared an experience of lost confidence regarding his decision-making ability. “Well, I mean,
I’ve already brought it up to them before, but they just tell me to do it the way they said to do it”
(P2).
Sometimes I feel like you can’t make a decision. Because, I feel like even if you do
make a decision with an inmate and all, okay, I’ll go to a sergeant, and I know that
sergeant will have to go to the lieutenant. (P14)
This officer stated that decision-making is risky and that there can be formal penalties for
stepping up and making a decision.
Nowadays, you know, if you make a decision and go with it, they want to write you up
and then they want to give you three days off [inaudible] you know. So, with that in the
back of everyone’s mind, no one wants to be the one that makes the decision. (P14)
Officers expressed that there were negative consequences for making decisions. “Good officers
get in trouble, or the supervisors put their neck out for something, and I think that people are just
frustrated” (P8).
There seemed to be a practice of looking up into the hierarchy for guidance and a lack of
a real voice at the officer level. “I’ve stopped making recommendations because it’s just a
management thing that says well this is what we––we want your input. So people feel good
about it and give their input. But, they never act on it” (P5).
Lack of appreciation. Feeding into the officers’ sense of powerlessness was an
overwhelming sense of under appreciation by the administration. This comment described the
feeling of most participants. “I honestly believe that the people that are in charge of the whole
ball of wax really don’t care about us. . . . It’s almost like there is no concern about the
corrections officers” (P1). This officer believed that the budget driven decision-making has
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resulted in officers feeling less appreciated, based on various cuts. “The budget cuts also have
made officers very fearful. They feel very under-appreciated” (P8).
This officer stated that the consequence of feeling unappreciated was lower productivity.
“Well, you have a lower productivity because everybody has that laissez faire attitude. If they
don’t care about me, I don’t give a s!#$ about them and I’m talking about the department” (P11).
Another example of officer disengagement follows:
So it’s getting more and more like that you’re, you really have to assert yourself and a lot
of people are tired of even doing that, of having to justify how they deal with situations.
They’ve checked-out mentally and I get that. I really do. (P8)
The lack of appreciation seemed to be a chronic condition from this officer’s perspective.
I’ve been there for 21 years; I guess my experience has always been that, as an officer,
you’re kind of looked down upon by all other administrators. Anyone that’s not wearing
the uniform, the bosses, from the warden on down seem like they’ve always treated
officers like they’re pieces of crap. (P12)
This officer described feeling more appreciated when acting outside of the department than from
within it.
And the only time––it’s a thankless job. But, the only time I do get thanked is when I go
out in public and you’ll see [military] veterans, just different people in the public coming
up saying I appreciate the job you guys do, same as we do for our fellow soldiers right
now. (P13)
The officers were not necessarily looking for extravagant forms of recognition. Many
commented that a simple pat on the back or a thank you would go a long way in improving their
working conditions. “I didn’t need to be recognized for my work. But you know, just the total
dismissal kind of stings more than anything” (P14). This officer also expressed the lack of praise
received within the workplace. “I see some people that get by doing nothing and then other
people work hard, and the people that work hard, don’t really ever get praised for going above
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and beyond” (P2). Similarly, “There’s no incentive to be someone that finds more contraband or
more weapons” (P8).
This sergeant espoused that officers are perhaps disciplined more frequently than is
necessary for minor issues. This sort of scrutiny impacted one’s sense of appreciation and
impacted organizational commitment, for example,
Most of the staff that I come into contact with on a daily basis feels that our
administration doesn’t care about us. They care more about these little petty things that
staff do. Everything is a disciplinary issue. There’s hardly anything anymore that’s a
corrective action with an employee. There’s something an employee does, and they get
caught. . . . Bam! (P18)
This sergeant believed that supervisors are not appreciated. “It’s just a thankless job . . . we just
we have a lot of responsibilities and anytime something goes wrong they want to blame the first
line supervisor” (P19).
This officer shared the feeling of being essentially ignored by a supervisor that they
encountered during routine institutional rounds.
I’ve been sitting in those housing units and when the supervisor comes by, and you know,
well, signs your logbook and then leaves. ‘How you doing?’ Fine. ‘Okay.’ And then
they sign the book and off they go because, you know, they’re not even––are you doing
okay? Do you have everything you need? Do you have everything you need to run your
housing unit effectively? Do you have all the tools you need in your bag today? You
know? Are you even fit for duty? (P9)
Officers expressed that a sincere acknowledgement from management would be appreciated.
Similarly, they expressed frustration with their inability to make decisions directly impacting
their working conditions.
Feeling deceived. There were numerous instances throughout these interviews
supporting the officers’ belief that the Department was being deceptive in many areas. Most
officers expressed an overall sense of lost trust. For example, “You had shift commanders that
trusted officers, and they trusted them, and being able to get things taken care of as a team. And
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it seems anymore that there is no trust in the team” (P8). Moreover, officers were suspicious of
the recent changes to the prisoner security classification system. This is the process whereby
inmates are sorted based on potential dangerousness, escape risk, and individual programming
needs.
Officers stated that the classification system was changed so that prisoners are more
quickly transferred to less secure—more cost effective—facilities. There was also
disappointment expressed by officers surrounding the success—or perceived lack
thereof—involving the Michigan Prisoner Reentry Initiative (MPRI). These interviews revealed
an overwhelming belief that the department was, perhaps, manipulating the success rates of
paroled prisoners for political gain. Finally, officers expressed an observation that there is a lack
of meritocracy regarding promotional opportunities. While this study offers no quantitative data
to assess the efficacy of these claims, the reader is reminded that these data, by design, report on
the perceptions of the participants and how they experience their work environment.
Prisoner security classification. Significant concern regarding the prisoner security
classification process was prevalent among the participants. This sergeant observed an apparent
loss of control resulting from changes to the classification process. “We kind of loosened the
reigns and let them run wild. So, every day is a challenge” (P19). Similarly, this sergeant
noticed the accelerated pace that prisoners are moving from high security levels to minimum
supervision. “Guys that are losing points so fast, we’ve taken them straight from—I’ve seen
them take them straight from level IV to a secure level I” (P18). This sergeant also perceived a
sudden push to reduce custody levels and release prisoners.
In the last few years we were encouraged to push as many lower level prisoners out the
door as possible and send them back to the community, before they’ve completed all of
the required programming. Or, we’ve changed the requirements to allow that they could
get out before the previously required programming was met. (P17)
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The rush to release offenders was described as follows. “Everything has gotten shrunk
down to a minimum and crime is rampant and they just keep releasing people that are allegedly
low risk” (P11). The tone used by this officer suggested that the security classification changes
are not based on new findings concerning best practices for classification. Rather, the term
pencil whipping suggested a bit of sarcasm while questioning the motives for change.
Prisoners are pencil whipped down security levels, and if the parole board truly is
releasing the least dangerous people, well then that’s just common sense stands to reason
that that means the most dangerous people are still in here. They pencil whip down
levels because they’ve changed all the different management tools that they have
because, of course, the lower the level of the person, the cheaper it is to house them. So
their plan is to get everybody down at the lowest levels they can, where it’s less
expensive. It’s all about the dollar sign. (P11)
This sergeant summarized the views of many.
They can transfer prisoners to another higher level, but––it comes down to money as they
have changed the screenings because it is a lot cheaper to house a prisoner at level one
verses a level five. And, they can cram more prisoners in a level one and not have to
really change their staffing levels. (P16)
One unexpected finding was that many officers and sergeants stated that employees are
discouraged from reporting certain inmate program failures or rule violations. This sergeant
explained, “We were motivated to not necessarily report all of the negative actions. But, tried to
give every possible avenue for reduced security levels” (P17). This officer contrasted the
processes between the old and new security classification systems and noted the lack of reporting
and the accelerated pace whereby prisoners move to lower custody levels.
Under the old system, which really tracked their behavior and a lot of documentation was
put forth. These guys would not normally be down in the level they’re in. It’s also led to
more things in the lower levels, even things [incidents], in level I that you typically didn’t
see many years ago. As far as prisoner violence and such, and gang activity. (P15)
This officer observed how the prison population has changed over time. “I mean we got guys
that run around at Level I now, that five years ago, would have been level IV or level V. . . . they
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do whatever they can do to squeeze as many prisoners in with the least amount of supervision”
(P14). This officer made a similar observation regarding overcrowding and the forced
reclassification of prisoners to lower security levels.
You can see inside the rooms. They were set up to have four prisoners. Now there’s
eight in every one of those rooms, I mean they are jam packed and it’s just gotten to
where those guys––it’s a level I, it’s supposed to be, but the guys that are in there are
guys that should be level IVs, level Vs. (P12)
A sense of deception undergirds the discussion regarding the security classification processes.
Specifically, the participants were convinced that the changes are more budget-driven than based
on the reality of prisoner behavior. The following sections present two additional areas that were
frequently mentioned as deceptive, from the participants’ perspective.
Michigan Prisoner Reentry Initiative. The sense of feeling deceived was perhaps
greatest when officers discussed their experiences with the Michigan Prisoner Reentry Initiative
(MPRI). Participants dismissed the implementation effort as misguided and dishonest. Officers
often suggested that the academic theory behind the project is sound, however. “I think where
the programming started initially, it was a good idea” (P9). This comment is similar regarding
support for the original idea as conceived.
MPRI is being touted as the greatest thing since sliced bread. In my experience, it’s a
great concept. But, it’s not being dealt with the way it should be and there’s a lot of
waste in the way the money is being spent. (P3)
Deception and anger surround the topic when officers were asked to reflect on their feelings
about the MPRI. This officer’s comment reflected the sentiments of many. “They’re just trying
to cram it down the publics’ and legislators’ throat. There’s a lot of things that get reported to
the legislature that are not factual, but lies from our Department” (P9). This sergeant described
the futility surrounding MPRI and suggested that it is more about appearance than substance.
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I think that we’re trying to do the best that we can with the monies we do have. And,
yet I think a lot of it [MPRI] is just eyewash that we’re trying to do for the public to
give them the appearance that, hey, we are really trying to make something work here.
(P20)
Again, these perspectives suggested a deceptive undertone.
Well the thing about it is, we paroled an awful lot of people at the beginning of this that
didn’t complete MPRI. There were some of them that never took any programming and
still went home. . . . It is not being done like it’s advertised. (P5)
This point of view indicated that the MPRI lacked substantive results from the officer
perspective.
I mean, I think it’s good in theory but in practice, you know, I think they use it just as a
front. Say ‘oh, well, he’s been through MPRI now we can parole him.’ Well, did that
really mean anything? (P14)
Expressed more bluntly, this officer believed the initiative was a waste of time.
I think it’s a bunch of crap [laughter], because, I don’t know, you got all these people in
the MPRI program, and they get out and they go and commit more crimes and come
back. So, I don’t think it’s really helping them. There might be a few, but I don’t
think—I think it’s a waste of time and money. (P2)
This officer espoused that the program is nothing more than a sales pitch to get money from the
Michigan legislature. “I think MPRI is kind of a smoke and mirrors project. It's kind of been a
sales pitch to legislators and the public that the department was trying to adjust their prison
population and the MDOC costs” (P15). This view was equally as skeptical. “Yeah, like I said,
I’m a little skeptical as well. I’d have to see some results, some––show a success story every so
often in the news if you want us to believe it, you know what I’m saying?” (P13).
Many participants suggested that program success reporting processes were manipulated
to inflate the overall success rate of MPRI. For example, this perspective was similar to many
participants.
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I don’t believe a lot of the [MPRI] programming is reported correctly. . . . I think the
turnaround rate for them to come back is higher than what’s put in the papers. I think
they are back in the system shortly after [release]. (P20)
Another officer believed that reporting bias exists to overstate the success. “That’s what the
state wants the public to understand; that’s what the prison system is doing, that’s where your
money is going. And, I am here to tell you that that just, it is not happening” (P1).
Similarly, this sergeant felt the data are being manipulated. “Prisoners can go out there,
and the only way they’re coming back is if they commit a new crime. . . . They’re fudging the
numbers” (P18). Yet another sergeant expressed concern that the reported numbers are not
accurate. “It was just tracked differently, and the numbers were shown differently, and they had a
very minimal success rate for it to be sold” (P17). This officer shared a perception of many,
regarding the underreporting of prisoner misconduct in the community.
I think the probation officers are also told not to violate these guys unless it’s really
necessary. If they piss dirty, oh well, big deal. If they go out and commit a crime okay
fine we’ll violate them. But, I really believe that they’re not violating guys the way they
used to because it makes the program [MPRI] look like it’s ineffective, which it is. (P12)
The belief that statistics are manipulated to show success appeared frequently.
They’re making the statistics appear better than what they truly are. So they know the
program’s not as good as what they’re telling it to be. But, they’re forcing it just to give
the appearance and again, in theory, it’s a wonderful program. (P11)
Officers and sergeants were asked to embrace one of the department’s major policy initiatives
and support it. However, these participants expressed a sincere lack of confidence and support
for the initiative. Being subjected to a programmatic agenda in which officers ascribe no value
increased the participants’ feeling of powerlessness.
Lack of meritocracy. Many officers discussed their lack of willingness to promote
within the agency for reasons detailed previously. Still others commented on the lack of
meritocracy as a reason for their de-selection from promotional opportunities.
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Oh, who gets promoted?––To me, it’s usually very, very few times is it based on merit in
my estimation. I think a lot of the times, who you’re related to, who you worked with
coming up through the academy, which, you know, some of that is good, some of that is
bad. I don’t think that it’s very much merit based anymore. (P14)
This officer was recently passed over for a promotion and reflected on the experience.
You know, hard work, good work, it doesn’t always necessarily mean that you’re going
to get the job. I have a little bit of a bitter taste right now about that because of an
interview that I recently had and was passed over by someone who has never done a hard
day’s work since he’s worked in the department of corrections. (P9)
Many officers suggested that the selection process tended to favor those who are obedient
and compliant to the existing hierarchy. The term yes men is used often to describe officers’
perception of supervisors and managers. When asked to speak about supervisors at the prison,
this officer stated, “They’re suck-ups. . . . Yeah, they’re the yes men” (P2).
It’s almost like a system that encourages people that are just like yes men, and they
have––they don’t have––very––they have very poor communication skills it seems like.
There are some characteristics that are similar in a lot of them. (P1)
Well over the years, I’ve been here for almost 20 years, there’s been many instances
where it’s pretty obvious that in most cases it’s not a merit based promotional system.
(P15)
This officer suggested that sometimes the candidate was selected before the formal hiring
process begins. For example, “Where I work, I have some very good supervisors, and––but a lot
of times it is pre-selection. It’s––I just went through it myself” (P9). This officer states the yes
men sentiment slightly differently. “I’d say probably 60–70% of the time the ones that do get the
promotions are the ones that are really naïve so that that way they can be controlled” (P5). This
officer had a strong opinion regarding who gets promoted. “It really has gotten to be where merit
means nothing and friendship and kiss asses seem to promote and that’s really too bad because
we have seen the merit system go away” (P8).
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This officer also suggested that one’s personal relationship with the decision makers
impacted the selection process. “A lot of it does boil down to who you know and who happens to
have a good personal relationship with the people that are in the position to give you the
promotion” (P15). This sergeant expressed a similar observation. “Well, I think at my facility
they have done a lot of promoting as far as the good ole––good ole boy promotions” (P19).
Another sergeant made a similar comment regarding the ole boy system. “I do see the good ole
boy system in promotions, and placement of staff, and I don’t know that we’re putting our best
people in those positions, and I’m very concerned” (P20). This same theme emerged throughout
these interviews, suggesting there are in-groups and out-groups when it comes time for
promotions. “Unfortunately, it tends to be in my experience, the ones who know somebody or
have friends, or just––a lot of times they’re the ones that are chosen to be kind of administrative
right from the get-go” (P3).
This sense of otherness regarding the differences between officers and supervisors
resonated throughout the interviews. “They’re never going to come to a person like me. . . . I
think they go for people that want the power” (P11). This officer went on to state the following:
Usually, it’s the people pursuing it themselves, because they like the power. Or,
management sees them as easily manipulated and a yes man so they might draw them up
a little bit because they know they can get them wrapped around their finger and they will
do whatever they say, whether they agree with it or not. They won’t question it. (P11)
This officer’s view was similar regarding the tendency to select obedient employees for
leadership roles. “Everyone is either trying to promote as fast as they can and, you know, trying
to, I guess, kiss butt, for a lack of better term. Or, they’re trying to stay under the radar and get
out” (P14). This sergeant provided interesting insights into the overall leadership selection
process.
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We’ve got some great leaders out there, and yet we’re not hiring the right people.
We’re not promoting the right people, and I think you get somebody that really wants to
do a good job, and make a difference, make the place better, that’s the person you need
to put in positions to do that. (P20)
The lack of meritocracy was a concern expressed by the participants. The frustration was
evident in their voices, and there was also a belief expressed that the most capable people are
not being selected for leadership roles.
Conclusion
Figure 4.1 illustrates the relational qualities of the dimensions and each conceptual
category. Powerlessness is depicted using underlined, bold, title case within the largest orange
shape, identifying it as the most explanatory to understand the participants’ lived experiences.
The core dimension Powerlessness is the primary construct that weaves through all others.
Next, the primary dimensions: It’s a Dark Environment, Budget-Driven Decision Making,
Qualities of Leading, and We’re Going Backwards are presented in bold title font within
dark blue shapes to represent their position in relation to the core dimension Powerlessness.
Categories were the next conceptual level identified upon review of emergent properties
during data analysis: They’re Taking Stuff, Lack of Resources, Ineffective Training, It’s More
Dangerous, Foreshadowing Violence, Describing Prisoners, It’s a Stressful Job, Choosing
Corrections as a Career Choice, Lack of Openness, No Desire to Lead, Lack of Voice, Feeling
Deceived, Lack of Appreciation, Ineffective Leader Actions, What I would Not Miss if I Left,
and Incompetent Leaders are presented in title font and teal colored shapes.
These categories emerged and more fully explain the social processes that make up each
dimension. In addition to proximity, the size of each shape represents the relative density of
the coded data. Finally, the overlapping connections among the shapes indicate dependent
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relationships in which social processes intersect to better explain the phenomenon of
powerlessness from the perspective of Michigan corrections officers and sergeants.

Figure 4.1. Relational qualities among dimensions and conceptual categories.
In conclusion, the officers and sergeants interviewed were disheartened with their current
working conditions. The job of a corrections officer was described as a difficult task under the
best of circumstances. However, the added pressure resulting from a laser sharp focus on budget
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has taken a toll on personnel and prisoners. A theoretical matrix is used in Chapter V to describe
the interplay among the conditions, social processes, and the impact of powerlessness.
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Chapter V: Discussion and Implications
The intent of this research was to explore the lived-experiences of Michigan correctional
officers in relation to the current organizational culture. I was interested in how the
organizational structure and culture influenced decision making and overall job satisfaction.
However, while using the constant comparative method of data analysis, it became evident that
recent budget cuts have propelled many strategic organizational changes that significantly impact
Michigan correctional officers. The findings led to a deeper and more detailed understanding of
how external forces such as economics and political policy-making impacted these experiences.
Thus, it appears as if the paramilitary structure is less problematic than the cultural climate. In
other words, the structure seems fairly will suited to the needs of the organization providing the
leadership adequately meets the psychosocial needs of the employees.
It was evident from the interviews that the organization was more focused on a
management strategy concerned with meeting budgetary goals than collaboration and teamwork.
The participants stated that money was being saved. However, the financial savings did come at
a cost to the organizational effectiveness. The leadership style used to reach the strategic
management objectives tended to isolate and disempower the participants. Rost (1991)
distinguished between leadership and management and stated that leaders are concerned with
having influential relationships, intend real change, and intend changes to reflect mutual
purposes. Conversely, managers rely on authority relationships, power, have subordinates, and
are concerned with bottom line performance.
Thus, a reliance on strategic management around budget-driven imperatives has
negatively impacted the organizational climate resulting in reduced effort, less safe working
conditions, reduced organizational commitment, a desire to leave the organization, and a reduced
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pool of future leader candidates. In summary, fiscal savings are not the only metric from which
to measure organizational and leader effectiveness. An overemphasis on fiscal matters has
resulted in a dearth of leadership and a lack of inclusion from the perspective of these
participants that negatively impacted the organizational climate.
Chapter V builds on these findings to propose an overall explanatory model, also named
a theoretical matrix as described by Schatzman (1991). The theoretical matrix considers the
conceptual relationship among the primary dimensions and suggests theoretical propositions in
relation to the proposed model and in relation to the extant literature. The implications for
leadership and change practice and research are discussed along with the limitations of the study.
The Theoretical Matrix
This section introduces the theoretical matrix as a foundation to the assertion of
theoretical propositions that emerge from the analysis. Theory and research are related based on
a linkage between concepts, propositions, and theory. Collections of abstract concepts are
essentially the building blocks for theory formulation. Concepts, or constructs, provide a
generalized description about related phenomenon and serve a naming function. The next level
of conceptualization involves proposition statements detailing the relationships among, and
between, the identified concepts. The highest level of abstraction involves the creation of theory.
Hence, the conceptualization process in grounded theory analysis follows this developmental
progression from empirical data gathering, to conceptual analysis, and finally to theoretical
understanding. The method of grounded theory includes the development of a theoretical matrix
that is used to visually present and to aid in recognizing the relationships among the concepts.
In this study the concepts were organized into primary dimensions and a core or central
dimension. The core dimension was identified as Powerlessness. The final analytical step
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involved a further conceptualization to postulate a theoretical or explanatory matrix that seeks to
describe the inter-relationships between the core and primary dimensions from the perspective of
Michigan correctional officers. Ultimately, this theoretical matrix leads to the postulation of
theoretical propositions that describe the relationships among significant social processes that are
experienced by the correctional officers in this study. According to Kools et al. (1996) the
matrix is the “cornerstone of the analytical process” (p. 317). A brief description of each
component of a theoretical matrix is provided to assist the reader in interpreting the matrix.
A dimension encompasses a conceptualization of human interaction that occurs in a
particular context and is perceived from a particular perspective. These human interactions
result in a pattern of basic social processes that influence subsequent reactions and consequences
evidenced in the phenomenon of interest. Kools et al. (1996) described the elements of the
explanatory matrix as follows: A condition of the social phenomenon “has the impact on actions
and interactions by facilitating, blocking, or in some other way shaping” the human interaction.
From these interactions, social processes emerge that have “an intended or unintended action or
interaction that is impelled by the specific conditions. The resulting consequences or impacts are
defined as “the outcome of specific actions or interactions” (p. 329). Specific to the findings in
this study, Figure 5.1 provides a visual representation that depicts the interactions among and
between the various components of a theoretical matrix—dimensions, conditions, social
processes, and consequences.
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Figure 5.1. Theoretical matrix.
Core dimension. At the center of the dimensional analysis presented in Chapter IV, a
core dimension emerged as the most explanatory construct to describe the phenomenon under
study. Kools et al. (1996) stated that the core dimension is “the dimension with significant
explanatory power” (p. 320). Thus, the theoretical matrix (see Figure 5.1) illustrates how the
core dimension of Powerlessness touches all areas of the model and is therefore the most
significant construct impacting the lives of correctional officers. Similarly, the analysis revealed
the circular motion of how the conditions and social processes impact the overall work
environment. Each area of the model is influencing the others with the most explanatory
construct of powerlessness nested prominently throughout the visual depiction. Thus, the
construct of feeling powerless provided the most stable platform from which to interpret these
data and develop a deeper understanding of experiences reported by the participants in this study.
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The construct of powerlessness is paradoxical in that when one thinks of prison, notions
of ultimate power and control often come to mind. Officers do have significant control over the
daily activities of prisoners and exercise this power on a continuous basis. The prisoners likely
would not describe the officers as powerless given the adversarial and structured nature of their
daily relationships. A natural tension can be expected between the keepers and the kept.
However, when the officers consider their own fate within the system, they found themselves as
powerless to influence significant organizational policies, procedures, and practices. There was
a sense of frustration and hopelessness that emerged when listening to their descriptions of work
experience. The dimension of Powerlessness is perhaps embedded within the larger construct of
alienation as conceptualized by Seeman (1959). In his expansion of Weber’s construct of
alienation, he identified five variations: powerlessness, normlessness, meaninglessness, isolation,
and self-estrangement. Many of these variants of alienation resonated with the participants’
voices as they described their work environment. For example, powerlessness was identified as
the core dimension that best describes the officers’ experiences at work. Officers described
feeling isolated from their coworkers and agency decision-making. Self-estrangement is also
noted in the interviews when officers spoke of their inability to creatively problem solve due to
organizational barriers involving communication.
Conditions. Conditions have an important influence on human interactions and
relationships. Conditions described by the officers included five conceptual categories: It’s a
Dark Environment (primary dimension), Stressful, Prisoner Contact, Unpopular Career Choice,
and Lack of Resources.
The conditions officers described within the prison were vivid. Specifically, they
described the unpleasant smells, the unforgettable sights of violence and suffering, and the
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frightening sounds associated with mass incarceration. Because officers interface with prisoners
on a daily basis, often engaging in adversarial relationships, interactions can escalate to physical
altercations as officers attempt to control inmate behavior to protect self or others. This constant
sense of threat is present in the officers’ own words when they describe prison as a dark
environment given the extreme conditions of stress, a lack of resources, and the potential for
violence.
Participants described a complex and nuanced environment predicated by fear and
paranoia under the best of circumstances. Prisoners are deprived of their liberty as a form of
punishment. Thus, it is difficult to make incarceration a pleasant experience under any
circumstance. However, with the added burden of inadequate resources in the form of staff
reductions, prison closures, overcrowding, and increased violence made the task even more
stressful. Participants described prisoners as manipulative, dangerous, and untrustworthy. There
was also a persistent sense of fear when interacting with prisoners. One never knows when an
individual, or group of prisoners, will use violence to protest conditions of confinement, attempt
an escape, commit a sexual assault, or perpetrate other violent acts. The officer experience was
described as highly stressful and unlike most other work environments.
Becoming a corrections officer is not a typical career path that one aspires to from a
young age according to many participants. Many simply took the job as a means of making a
living wage until something better came along. Some continued employment beyond their initial
expectations, however. This was due to the quality of life provided by working for state
government. Ironically, this perceived benefit was also expressed as a problem in that
employees felt stuck in place. Some feared that they lack the necessary skills to excel in other
environments to earn comparable pay and benefits. Finally, corrections work did not seem to
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have the same societal appeal as traditional police work. The conditions of being in a job
through default lead to social interactions such as a lack of passion or the ability to make a
difference. Thus, the officers expressed little in terms of career commitment to carry them
through when confronting the reality of the physical environment and the potential for violence.
Interestingly, these data suggested that teamwork is usually reserved for resolving highly
stressful and/or tactical situations. Several conditions were blocking the officers from social
bonding except in the most extreme circumstances. During normal operations there was a sense
of purposeful isolation and self-estrangement. Despite this purposeful role separation, there was
an extreme sense of loyalty among the uniformed staff with regard to personal safety. In this
regard, they are united and value teamwork to navigate many difficult circumstances surrounding
officer safety. This is an interesting phenomenon in that the uniform seemed to bind these
employees together above and beyond personal relationships despite the presence of many social
conditions that tended to result in isolation.
There was a significant lack of trust between officers and inmates as described by the
participants. Similarly, they were not particularly trusting of coworkers. Officers were
concerned that details from their private lives may make it into the hands of inmates, thereby
jeopardizing their safety. Thus, many elected not to socialize with their peers outside of work;
there was a tendency to keep one’s personal life and professional life isolated to the extent
possible.
Finally, participants reported significant distrust of departmental leaders. This condition
of distrust impeded the officers’ ability to embrace many policy initiatives. The participants
suggested many recent policy changes have increased the feeling of darkness that they
experience every day. Specifically, there was an overwhelming sense that the leaders were not
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looking out for the officers’ best interests. Rather, decisions were based primarily on resolving
the department’s budget crisis at the expense of safety and security. Some of this frustration was
grounded in the belief that the current executive leadership team lacked sufficient institutional
knowledge to competently guide the department. This perceived lack of experience at the
executive level blocked the officers’ abilities to fully trust the administration and resulted in the
participants questioning their motives.
Ironically, many of the participants expressed that the inmates caused officers less stress
and overall dissatisfaction than do the social interactions with departmental leaders and the
policy decisions that they make. All participants were asked to describe what they would not
miss if they left the department. Without hesitation, nearly all of the participants indicated that
they would not miss the administration. The frustration felt by officers and sergeants was
palpable and fed into their sense of powerlessness as noted in Figure 5.1. These conditions
contributed to the officers’ overall sense of powerlessness within their role in the organization as
a whole.
Social processes. Social processes are the next major component of the theoretical
matrix. These processes are defined as, “intended or unintended action or interaction that is
impelled by the specific conditions” (Kools et al., 1996, p. 329). Figure 5.1 illustrates the
relationship between the conditions discussed earlier and specific social processes as perceived
by the corrections officers. These social processes included: Budget Driven Decisions, Going
Backwards, Leading Ineffectively, and Unengaged Training. Corrections officers engage in a
complex array of social interactions with inmates, coworkers, citizens, and administrators.
However, the process that officers identified as perhaps most critical to feeling powerlessness
surrounds budget driven decision-making. One can argue that perhaps all organizational
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decisions are budget driven as there are finite resources and the administration must fulfill the
department’s mission within these constraints. From the officers recounting, this came to the
foreground following the near collapse of Michigan’s economy in 2008. Participants described a
workplace in which the sharp focus on budget resulted in a more dangerous environment for
officers and prisoners. They felt that there was a vast divide between the participants and
administrators perception with regard to necessary conditions to operate safe and humane prison
facilities.
There was a troubling confluence of policy changes involving facility operations and
several systemic personnel issues that further marginalized the officers. Many participants spoke
of concessions involving wages, health care, and retirement benefits. Many organizations from
all sectors of public service are attempting to reduce legacy costs. This is not unique to the
Michigan Department of Corrections. However, when compounded with unpopular budget
driven policy initiatives, there was a negative overall effect noted among the participants that
was expressed as job dissatisfaction.
Many participants expressed a lack of confidence in the current administration. The
approach that the current leaders have taken was viewed as very autocratic and not inclusive.
Rather, it was based on a culture of fear and intimidation as described by the officers. There was
resentment that those from outside the organization were appointed to lead the agency as
political appointees singularly focused on budget control. These appointments were made
following the election of Michigan’s current governor, as is typical. The difference, in this case,
was the sudden and wholesale removal of a significant amount of institutional knowledge. Most
senior level executives were replaced and/or reassigned following the election. The officers
believed that the current administration viewed organizational success from a singular
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perspective. The only metrics that seemed to matter were those tied to cost savings. Officers
believed that operating correctional facilities safely costs money. These data suggest that
officers believed incarcerating felons is an inherent cost of government that cannot be
constrained and assessed using a for-profit business model.
The participants’ level of disengagement with the current training processes was
significant and is discussed in rich detail throughout these data. The Correctional Officers’
Training Act of 1982, Public Act 415, requires that officers and sergeants receive 40 hours of
annual in-service training. In recent years, the department has elected to shift from traditional
classroom instruction to an online delivery model. Officers viewed the online training model as
completely ineffective and a setback for professionalization efforts. Officers are now expected
to engage the content using a desktop personal computer at their work site while simultaneously
supervising prisoners and performing their regular duties. Officers believed the training is given
primarily as a means for management to hold officers accountable if they make an errant
judgment in performing their duties. Unfortunately, the training was not perceived as a means of
skill building to improve their performance.
The training content and format was viewed as sophomoric and uninspiring to most. A
strategy that officers have developed to cope with the burden of online training is to simply not
do it. Instead, they often click, click, click through the training modules very quickly to obtain
the final certificate of completion and turn it in for training credit. Some officers contracted the
training task out to others in exchange for goods, services, and cash. Critics may argue this
disengagement from the online training shows a lack of moral character. However, these data do
not suggest character deficiencies as the reason for the disengagement. Conversely, officers are
requesting more face-to-face training opportunities and find training as valuable to their ongoing
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professional development. However, the online training experience as resulted in the
manifestation of powerlessness as they expressed frustration. Figure 5.1 shows how being
disengaged from the training results in feeling underappreciated which feeds into the overarching
powerlessness depicted within the model. Seeman (1959) described normlessness as one of the
variations of powerlessness. Officers find little to no value in the current online training delivery
system and have created their own cultural norms to regulate their behaviors whereby bypassing
the established organizational rules.
Paradoxically, officers truly want to be trained, and they took pride in the strides made to
professionalize the department over the past three decades. Thus, it would appear that officers
are not avoiding the current training due to a lack of initiative, but rather, they are protesting the
inadequacy of the current delivery system. They want hands on practical training in the areas of
communication skills and tactical methods. Further, officers believed that quality training takes
place in a classroom interspersed with others from various shifts, departments, and backgrounds
to offer a diverse and meaningful training experience.
Participants also expressed serious concerns regarding the recent decentralization of new
officer training away from a centralized academy model. Historically, officer recruits attended a
standardized officer residential academy model in which all incoming officers receive the same
training, from similarly trained department personnel. Recruits were provided with a salary and
appropriate clothing, lodging, and food as part of the overall process. As a budget reduction
measure, the academy was closed and the curriculum was moved to the community college
market for instructional delivery. Recruits must now pay college tuition rates and pay for food
and lodging to receive new employee training. Officers expressed concern that the training will
degrade from one of the nations finest programs to a mediocre one, at best. There was concern
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regarding the recruitment of quality officer candidates using this model. As stated previously,
corrections is an occupation that most pursue as a transitional move to improve their overall
socioeconomic status. It was feared that many otherwise desirable applicants could not afford to
pay for the training with no guarantee of employment. This is perhaps simply too big of a
financial risk for many to take if currently employed. Many officers used the terminology of
going backwards to metaphorically describe the agency’s direction. The current training model
is but one of the many facets mentioned when speaking of this drift backwards toward a time
when officers received only localized training with little quality control. In addition, the
participants believed that participating in a centralized training academy allowed for the
transmission of important cultural norms and traditions that may be lost when the training is
decentralized.
Consequences. Figure 5.1 depicts the relationship between the social processes reported
in this study and the consequences experienced by officers. Ultimately, these consequences
contribute to the conditions experienced in the environment from the perspective of the
participants. The consequences in this theoretical matrix included: More Dangerous, No Desire
to Lead, Lack of Voice, Lack of Appreciation, Feeling Deceived and Foreshadowing Violence
Officers articulated that their work environment was more dangerous for officers and
prisoners. These data highlighted the participants’ sense that violence was escalating. This was
particularly evident as described by those working at several level I facilities. Many officers
suggest this change was a direct result of lowering prisoner security levels prematurely. Many
officers had long histories at a particular facility and could see the upward trajectory of violence
among prisoners and against staff. They describe prisoner fights involving serious injury as
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becoming more common than was the case previously as they recounted their experiences. The
aggregate result of feeling unsafe significantly, and negatively impacted, overall job satisfaction.
In addition to feeling less safe at work participants were adamantly opposed to the idea of
seeking a promotion and expressed no desire to lead. One of the more interesting findings is that
officers lacked the desire to accept leadership positions. Similarly, all but one of the sergeant
participants expressed regret in taking a formal leadership role. The primary reasons for this
were the loss of seniority rights and shift preference. Also, many expressed a fear of being
arbitrarily reassigned to an undesirable shift based on personality conflicts with management.
Others expressed more pragmatic reasons such as childcare and being involved with family or
community events. Officers are members of a collective bargaining unit and eventually gravitate
toward their desired shift based on seniority. Once their preferred shift is obtained, they retain
this right under most circumstances. This sense of control of one’s personal life tends to
outweigh many of the perceived benefits of a promotion. Similarly, many participants shared
examples of supervisors being arbitrarily reassigned for reasons other than job performance or
facility need.
Many officers believed that the promotion selection process was procedurally unfair.
These data suggested that promotions were based on one’s social connections. There was also a
sense that diversity of thought is not valued. When asked who gets promoted, a typical response
was the “yes men.” The perception was that management seeks out those willing to be controlled
and manipulated by upper management. In sum, for many of these reasons, most officers have
self-selected out of the promotional pool, and the sergeant participants regret making the choice
to join management. Finally, the process for promotion lacked meritocracy from the perspective
of officers and sergeants. The participants made multiple references to preferential selection
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based on factors other than merit, potential, and ability. Many participants suggested that the
process favored those with personal relationships with upper level managers.
Officers recounted several examples of feeling that they had a lack of voice within the
agency. They felt marginalized and under attack at times by both the agency and the public at
large. For example, officers explained how their suggestions for safety and security
improvements go unaddressed. Likewise, officers have felt pressure from the public suggesting
that they are overpaid and not worthy of their current salary and level of benefits. They spoke of
supervisory staff not speaking to officers while making security rounds. They expressed
resentment toward the dismantling of training programs that once gave Michigan officers the
feeling of being a cut above the rest of the country as leaders and innovators regarding training
standards. This persistent lack of individual voice is formally expressed via their labor
organization and in the voices of individual officers throughout these interviews.
Participants expressed a feeling of powerlessness to control their work environment
despite feeling convinced that there was a better way to accomplish the agency’s custody and
security goals without compromising safety. This description aligns with Seeman’s (1959)
explanation of powerlessness in that the officers’ have little control over the outcomes that they
seek. Rather, the organizational influence is such that the power imbalance resulted in officer
alienation.
Similarly, the participants provided examples of how they experienced a lack of
appreciation by management. The lack of voice discussed previously contributed to the
participants feeling expendable. Officers expressed sentiments that management truly does not
care about their well being and views them as easily replaceable. The evidence that participants
used to make this assertion typically involved management’s lack of action toward security
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concerns expressed by participants. Specifically, officers are concerned with overcrowding,
prisoner violence, reduced staffing, prisoner security classification issues, privatizing of services,
and other operational matters that relate to safety from the perspective of corrections officers and
sergeants. There was an overwhelming sense that meeting budget objectives was of paramount
concern to prison administrators at the expense of officer and prisoner safety that contributed
significantly to their sense of feeling underappreciated.
There was also a strong sense of employees feeling deceived as a consequence of the
conditions and social processes at play. Specifically, there was concern and frustration
expressed over the efficacy of the Michigan Prisoner Reentry Initiative (MPRI). Interestingly,
most participants believed the concept and research that undergirds MPRI is reasonable.
However, the actual implementation and program assessment came under strong criticism.
Officers and sergeants felt that the reporting process was flawed and manipulated to inflate its
overall success rate to garner favor from the public and the state legislature. This sense of
deception that surrounded the reporting processes further alienated officers and widened the gap
between labor and management. Specifically, officers and sergeants offer examples of deceptive
acts that make the initiative appear more successful than it really is based on the under reporting
of prisoner program failures.
A sense of deception was also present when officers reflected on policy changes to the
prisoner security classification processes. Officers have observed the penalties for misconduct
gradually become less severe and the rewards for relatively short periods of rule compliance
increased. These factors resulted in prisoners becoming eligible for security reductions more
quickly. Officers suggested many inmates currently housed in level I facilities are simply not
ready for the freedom and mobility that level I provides. They are reporting more violent
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prisoner behavior as a result. Officers and sergeants attributed these changes to prisoners
receiving security reductions before the prisoners had demonstrated a lengthy term of positive
adjustment at higher security levels.
Participants believed the reason for these seemingly premature custody reductions was
based on saving money. Lower custody level facilities are less expensive to operate due to
reduced infrastructure costs, fewer personnel, and typically larger prisoner populations. There is
no mention of the agency attempting to comply with a new evidence based practice for prisoner
security classification. Rather, the sense that officers expressed is that the mission is to do
whatever is necessary to release offenders as quickly as possible to save money. The data also
indicate that prisoner security and officer safety are no longer the paramount concern for
management from the perspective of the participants.
Foreshadowing violence. The most significant finding involved a palpable sense of
going backwards toward the conditions leading up to the 1981 prison riots. Figure 5.1 shows the
construct of foreshadowed violence prominently displayed and nested within the theoretical
matrix. All of the identified conditions and social processes seem to point to the possibility of
violent prison riots from the participant’s perspective. Participants foreshadowed increased
violence if the agency persists on its current trajectory. The theoretical matrix singles out a
particular consequence of foreshadowing violence as it stands out above all others. It is a
prediction that participants foreshadowed as a consequence of several measures to prevent unrest
with prisoners were being systematically phased out of the system.
These data were replete with examples of prison overcrowding and low staffing levels.
The participants describe prisoner living units that exceed the design capabilities. It was
believed that the overcrowding resulted from the closure of many high security facilities, forcing
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the population downward into lower custody levels, resulting in a higher concentration of violent
inmates within less structured environments while maintaining the same staffing levels. This is
important as overcrowding was identified as a contributing factor to the 1981 prison riots, and
officers foreshadowed the reemergence of violence if today’s overcrowding trend continues.
This sense of misclassification was eerily similar to what was documented following the
1981 riots as described here. “Actually, the inability or failure of the system to properly classify
prisoners in the appropriate institutional setting may create even greater security problems than
institutional overcrowding” (State of Michigan, 1981, p. 12). Officers reported seeing and
experiencing this gradual move backward toward the conditions prior to the 1981 prison riots
regarding classification and wish to see a reversal in this trend.
Participants expressed concern that the executive leaders did not make officer and
prisoner safety a priority. Rather they focused on expenditure reductions at the expense of
safety, working within a condition of meager resources, resulting from a budget-driven decisionmaking process. Interestingly, during the interviews many participants referred to a 1981 State
of Michigan report to Governor William Milliken, prepared by the Special Committee on Prison
Disturbances. This report details the circumstances surrounding several Michigan prison riots
that occurred in 1981, along with multiple recommendations to prevent future violence. The
report listed several existing or perceived problems at the time of the 1981 riots. These issues
included:
1. An overcrowded correctional system.
2. Overly large, antiquated and poorly designed institutions.
3. Inadequately trained staff.
4. Insufficient staff to provide adequate security and control.
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5. A disciplinary system that is perceived by staff as inadequate and counter-productive
to institution safety. (State of Michigan, 1981, p. 7)
Ironically, all of these factors were evident as the participants described their working
conditions today, with the exception of number 2 as this was addressed during the decade of the
1980s when Michigan completed a massive prison building project involving the construction of
multiple new facilities and extensive renovations to several existing prisons. However, the other
issues addressed by the 1981 committee are the same concerns expressed by the participants of
this study. This historical document aligns squarely with what officers and sergeants on the
ground are reporting today. The construct of foreshadowed violence was grounded in the
officers’ institutional history and professional experiences. However, there was an
overwhelming sense of powerlessness present as their voices went unheard by department
leaders.
At the time these data were collected, the Michigan Department of Corrections was in the
process of bidding out prisoner food preparation services to a private contractor. This was cause
for concern among participants as it is generally believed that providing quality food service
delivery is an effective mechanism for controlling inmate behavior. The participants have
observed the food quality slowly plummet over the past few years as attempts were made to
reduce food costs for inmates. Officers have the option to eat the same meals provided to
inmates. Many participants report that they previously ate prison prepared food regularly as it
was perceived as safe and decent. Now, most officers reported avoiding eating at the facility due
to the poor food quality. Officers have a choice as to whether or not to eat the meals served at
the prison. However, inmates do not have this choice, and participants expressed that poor food
quality eventually results in inmate rebellion to force change.
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Eventually, the prisoner food services were outsourced to a for-profit corporation and
many problems have emerged. Aramark was selected as the department’s vendor as of January,
2014. Since that time, the Detroit Free Press has reported numerous incidents involving
Aramark’s poor performance such as, “Maggots in the kitchen and on the chow line. Workers
caught smuggling contraband or engaging in sex acts with inmates and food shortages and angry
prisoners” (Eagan, 2014, p. 1). In addition to the food quality issues, the misconduct of the
Aramark workers places all employees at risk as inappropriate relationships undermine overall
facility operations and safety. While these incidents involving Aramark happened following the
collection of these data, officers foreshadowed problems during the interviews and were
concerned that further altering of the food may result in operational disruptions.
This concern for food quality was not misplaced as the 1981 post incident report
following the riots references food quality as a contributing factor to the disturbances.
The quality of the food is so poor as to communicate to prisoners a basic disregard for
their health and their minimal daily needs. . . . prisoners there complain that the food
preparation and serving areas are filthy and unsanitary and that the food itself often tastes
and smells terrible. (State of Michigan, 1981, p. 35)
The panel went on to state that, “more sanitary living conditions and better food will contribute
to reducing hostility in prison environments” (p. 35). These were precisely the concerns that
officers and sergeants were foreshadowing when discussing the current budget-driven paradigm.
There is a historically grounded pattern of violence that officers feel will repeat itself, and they
are frustrated and would prefer a proactive approach rather than a reactive one from department
leaders.
Improper training was also a factor that contributed to the 1981 riots, according to the
panel assigned to investigate the matter. It was posited that, “Proper training is an essential
element in maintaining order, safety, and control of the prison population” (State of Michigan,
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1981, p. 32). These participants stated that training has been all but eliminated as part of the
overall cost saving efforts underway by the current administration. However, the officers stated
that their training is essential and required to maintain the current level of professionalism they
have earned since the passage of the Correctional Officers’ Training Act of 1982 (a.k.a. PA 415
of 1982) that mandates the training standards for officers. The 1981 panel summarized their
findings regarding officer training as follows:
Although Michigan is experiencing financial constraints, the training of all prison
employees is extremely important. The first priority must be better training of staff who
have day-to-day contact with the prisoners. Inadequately trained prison personnel has
added to the problems of the Michigan prison system. (State of Michigan, 1981, p. 33)
Officers know that training is important and they desire to return to a time when Michigan
helped to lead the way for corrections officer training. The perception expressed was that the
training was going backwards and this, too, contributes to their sense of foreshadowing violence
and feeling helpless as they watch history repeat itself. A sense of pending violence resonated
throughout these data as officers and sergeants made meaning of their work.
In conclusion, the conditions that officers face currently involve a lack of resources
within an already dark and unpredictable environment. The current social processes involve a
sharp focus on budget that has resulted in the officers and sergeants in this study experiencing
the department as going backwards. The participants recounted the actions of leaders as
singularly focused on budget at the expense of institutional safety and security. In addition, there
is concern that training is no longer valued by the agency. This is perceived as dangerous and
shows a lack of appreciation for workers. One consequence is that officers are foreshadowing
increased violence in the form of prison riots. However, the participants are frustrated, as their
voices are not being heard by the current administration. Thus, there is alienation and the feeling
of powerlessness among the participants.
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Grounding Emergent Theory in Extant Literature
Grounded theory methodology often begins with a review of the literature, involving
several areas of interest surrounding the phenomena under study. The literature consulted in
Chapter II is no exception and was used to sensitize the researcher to relevant literature in
preparation for data collection. One premise of grounded theory research is to let the data speak
for itself and construct meaning simultaneous to data collection and interpretation. As a result
the final step of a grounded theory study is to return to the extant literature and integrate
additional literatures into the theoretical propositions that are generated directly from data.
Three theoretical propositions emerged from the theoretical matrix. It is hoped that these
propositions will lead to future research on correctional officers experiences in their work
environment.
Theoretical proposition one. Correctional officers experience a lack of respect from
both the correctional leadership and the public that leads to a pervasive sense of powerlessness
in contributing to safety and security measures within the facility. This theoretical proposition
relates to the participants expressed sense of powerlessness as a result of the conditions, social
processes, and consequences detailed in Figure 5.1. One consulted study involving local jail
officers provided very similar findings. Regoli, Poole, and Pogrebin (1986) conducted intensive
interviews with local jailers (N = 60) from various geographically diverse locations in the United
States. While their study focused on jail officers specifically, the findings have face validity
when compared to correctional officers in state facilities. Their findings corroborated the
findings of this study related to the experience of corrections officers in interactions with
administrators, co-workers, and prisoners. They reported that corrections officers lack voice and
the public respect afforded other criminal justice professionals.
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Regoli et al. (1986) further stated that there was a “tendency to stereotype them
[corrections officers] as, almost exclusively, as a homogeneous, undifferentiated lot––as cogs in
the custodial machinery who follow informally an explicit blueprint of institutional rules and
regulations in supervising and controlling jail residents” (p. 40). In addition, their study found
that the paramilitary structure subjected the officers to the, “same scrutiny by higher echelon
personnel as the inmates under custodial supervision” (p. 43). Similarly, officers and sergeants
interviewed for this study offered similar perspectives concerning their unfavorable treatment,
and they expressed feeling that prisoners inflict less daily stress than do the administrators.
Another parallel finding to the Regoli, et al. (1986) study was that officers, “have trouble
communicating their needs and concerns to supervisors” (p. 43). Finally, Michigan participants
also recalled having a difficult time communicating with supervisors and administrators.
Interestingly, this speaks to the frustration that officers and sergeants expressed in the
dissertation study when they highlighted their lack of voice and apparent inability to make
substantive operational changes. The study participants spoke freely of their feelings of being
disrespected and unappreciated by departmental leaders. Michigan corrections officers
sometimes expressed feeling similarly situated to inmates within the prison system having little
voice over their daily lives. One possible explanation for the communication problem is the
social distance that exists among administrators, officers, and inmates. In some extreme cases,
Jacobs and Retsky (1977) found that, “administrators and professional personnel feel more
respect and greater affinity for the inmate than the guard” (p. 34). Apparently, little progress has
been made in closing the relational chasm between the officers and administration since these
earlier findings.
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The findings of Regoli et al. (1986) regarding the relationships with fellow officers
partially mirror the dissertation findings. Specifically, they found social distance was present
among officers, administrators, and inmates. This is counterintuitive, as one would expect a
strong bond among corrections officers given the nature of their work and their dependence on
one another for safety. Participants described typical coworker relationships as quite guarded
and lacked disclosure of personal detail. The dissertation participants espoused a similar
preference for isolation and carefully guarded their personal information from inmates and
coworkers alike. The authors attribute the isolation to feeling the need to be self-sufficient to
mask insecurity to both inmates and fellow officers. However, the interview data did not
confirm Regoli et al.’s (1986) assertion that officers were purposefully aloof to appear more
autonomous to coworkers and prisoners.
Finally, the role-based job assignments of Michigan correctional officers may contribute
to their isolation. Officers are discouraged from doing tasks outside of their position description,
except during emergencies. The jail study by Regoli et al. (1986) suggested a similar finding.
“Collegial isolation of the jailer is thus supported by organization role prescriptions that stress
personal accountability rather than cooperation and collective responsibility” (p. 44). The
authors also discussed the construct of self-estrangement. Working in a dangerous environment
can lead one to focus on self-preservation above all other competing interests. “The existence of
threats to the physical and psychological integrity of the jailer may force him to subordinate
other goals to his interest in self-protection” (p. 48). Many officers throughout the dissertation
interviews discussed fear and self-preservation as primary concerns. A good day at work was
often described as going home without being injured or having a partner become injured while
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on duty. There was very little discussion from the participants regarding the benefits derived
from workplace innovation, collegiality, or collaboration.
Regoli et al. (1986) also found a sense of normlessness in which the jail staff were not
optimistic regarding prisoner reform and are confused regarding their professional role. In other
words: Is the jailer’s duty to maintain security or provide rehabilitative support? Can both be
done simultaneously? The findings of this study suggested that Michigan correctional officers
struggled with this same issue. Officers and sergeants were conflicted about the efficacy of the
Michigan Prisoner Reentry Initiative (MPRI) and were unclear about their role within it.
Further, based on feeling alienated, officers rebelled against the initiative and were not overly
supportive of management’s efforts to strengthen the program. The participants suggested that
officers intentionally avoided contributing to the MPRI effort.
In summary, there seems to be a great deal of similarity between the work of local jailers
and state correctional officers with a few obvious differences. The jail inmate population is more
transient with shorter stays of incarceration, up to one year in most cases. Conversely, the
inmate populations in prisons have sentences typically ranging from one year to life.
Correctional officers in both environments expressed dissatisfaction with the administration,
reinforcing the idea that inmates have less of a negative impact on officers than the
administration. This dissertation study reveals a clear sense of feeling impotent in the face of
management decisions. In addition, participants spoke of foreshadowed violence as described
earlier and perceived the leaders as not hearing and responding to their warnings. This was a
similar plight that jailers expressed to Regoli et al. (1986). Specifically, the authors concluded,
“jailers feel sold out, viewing their superiors as aloof and unconcerned with the problems that
they must deal with” (p. 45). Similarly, the dissertation participants described leadership as
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being unaware of their situation and lacking an appreciation for “what all is going on”
(Schatzman, 1991, p. 309) on currently within the walls of Michigan prisons. Thus, Michigan
corrections officers felt unable to affect change that directly impacted their personal safety and
institutional security.
Foreshadowing violence: Implications for leadership and change. This study reveals
several challenges facing leaders in the Michigan Department of Corrections. The participants
expressed significant job dissatisfaction, distrust, and a lack of confidence in the current
administration. The participants suggested that violence would continue to increase due to recent
unsafe policy changes driven by budgetary stress. This study analyzed the voices closest to the
custody and care of Michigan prisoners and found that officers feel a sense of helplessness to
impact workplace change and are frustrated with the leadership. These findings are supported by
other external sources. For example, In 2012 PricewaterhouseCoopers conducted a study titled,
State of Michigan 2012 Employee Engagement Survey (State of Michigan,
PricewaterhouseCoopers PwC. 2012b). This study was commissioned as a result of the
Governor’s reinventing state government initiative to ascertain employee perceptions concerning
leadership quality. A survey instrument was deployed to over 47,000 State of Michigan
employees.
The Michigan Department of Corrections invited 13,359 participants, and 6,456
responded to the survey. While the summary of findings reports on all areas of state
government, the Michigan Department of Corrections leadership deficiencies were reported as
more pronounced than other state agencies. The report lists several factors that contributed to
overall leadership ineffectiveness.
1. Employees lacked confidence that the department leadership is leading the
department in the right direction and is trustworthy.
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2. Departments are not serious about change/reinvention and that leadership is not
creating a culture of continuous improvement.
3. Employees feel department communications are ineffective. Employees do not
believe they are given a clear picture of the department’s direction and feel
leadership does not communicate openly/honestly. (State of Michigan, 2012b, p. 5)
The State of Michigan leadership study supports the dissertation findings in many areas.
Specifically, state workers in general are frustrated with the leadership and sense a lack of
communication. Moreover, the Michigan Department of Corrections leadership approval results
were much lower than other participating state governmental entities. This sense of intense
dissatisfaction was evident throughout the interviews.
Another recent external report provided additional confirmation of the perspectives
expressed in the dissertation study. For example, a State of Michigan, Department of Attorney
General (2014) report concluded that the Michigan Department of Corrections should revisit
their decision not to staff gun towers. In addition, the report was critical of the decision to
eliminate 24-hour alert response vehicle (ARV) coverage to patrol the perimeter at secure
facilities. Finally, the report recommended that the prisoner security classification process be
revisited. Interestingly, participants passionately expressed the same concerns throughout these
interviews before the eventual prison escape that prompted the attorney general investigation.
This particular investigatory report followed an escape that occurred at a maximum-security
institution in which an inmate serving a life sentence for several murders left the grounds
undetected and took a hostage at knifepoint on an out-of-state kidnapping journey. Some of the
attorney general’s recommendations were as follows:
1. MDOC must reconsider whether to station armed officers in guard towers to achieve
a sufficient deterrent effect on prisoners considering escape attempts.
2. MDOC must consider restoring the perimeter patrol by an armed officer as a full-time
position, rather than as a collateral duty of the front lobby officer, especially if the
guard towers are not manned.
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3. MDOC must reevaluate their security classification processes to determine whether
an inmate serving life without parole should ever be classified as low as security level
II. At the very least, the MDOC must incorporate a procedure where inmates serving
life without parole require a higher degree of supervision. (State of Michigan, 2014,
p. 5)
These recommendations align with the lapses in security, expressed by officers throughout this
study.
The implications for leadership and change suggest that the administration would be well
served to tap into the institutional knowledge of seasoned correctional officers and sergeants
when considering policy changes. Officers expressed a lack of voice and appreciation by the
administration in this regard. Yet the participants believed that they have solutions, grounded in
decades of correctional experience, to many difficult situations facing the department. However,
a lack of voice and officer alienation negatively impacted agency operations, according to the
participants.
Following the 1981 riots, the panel investigating the circumstances leading up to the
riots, and overall working conditions, concluded the following:
Prison conditions in Jackson, Ionia and Marquette are uncomfortable, unpleasant and
barely tolerable at best for employees and prisoners. These conditions, plus a lack of
public awareness and public concern, have helped to produce an employee morale
problem. . . . The Michigan correctional system has not recognized this situation and has
not worked toward improving guards’ self-perception by supplying incentives through
initial and ongoing training and correctional educational programs. Unless this situation
is corrected quickly, militant unionism will be the predictable consequence. (State of
Michigan, 1982, p. 32)
Leaders must consider the value of inclusiveness by giving employees voice as one way of
improving overall staff morale. This may improve officer inmate relations as well. It can be
argued that officers working under conditions of higher morale are more likely to respond
professionally to inmate concerns. Thus, overall safety and security benefits may be realized.
Conversely, the implementation of policy changes that reduce custody and control of inmates
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tended to generate a feeling of powerlessness for the participants as rules are eliminated and the
environment becomes less restrictive. “To the jailers, such reforms have undermined their
authority and thus their capacity to maintain discipline (Regoli et al., 1986, p. 45). This lack of
control can manifest itself as normlessness among the officer subculture.
There are still other external indicators that illuminate the chasm separating corrections
officers and the administration. For decades, the department has held a banquet to honor the
corrections officer of the year candidates from each facility. Historically, this process
culminated with the selection of a statewide corrections officer of the year. This annual event is
typically attended by hundreds of participants and was set aside to recognize stellar job
performance and heroism that went above and beyond expectations. In January 2014 the
officers’ labor union president sent a letter to the director of the Michigan Department of
Corrections informing him that the union was no longer supporting the event and declined to
participate (Appendix E). The union president cited low morale and recent policy decisions
involving gun towers, perimeter security vehicles, and staff cuts that frustrated the officers as the
reasons for disassociating from the event. Similarly, participants cited numerous examples of
how officers felt disassociated and underappreciated with the leaders and seemingly unable to
change their work circumstances.
This letter was a symbol of the depth of alienation that officers experienced. In an act of
unity and defiance, the officers found at least one venue to give voice to their situation, an event
that honored their own. Officer morale is a serious factor in operating a safe and effective
facility. Institutional security is also dependent on having trained, highly engaged, and relatively
content employees, as noted in the post incident report following the 1981 riots. Discord
between labor and management was documented as early as 1981 as the panel investigating the
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riots concluded there is, “evidence of deep-seated discord and distrust on the part of both
management and line staff toward each other” (State of Michigan, 1981, p. 22). This study
found that the levels of distrust and discord between labor and management are significant and
systemic. These recommendations for addressing the current condition are over 30 years old, yet
still relevant for leaders to consider.
There must be no question as to who runs the prison and, supervises and directs the
workforce. Those persons must be fully aware of employee concerns, fears and ideas,
and maintain an open and objective mind in listening to an evaluating suggestions from
employee unions and individuals that could make the prison function more smoothly and
provide better control and better relationships between all groups. (State of Michigan,
1981, p. 23)
Department leaders can learn from studying the agency’s history and reviewing the findings of
this study to avoid potential missteps that may lead to prison unrest, property damage, personal
injury, and loss of human life.
In conclusion, participants in this study expressed a sense of helplessness to interrupt
what they considered an inevitable outcome of the current budget driven paradigm: prison unrest.
The current trajectory of the department led the participants to conclude that the potential for
violence is great, based on their collective professional wisdom and historical events that
preceded the prison riots in the 1980s. The participants expressed a desire to be listened to and
sounded a warning to department leaders that prison conditions are beginning to simmer and may
eventually boil over if the current trend regarding critical resource reductions is not reversed.
Theoretical proposition two. Organizational commitment for corrections officers and
sergeants is at a very low level, resulting in less productivity as officers and sergeants focus
mainly on self-preservation during a period of unprecedented change. The participants
expressed an inability to make meaningful workplace changes and are feeling undervalued by the
administrative leaders. Many suggested feeling trapped in the organization and were searching
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for a way out with little sense of organizational commitment. Mowday, Steers, and Porter (1979)
defined organizational commitment as follows. “It involves an active relationship with the
organization such as individuals who are willing to give something of themselves in order to
contribute to the organization’s wellbeing” (p. 226). Similarly, Allen and Meyer (1990) noted
that this type of commitment is most commonly known in the literature as “affective attachment”
(p. 2). The interviews revealed very little evidence of positive connection with their role or the
organization. Rather they experienced a constancy of bodily threat and self-preservation. A
positive day was arriving home without injury.
Jaros, Jermier, Koehler, and Sinchich (1993) also spoke of continuance commitment,
which manifests itself as the employee “invests” in the organization.
Commitment develops as a result of an employee’s satisfaction with the rewards and
inducements an organization offers—rewards must be sacrificed as the employee leaves
the organization. The employee feels compelled to commit to the organization because
of monetary, social, psychological, and other costs associating with leaving are high.
(p. 953)
Many officers and sergeants expressed a strong desire to leave the agency. However, they were
also reluctant to leave given the time that they had invested on-the-job and the social costs
associated with leaving. Jaros et al. (1993) describe this phenomena as “a form of psychological
attachment to an employing organization, continuance commitment reflects the degree to which
an individual experiences a sense of being locked in place because of the high cost of leaving”
(p. 954). The participants typified the construct of being stuck in place and seemingly incapable
to take a new direction in life.
In an investigation that specifically examined the linkage between affective continuance
commitment and life satisfaction among correctional staff, Lambert, Kim, Kelley, and Hogan
(2013) concluded “correctional organizations may be able to enhance staff’s life satisfaction and
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improve their health and productivity by increasing affective commitment and decreasing
continuance commitment” (p. 209). The participants expressed numerous instances of
continuance commitment and described being stuck in place despite having a desire to leave the
agency. However, little evidence of affective continuance commitment was noted among the
participants.
The finding that corrections officers tend to be dissatisfied at work is not new. However,
this dissertation study emphasizes the impact that budget cuts have had on overall operations and
organizational commitment. Extreme financial crisis is another factor that can negatively impact
organizational commitment. The participants described a situation in which resources became
scarce, and officer safety was compromised, resulting in dissatisfying and more dangerous work
environment. Lambert and Paoline (2008) posited, “Job satisfaction is a powerful antecedent of
organizational commitment” (p. 555). Their findings further support the necessity for
departmental leaders to embrace every opportunity to lead rather than manage, whenever
possible. In other words, officers and sergeants espoused a desire for the administration to
demonstrate compassion and empathy toward the workforce. Additional emphasis on human
skills is needed to balance the current task oriented focus in general, and the extreme budget
driven paradigm more specifically.
Moral commitment is another counterpart to continuance commitment (Jaros et al.,1993).
“This form of commitment differs from affective commitment because it reflects a sense of duty,
an obligation, or calling, to work in the organization, but not necessarily emotional attachment”
(p. 955). The construct of moral commitment aligned well with the participants’ perspectives as
they described teamwork behaviors only during crisis situations. There was a moral duty
expressed to come to the aid of fellow staff that transcended overall job dissatisfaction. Officers
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and sergeants articulated a steadfast commitment to protecting one another while on duty.
However, during the times in between critical incidents, there was a profound sense of isolation
and hopelessness expressed by the participants.
Leaders must pay attention to culture and climate to maintain organizational commitment
levels. There is a subtle difference between organizational culture and organizational climate
(see Denison, 1996). These interviews revealed many emergent themes, suggesting that budget
driven decisions have negatively impacted the work climate. Employees experienced this shift
as they described a de-emphasis on officer safety, low appreciation, and the lack of collaborative
decision-making models in favor of top-down decisions focused on budget reductions.
Finally, there is a paradox present here. The Michigan Department of Corrections is
experiencing both a financial and staffing crisis and is, perhaps, more reliant on innovation,
organizational commitment, and teamwork than ever before. Paradoxically, the impact of an
intense focus on budgetary matters resulted in the creation of a climate predicated on fear,
intimidation, and powerlessness. Low organizational commitment resulted, as described by the
participants. Conversely, higher levels of organizational commitment may benefit the agency
and improve job satisfaction levels for all employees. To make this a reality, it is imperative that
leaders listen and respond to employee voices. This engagement of online officers could be the
first step in increasing organizational commitment and, perhaps, avoiding the foreshadowed
prison violence that participants predicted during the interviews.
Theoretical proposition three. Corrections officers are opting out of leadership roles
due to a perceived loss of control and unfairness in the selection process within the Michigan
Department of Corrections, whereby reducing the diverse selection pool, resulting in a dearth of
leadership. The officer participants were nearly unanimous as they expressed no desire to
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become a formal leader within the agency. Similarly, four out of five sergeants in this study
regretted their decision to take the position due to work scheduling inequities. Although this is
not a representative sample, it seems important to examine the reasons for such regret in taking a
promotion.
Many participants expressed satisfaction in doing community activities such as coaching
or volunteer service. In many cases taking a promotion meant taking unfavorable shift
assignment that would preclude enjoying these community activities. Reducing the candidate
selection pool through self-exclusion has the potential to negatively impact the leadership
succession process. The reasons for opting out of supervisory roles primarily involved the loss
of control that an officer must give up when moving into the management ranks.
Similarly, many participants recounted examples of perceived unfairness in the selection
process. Lind and Tyler (1988) defined procedural justice as the “social psychological
consequences of procedural variation, with particular emphasis on procedural efforts of fairness
judgments” (p. 7). They also noted, “variation in decision making procedures does affect the
behavior and attitudes of those subjected to the procedure” (p. 8). When the selection process is
viewed as unfair and unjust, it is likely to impact participation. This is likely the reason that the
study participants have self-selected out of the promotion process.
Officers are unionized and bargain for shift preference based on seniority, and they
expressed a strong desire to retain that right once promoted. Typically, officers provide upwards
of ten years of service before getting a preferred shift assignment. Ironically, this is also the time
in their career where they are often highly skilled, confident, experienced, and otherwise ready to
embrace a formal leadership role. Yet, most of the officers interviewed were unwilling to trade
their shift preference for the added responsibility and a nominal pay raise. Throughout these data
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the primary driver behind their decision to opt out concerned the lack of shift preference. In
addition they cited family commitments and responsibilities as another driver along with a
general disagreement with the direction that management is taking, which was often described as
going backwards.
There was also a perception of increased powerlessness surrounding the position of
sergeant as the administration reserves the right of assignment to any shift at any time. Officers
and sergeants alike shared examples of supervisors being moved to undesirable shifts as a means
of control and retribution from upper level management. This significantly impacted the desire
of otherwise qualified corrections officers to seek leadership roles. Thus, the officers were able
to retain some job control by retaining their seniority rights as defined in their collective
bargaining unit agreement.
Paradoxically, sergeants indicated that they lost much of their decision making control in
the promotion. Several studies concluded that having a sense of job control provided employees
with a sense of professionalism and validity (Armstrong & Griffin, 2004; Bourbonnias et al.,
2007; Brough & Williams, 2007). Michigan corrections officers perceived too much supervisory
control, along with arbitrary and capricious decisions involving shift assignment, as an injustice.
This lack of autonomy negatively impacted their perceptions of the sergeant role, whereby
supporting their decision not to seek leadership positions. Because the sergeant position is a
primary gateway to middle management and beyond, the recruitment, selection, and retention of
these critical first line supervisors are essential for agency sustainability and long-range
leadership development. The ability for the department to recruit and retain the very best future
leaders is significantly compromised until the scheduling issues are resolved and the selection
process is perceived as procedurally sound and equitable for all.
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In order to improve leadership succession planning efforts, it may be prudent for the
department to revisit the current promotional selection system. Honoring employee seniority and
developing an equitable process for shift assignments may significantly enrich the applicant
pool. Further, overall respect for supervision may improve if a broader range of employee types
moves into leadership roles. Currently, the officers view supervisory staff as “yes men” and an
“old boys club” that conform to the will of upper management to get ahead. Of course, there are
isolated examples within these data of effective leadership so caution must be exercised here.
However, the majority of participants cast departmental leaders in an unfavorable light.
Unfortunately, the participants infrequently described department leaders as displaying
integrity or inspiration. However, the most universally accepted and preferred behavior for
leaders is integrity. House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, and Gupta (2004) conducted a massive
worldwide leadership inquiry commonly referred to as the GLOBE study. The purpose of their
study was to determine the differences of how leaders are perceived within various cultures. In
total, 62 societies were represented in the sample. The researchers compiled a list of the most
uniformly desirable characteristics and found that integrity and inspirational behaviors were most
desirable. Conversely, constructs such as autocratic leadership, self-centeredness, and
malevolence are among the least universally desired leadership behaviors. However, the
dissertation study participants’ descriptions of their experiences with leadership aligned more
closely with the latter. There were some isolated examples of malevolence within these data.
However, autocratic leadership was most prevalent when participants described their work
environment. Bass (1985) suggested that autocratic leaders tend to behave in ways that are not
productive for group achievement. “They were described as, “over controlling superiors, who
indulged in interfering, meddling, autocratic, and dictatorial behaviors, and superiors who
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created uncertainty as evidenced by role ambiguity and disorganized management. . . . ” (p. 107).
The participants painted a picture of the administration as autocratic in nature. This approach to
leadership was viewed as unfavorable resulting in many officers bypassing promotional
opportunities due to a fundamental disagreement with this approach.
Study Limitations
The scope of this study was confined to the lived experiences of 20 participants with
daily experience working in various Michigan prison facilities. One limitation within a
qualitative paradigm is the purposeful sampling of individuals with direct knowledge of the
phenomena under scrutiny. In this case, the sample consisted of primarily corrections officers
with a theoretical sampling of sergeants. Further, this study did not seek the perspective of
wardens, and other leadership positions within the state, as the study focused on how line staff
experienced leadership. The sample size of 20 was ultimately decided upon as theoretical
saturation was realized. Thus, no new information concerning the areas of interest emerged
during the simultaneous process of data collection and analysis, making additional data
collection unnecessary.
Criteria for rigor in qualitative method. Grounded theory methodology is a rigorous
approach that follows certain methodological standards that differ from quantitative work.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) posited that trustworthiness is an important criterion for evaluating
qualitative research. Specifically, credibility relates to the overall truth of the findings. To
address this standard, the use of an interdisciplinary data coding team, involving two doctoral
student colleagues, was utilized to provide a diverse interpretation of these data. In addition to
my analytical contributions, the coding team consisted of a professor of art and a professor of
business. This strategy was employed in a deliberate effort to mitigate research bias, based on
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my practitioner knowledge, and to facilitate the broadest interpretation of meaning possible to
accurately capture the phenomena under study. We were not looking for confirmation during
data coding as much as differentiation to capture the broadest interpretation of meaning possible.
Transferability is demonstrated when the research is transferable to other contexts.
Ultimately transference in a qualitative study such as this is left to the reader, based on the
number of participants, the data collection method used, the diversity of the sample, and the
number and length of interviews collected. This study included participants from multiple work
locations throughout Michigan at various security levels. Most of the participants do not know
each other and will likely never meet based on the geographic distribution of the sample.
Interviews were open-ended, allowing participants to speak about whatever was relevant
to them as they described their work environment. Despite this open-ended style of inquiry, the
data clustered around very similar topical areas, and participants used a similar vocabulary to
describe their experiences. Finally, there was no attempt to find a homogenous group of officers
to interview. The only criteria used to find participants were that they must be actively
employed, have five years of experience, and not be known to the researcher. This strategy was
used in a deliberate effort to locate a sample of typical officers and sergeants with no particular
specialized training, experiences, or other unique qualifications.
The standard of dependability is obtained if the findings can be repeated. To meet this
standard, a detailed research plan was followed and executed strategically. All interviews were
recorded and professionally transcribed verbatim to avoid interpretative errors from field notes.
In addition, participants were provided an opportunity to read and review the transcriptions as a
form of member checking. This approach ensured accuracy and clarity before data analysis. A
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continuous effort was made to provide full disclosure of the research process, and meticulous
documentation was produced, detailing the methodological steps as detailed in Chapter III.
Finally, Lincoln and Guba (1985) posited that confirmability is the degree of researcher
neutrality displayed allowing the data to speak for itself. Thus, researcher bias is controlled and
one’s tacit knowledge is bracketed to retain neutrality. As a former employee of the agency with
20 years of insider knowledge, it was critical that I disclose this to the reader. To mitigate any
bias, I made a conscious effort to remain as objective as possible. One strategy that I used was
not to inform participants of my prior work history until after the interviews. Thus, I was not
interested in interviewing anyone that I knew. This was an intentional strategy as not to
influence the participants’ descriptions of their work. Similarly, I did not want the participants to
skip over tacit knowledge that we share, based on my former insider status as it was essential to
capture their experiences using their own words. In addition, I was purposefully reflective at all
times while interacting with these data to maintain objectivity and report on the perspectives of
the participants––not my personal perspectives. In other words, I allowed the data to speak for
itself. The identified dimensions, categories, and theoretical propositions are, therefore,
grounded firmly in the voices of each participant.
Recommendations for Future Research
This is a qualitative research project with a purpose of suggesting fruitful areas of
exploration based on the theoretical propositions that emerged from the findings of this study.
Future research would preferably use these propositions to create hypotheses that could be tested
using quantitative approaches thus allowing for generalizability of the results. The participants’
perception of increased violence was real and appeared frequently throughout the interview data.
However, further investigation is necessary to quantify the number of incidents of violence since
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the financial collapse of 2008. The participants believed that many systemic changes were made
for the sole purpose of saving money, resulting in more violence. This finding needs
confirmation from quantitatively designed studies to better determine critical factors that are
impacted by budget driven decision-making within the context of the Michigan Department of
Corrections.
In addition, more research is needed to better understand the antecedents leading to the
officers foreshadowing violence. This study concluded that the participants were making these
sorts of predictions with regularity. However, the factors that drove this prediction are unclear.
Although participants were able to list specific organizational factors that led to their perception
that increased violence is likely if change is not implemented, these organizational factors have
yet to be examined in a large scale, generalizable study. Such a prediction results in dire
consequences and warrants considerable attention from scholars in the field.
The correctional culture, much like many bureaucratic organizations, is fairly stable and
slow to change. However, this study suggests the organizational climate is dynamic and
sensitive to internal factors, such as budgetary decisions that impact correctional officers and
their perceptions of personal safety. The impact of a financial crisis and the subsequent budget
driven decisions that resulted within this correctional system are not fully understood.
Organizational changes driven by the unfavorable economic conditions happened very quickly
and steadily as described by the participants. As a result of the uncertainty, participants became
less committed to the agency and more concerned with self-preservation. While there was
continuance commitment evident, there appeared to be a lack of organizational commitment.
Additional research is needed to explore how factors impacting organizational climate such as a
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budget crisis affects job satisfaction and organizational commitment among correctional
employees.
Perhaps the most unanticipated finding involved the phenomenon of opting out of
leadership roles. This is a fertile area of study as the implications for leadership succession are
significant. It is essential to find out more information regarding the officers’ decision to stay in
place rather than advance within the hierarchy. Moreover, we must determine what changes are
needed to reverse this trend in order to deepen the selection pool of future leaders. It is
counterintuitive to think that employees within such a large organization with boundless
promotional opportunities would self-select out.
It is believed that the administration can mitigate this phenomenon by developing a more
equitable process for shift assignments and supervisory selection. Some variables to consider are
the inclusion of overall seniority when making shift assignments. Another experimental
approach may involve voluntary shift assignments or unilateral rotating shift assignments for
supervisors. Perhaps moving the supervisory selection process to a neutral location such as a
nearby facility would mitigate some of the bias that the participants perceive. Experimenting
with these and other creative staffing solutions may increase the applicant pool and return some
control to the employees while addressing the identified procedural justice issues.
Conclusion
I was initially interested in learning more about how paramilitary structure impacted
organizational culture within the correctional setting. I was curious to know if experimenting
with more contemporary governance models involving flatter organizational structures and less
formality would impact job satisfaction and organizational effectiveness. To answer this
question, I decided to ask a group of corrections officers to discuss their work so I could
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ascertain the meaning that they associate with their job. This would be accomplished by
listening to the challenges and successes as they detailed their experiences during long
interviews.
Shortly after beginning the research, it became evident that the structure was not nearly
as problematic as I had once hypothesized. It is an interesting finding because one can use a
paramilitary structure but have a culture and climate that is fair and respectful. The participants’
spoke candidly about the conditions in which they work. Importantly, their experiences were
more impacted by culture and climate than structure. They were not critical of the paramilitary
setting but did express concerns regarding the strategic organizational management initiatives
focused on cost savings. As a result of these initiatives, they described the cultural environment
as dark, stressful, and challenging due to their daily interpersonal relationships with convicted
felons and their tenuous relationships with the administration. Participants noted that working in
corrections was an unpopular career choice and their journey to corrections was often circuitous.
However, their biggest concern involved a perceived lack of adequate resources to do the job
well. They expressed concerns for not only their personal safety but also the safety of inmates
and the public.
Participants described in great detail their experiences with what they termed as budget
driven decision-making. The result was that officers and sergeants described the agency as
moving backwards toward a time when prisons were much less safe in Michigan. They
specifically referenced conditions that existed just prior to the 1981 prison riots. Some current
employees were working during this time and recall firsthand the factors that led to prison unrest.
Other participants reviewed a historical legislative report detailing the antecedents to the 1981
riots. Some participants observed that if you removed the 1981 date and replaced it with 2014,
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the historical legislative report adequately describes the condition of Michigan prisons today.
They suggested this return to less safe conditions were the result of recent budget driven policy
changes.
The participants were very critical of the department’s leadership and expressed a lack of
confidence in their abilities. A lack of confidence and trust were observed at the facility level
and executive levels of leadership. This perception was based on their view that the central
office executives were outsiders to the agency and were installed based on political affiliation
following the 2010 Michigan gubernatorial election. They further suggested that executive
leaders performance ratings are based on meeting fiscal goals as opposed to safe prison
operations. Thus, the participants expressed much frustration from this perceived role ambiguity
concerning the department’s mission. In other words, the participants questioned if the goal was
to run the prison system safely or cheaply. They argued that a prison is not a business.
Therefore, it should not be assessed using traditional business models involving financial
metrics.
Similarly, participants expressed that local prison leaders, from the warden on down,
often showed little concern for them as individuals. When participants were asked, “What would
you not miss if you left corrections today?” the most common response was the administration.
The interviews revealed a tremendous amount of resentment toward management at all levels.
Many participants stated that they wanted to be spoken to in a kind manner. They also expressed
a desire to be allowed to participate in decision-making that directly impacted their job
assignments. Many also expressed a desire for management to show genuine concern for them
as people and not just a body to fill a slot on the roster.
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The participants expressed significant concern regarding the direction that officer training
is headed. Following the riots of 1981, a concerted effort was made to professionalize the
Michigan Department of Corrections. The cornerstone of this effort was a movement toward
setting high training standards. However, according to participants, the quality of training has
eroded to nothing more than a bureaucratic mandate to hold officers accountable when
something goes wrong. The department does offer the legislated amount of training annually.
However, the delivery of training does not meet the spirit of the law, and the training quality is
non-existent from the participants’ perspective.
The training is offered primarily online and is now expected to be completed concurrent
to the officers’ regular assignment of supervising inmates. The result has been disengagement
from the training; officers frequently described the training as a joke. Many officers simply did
not participate in the training and compensated others to click through the slides for them.
Perhaps this study will inspire department leaders to rethink the consequences of sacrificing the
training efforts and restore this valuable asset to regain the professionalism lost to poor training.
Participants desire to return to a time when training was offered in a classroom, using a face-toface delivery method to adequately build the skills necessary to communicate with inmates and
protect themselves and others during emergencies.
There are several departmental consequences based on the conditions and social
processes described previously that were noted by participants. Specifically, participants vividly
described an environment far more dangerous than in the recent past. This was especially
pronounced at level I facilities as many prisoners received custody reductions prematurely
according to the participants. It was assumed that these security reductions were based more on
cost savings than sound correctional prisoner management criteria.
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Significantly, all but one of the officer participants have decided to self-select out of
consideration for future leadership roles. They stated no interest in joining the management
team. Similarly, the sergeant participants overwhelmingly regretted their decision to become a
formal leader. Participants repeatedly shared their frustration with having no voice and feeling
underappreciated by department leaders. They also express a perceived loss of control that was
experienced if one were to accept a leadership position. There was much concern over
scheduling inequities and the use of retaliation against supervisors who failed to get in step with
upper management. Finally, there were concerns regarding the selection process as the
participants described examples of favoritism rather than merit, potential, and ability of the
candidates.
Moreover, and perhaps the most dire consequence discovered, was the foreshadowing of
violence expressed by most participants. There was an overwhelming sense that prison riots
were imminent based on low staffing levels, changes to the inmate security classification system,
overcrowding, inadequate training, disengaged staff, low organizational commitment,
inexperienced executive leadership, and poor food service delivery. This is a significant finding
that cannot be overlooked.
In closing, I’m grateful that these participants provided a window into the lived
experiences of corrections officers and sergeants. This study sheds light on the circumstances
faced by these employees. Unfortunately, there is little to celebrate from the participants’
perspective. Powerlessness best describes the overall working conditions that they experienced.
When officers spend an inordinate amount of time preoccupied with personal safety, there is
little emotional energy left for creativity, collaboration, and innovation to solve the many
problems that the agency faces. Hopefully, this study provides a platform from which to begin a
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dialogue to assist department officials in implementing much needed change while giving voice
to the plight of Michigan corrections officers.
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You must respond to every question in this section. All supplemental documents/attachments
must be added using the "Attachments" tab.
11. Project Purpose(s): (Up to 500 words)
This will be a qualitative grounded theory dimensional analysis study to answer the central
question: What is the lived-experience of correctional officers in relation to organizational
culture?
12. Describe the proposed participants- age, number, sex, race, or other special characteristics.
Describe criteria for inclusion and exclusion of participants. Please provide brief justification for
these criteria. (Up to 500 words)
I will be interviewing up to 25 Michigan correctional officers who are employed at a state
operated correctional facility. All participants will be at least 18 years of age and will be asked
to share their lived experiences regarding prison organizational culture. Specifically, I'm
interested in how organizational structure involving a paramilitary model impacts daily work life
processes and decision-making.
Participants are NOT under the care and control of the institutions nor are the institutions
responsible for the participants. The participants can be of either gender and race is not a
factor regarding being selected as a participant. Rather, participants with at least 5 years of
experience working in adult correctional facilities are the targeted group for inclusion. A
purposeful sample will be used to begin the process based on my access to correctional officer as
a former employee of the agency. Interviews will take place in a private off duty setting away
from the institution or by telephone during off duty hours. The participants' identities will remain
confidential along with their work site.
13. Describe how the participants are to be selected and recruited. (Up to 500 words)
I will pick participants that are referred to me by colleagues but are unknown to me prior to the
interviews. In qualitative research we are interested in speaking to the individuals who have the
most information to share and we are not concerned with randomness. However, I'm not
interested in interviewing participants known to me as their knowledge of my personal research
interests may introduce additional bias into the data collection process.
NOTE: If the participants are to be drawn from an institution or organization (e.g., hospital,
social service agency, school, etc.) which has the responsibility for the participants, then
documentation of permission from that institution must be submitted to the Board before final
approval of the project. This document should be scanned and attached to this application (final
section below)
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14. Describe the proposed procedures, (e.g., interview surveys, questionnaires, experiments, etc.)
in the project. Any proposed experimental activities that are included in evaluation, research,
development, demonstration, instruction, study, treatments, debriefing, questionnaires, and
similar projects must be described. USE SIMPLE LANGUAGE, AVOID JARGON, AND
IDENTIFY ACRONYMS. Please do not insert a copy of your methodology section from your
proposal. State briefly and concisely the procedures for the project. (500 words)
I will conduct up to 25 digitally recorded interviews followed by professional transcription for
analysis using grounded theory methodology dimensional analysis for dissertation research.
The questions will be open ended and probative based on received knowledge from the
participant. The specific question that I'm proposing is as follows: Tell me what it is like to work
within a prison? What all is going on regarding what you have observed? I'm anticipating a
strong reliance on storytelling to get at the essence of how paramilitary structure influences
daily work life and/or decision making for officers. Of course, the method of grounded theory
requires that the line of inquiry evolve based on participant responses so it is impossible to
predict the full range of questions that may emerge organically during the interviews.
15. Participants in research may be exposed to the possibility of harm — physiological,
psychological, and/or social—please provide the following information: (Up to 500 words)
a. Identify and describe potential risks of harm to participants (including physical,
emotional, financial, or social harm).
Risk to participants is extremely low, and the population is not considered a vulnerable one.
Further, participants are being asked to describe working conditions from a structural
perspective and this is unlikely to evoke any strong emotions associated with personal wellbeing. In general, the culture of correctional officers is very rigid and my inquiry as an agency
outsider will not result in a power differential. If anything, I will be at a disadvantage here given
the general closed nature of prison employee culture specifically and law enforcement personnel
in general. No physical, financial, or social harm is anticipated.
Although this study is not focused on inmate issues it is possible that officers may bring up
sensitive issues specific to inmates. Any information of a sensitive nature about a specific inmate
will be redacted from the transcript and not published as part of the study as this research is
bound within the officers’ experiences within the organizational culture. However, should a
participant reveal illegal behaviors that could cause harm to others, there is justification to
break the informed consent agreement and report such incidents. The likelihood of this study
uncovering illegal activities, or matters that will result in potential harm, to the vulnerable
inmate population is extremely remote.
NOTE: for international research or vulnerable populations, please provide information about
local culture that will assist the review committee in evaluating potential risks to participants,
particularly when the project raises issues related to power differentials.
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b. Identify and describe the anticipated benefits of this research (including direct
benefits to participants and to society-at-large or others)
The benefit to conducting this research is that it will give a scholarly voice to an under
represented group. Studies involving corrections officers within the context of leadership are
sparse. Giving officers a voice will be an empowering event for participants as they will have an
opportunity to tell their stories and share their lived experiences. Knowing more about how
they make meaning of their work has the potential to improve working conditions by offering
innovative leadership interventions to reduce stress, burnout, and turnover. Society at large
benefits from reduced work turnover costs. When the employee ranks are stable and healthy,
prisoners may benefit as well if officers are more fulfilled at work and not preoccupied with
workforce issues resulting in high stress levels.
c. Explain why you believe the risks are so outweighed by the benefits described above as
to warrant asking participants to accept these risks. Include a discussion of why the
research method you propose is superior to alternative methods that may entail less risk.
Correctional leadership is underrepresented in the scholarly literature. Of the studies that exist
during a 10 year period, over 90% of researchers used quantitative methods according to
Tewksbury, Dabney, and Copes (2010). Thus, it is possible that such a lack of rigorous
qualitative inquiry as resulted in blind spots about the lived experience of correctional officers.
Grounded theory dimensional analysis is a rational method of inquiry given the sparse literature
available about how culture impacts the prison workplace. Thus, the low risks associated with
this study of a non-vulnerable group seems like a good risk in relation to the potential scholarly,
workplace, and social benefits.
d. Explain fully how the rights and welfare of participants at risk will be protected (e.g.,
screening out particularly vulnerable participants, follow-up contact with participants, list
of referrals, etc.) and what provisions will be made for the case of an adverse incident
occurring during the study.
All participants will be asked to consent to the interview process on a strictly voluntary basis and
may stop participating at any time. To screen for vulnerable participants, I will ask if there have
been any past or present work related issues that have caused significant personal distress. If
so, I will ask if talking about their job and the organizational culture could cause further distress
or aggravate an existing issue. If yes, I will find another participant to interview.
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16. Explain how participants' privacy is addressed by your proposed research. Specify any steps
taken to safeguard the anonymity of participants and/or confidentiality of their responses.
Indicate what personal identifying information will be kept, and procedures for storage and
ultimate disposal of personal information. Describe how you will de-identify the data or attach
the signed confidentiality agreement on the attachments tab (scan, if necessary). (Up to 500
words)
All documents containing personal identifiers will be stored in my personal safe and shredded at
the conclusion of the research. All digital files will be stored on a password-protected computer
accessed only by me. Further, media transmitted via the Internet such as transcription materials
will be transmitted on secured FTP servers provided by the transcription service. All files stored
in the "cloud" are done so using an encrypted service paid for by the researcher. The names and
work locations will remain anonymous and participants will have an opportunity to review
(member checking) completed transcripts and strike any direct quotes that may reveal identity or
otherwise impact the participant.
17. Will electrical, mechanical (electroencephalogram, biofeedback, etc.) devices be applied to
participants, or will audio-visual devices be used for recording participants?
No
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Appendix B: Adult Informed Consent Form
This is a consent agreement to participate in a research study about organizational culture
and leadership phenomenon within correctional facilities.
You have been asked to participate in a research study conducted by Timothy M. Eklin, a
doctoral student in the Ph.D. Leadership and Change program at Antioch University, Yellow
Springs, Ohio.
This research involves the study of the lived experiences of corrections officers; in
particular, the experience of officers working in adult state operated correctional facilities. The
purpose of the study is to gain a deeper understanding of how organizational cultures impact
ones daily work life experiences. The results of this study will help better inform researchers of
the professional lives of corrections officers as it relates to leadership studies.
The study involves, at a minimum, one conversational interview regarding your
experience as an officer within a paramilitary prison organizational structure. The interview will
be arranged at your convenience and is expected to last about 1 hour. The interview will be
recorded. Once the interview has been transcribed into text, I will share a copy of the
transcription for your review. Once the final report is written, I will also share a copy of it for
your review. The total time involved in conversational interviews and follow-up should be no
more than 2 hours to 3 hours. If there are any follow-up questions, a second and final interview,
with your approval, will be scheduled following the same process.
The risks to you are considered minimal, and would be limited as to the sharing of
confidential information. Your name, and the name of the institution, will be kept confidential.
You will also have the opportunity to remove any quotations from the transcribed interview. In
addition, the recordings and all related research materials, including the Informed Consent
Forms, will be kept in a secure home safe and/or a password protected computer and destroyed
after the completion of my study.
There is no financial remuneration for participating in this study.
I understand my participation is voluntary and I may discontinue participation at any time. I
have the right to express my concerns and complaints to the University Committee on Research
Involving Human Participants at Antioch University (Dr. Carolyn Kenny, Chair, Institutional
Review Board, Ph.D. in Leadership and Change, Antioch University, ckenny@antioch.edu
Telephone 805-618-1903).
Two copies of this informed consent form have been provided. Please sign both,
indicating that you have read, understood and agreed to participate in this research. Return one to
me and keep the other for yourself.
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Timothy M. Eklin
Name of researcher (please print)

Signature of researcher

Date

Name of participant (please print)

Signature of participant

Date
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Appendix C: Interview Format Template and Areas of Potential Interest

Q1: Tell me what it’s like working in prison.
Q2: What did you notice happening?
Q3: What stopped you from acting?
Q4: What motivated you to act?
Q5: What did you want to do?
Q6: Are you ready share more about ___________ now?
Q7: What surprised you most about that situation?
Areas of interest for exploration

Stress
Autonomy
Chain-of-Command
Generational Issues
Training
Mission

Burnout
Rules
Role Conflict
Wellness
Teamwork
Longevity

Structure/Culture
Policy and Procedure
Support
Performance Measures
Duty
Race/Gender

Proposed attributes for collection
Age
Gender
Rank

Racial Identity
Education Level
Security Level

Notes:
x
x
x

Encourage storytelling
Listen for voice inflection to discover emotion
Be mindful of “meaning” and “process”

Years of Service
Military Experience
Role
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Appendix D: Free Nodes (527)
30 years’ experience
a lot less stressful
a prisoner's a prisoner
academy was a joke
acknowledge those who go above and
beyond
additional responsibilities
administrative segregation
affirmative action
affirmative action in play in supervisor
selection
afraid to get into trouble
afraid to make mistakes
all job assignments are good
all we have is each other
allowed to do the job
always looking up
annual employee reviews
approaching inmate with a problem
ask staff for ideas
asking for ideas
assault on officer
assaulted because of way they speak to
an inmate
aware of surroundings
back to the classroom
back to the wall
bad publicity makes us look bad
barriers built
be careful
be on your guard
beat them down
became more negative over time
being seen in your uniform
being there doing your job
better environment
better if chain of command is followed
better wrong than indecisive
boiled over
boring
boundaries
breaking chain of command

budget figures
building more prisons
building new prisons
bureaucratic structure
burned out
bypass chain of command
camaraderie
camps
can't fully trust somebody
can't share experiences outside of work
casts a negative light on what we do
chain of command
challenging a supervisor
change
change back to the old way
change not for the better
changing the crooked people
changing their mood
choosing corrections as a career
cliques
close knit group
closed shop
closing prisons
college education
common sense
common sense leaders rare
communicate at their level
communication
computer based training
con men
conflicts among levels of prisoners
consent decree
consistency
controlling the bad guys at Marquette
coping mechanism
corrections budget
corruption makes you feel insecure
cost cutting impacts safety
coworker relationships
coworker socialization
co-workers interpretation
co-workers keep stress level down
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creating tension
creativity
criminals are your job
crossing into secure site is stressful
cut down on grievances and lawsuits
cut positions
dead set on policy
deal with it
deal with them at their level
dealing with criminal element
dealing with people
dealing with stress
decision making
decisions
decision making is risky
depend on each to come out alive
depression
dictated
differences among facilities
different than regular job
different ways of doing things
differing levels of openness
distinct groups
do the right thing
do their eight hours and go home
do their jobs better
do what you are told
do what's supposed to be done
doing a tough job with few resources
doing the job right
doing their time right
don't do their job
don't hang with coworkers outside of
work
don't make the prisoners mad
don't question decisions
don't second guess
don't take job home
don't want to work at female facility
double bunking
drugs
easygoing kind of guy
effect of 80's drug laws
empathy

employee of the month
environment unlike the outside
escape
ever evolving
everybody gets the same information
everybody has a shield
everything is a routine
everything is on paper
everything is structured
excessive force
exchanging small talk with coworkers
facility design
fear of assault
feel a change in the air
female facilities
females more likely to do things for
prisoners
females officers
fewer frivolous lawsuits
finances are important
financial condition of Michigan
fired
first shift
forceful
freaks out over the littlest thing
frustration
gender issues
generational differences
get along with everybody
get paid for what could happen
get their eight hours done
getting the job done
give the prisoners everything
giving them what they have coming
going above and beyond
good communication with supervisors
good job by state
good luck with that
good officers keep it professional
got their back
governmental concerns
grapevine rumors run rampant
happy with the job
hard to communicate
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hardened criminals
have each other’s backs
high incidence of depression in officers
higher education
higher level more structure
hiring people off the street
history of riots and restructuring
holding people against their will
holding prisoner against their will
housing unit
how employees treat inmates
humor is a way to cope with the job
I always keep my back to the wall
I can talk to all supervisors
I can work with anyone
I can't sleep
I didn't see rehabilitation
I do my job the way it is supposed to be
done
I don't let stuff bother me
I get along with everybody
I have good working relationships with
supervisors
I just do my job
I knew what to do
I like my job
I like uniforms
I try to do extra stuff
I wanted to do a good job
I would like them to listen to me
if you've worked with prisoners
I'm a worker
I'm family oriented
I'm not a social person
I'm pretty happy
implementing and resisting change
implementing change
improved training
inappropriate discipline
incompetent leadership
increased work load
inmate stuff not that stressful
insecure
interested in what makes prisoners

work
it doesn't matter to me
it sucks you in
it worked better
it works well
it's a crock
it’s a dark environment
it's a joke
it's a mentally demanding job
it’s a stressful job
it's a tough job
it's about the money
it's all in the person
it's great in concept
it's hard on the mind
it's just a job
it's nice and quiet
it's not a hostile environment
it's not a stressful job
it's not working
job outside corrections was more fun
job security
job security lacking
job structured by policy
just click through the training
just want someone to listen
keep calm
kid prisoners
kinds of people
lack of empathy
lack of resources
lack of respect
lawsuits
layoffs
leadership
leadership communication style
leadership doesn't care about people
learn by doing
learned to share less about work
leave the stress at work
less stress on 3rd shift
let me do it my way
let them resign
level II is not an open area
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levels of prisoners
levels of security
lieutenants don't have to do that much
lifers
lifers see no light at the end of the
tunnel
liked pre shift
listening
little inmate contact
look at you like a criminal
lose touch with outside world
loss of autonomy
loss of seniority
lots of difference and similarities in
facilities
lower levels like to get away with more
make the prisoners better
make the right choices
making a decision on your own is risky
making job harder
manipulate the situation
manipulating policy to fit
Marquette dungeon attitude
maximum security prisons
mental patients
mental patients in prison
micromanaging
mixed messages from supervisors
moaning and groaning about the
administration
money ran out
monotony
morale
more concern about the cost of injuries
than the injured officer
more education doesn't always mean
better employee
motivation for choosing career
multigenerational workforce
need to get more active time
negative attitude trickles down
negative environment
negativity trickles down to newer
employees

negotiated solution with another officer
new class of officers
nice and quiet
nice to see them change their ways
no apprehension going to work
no bad assignments
no desire to advance in organization
no desire to become supervisor
no voice
nobody is listening
non-committal
not a hostile environment
not a popular career choice
not allowed to make decisions I’m
trained to make
not appreciated
not doing the job
not enough annual training
not going to change
not held in high esteem
not much goes on in 3rd shift
not my job
not safe environment
not so good an employee
not sure how to handle situation
not there to make independent
decisions
notable quotes
nothing happens around here
officer assaults
officer assignments
officer injuries
officer is bottom rung
officer response
officers complain
officers complain about assignments
officers complain about everything
officers have unique sense of humor
officers not held in high esteem
old style attitude
older officers
older officers quicker to act
on the bottom rung
online training works for refresher
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courses
only supervisors have cuff keys
overcrowded prisons
overfamiliarity
overloaded
overlooking things
paid to deal with the negative
environment
paramilitary structure
pay attention on the outside
pendulum swing
people bring on their own stress
people not attracted to corrections
people that work hard don't ever get
praised
people you can’t have on the street
personable leader
policy and procedure
policy is your friend
political environment
power struggle
pre- shift meetings
prison camps
prison closures
prison design
prison population growth
prison rules
prisoner activity structured by security
level
prisoner behaviors
prisoner change
prisoner contact
prisoner food
prisoner happiness
prisoner part is not that stressful
prisoner programs
prisoner reentry program
prisoners there for a negative reason
program failure
promotion process
promotions
psychology of color
public doesn't know what we do
public workers are under attack

put on different persona
quality is starting to slide
quick response from sergeant
raising question results in negative
treatment
rapport with prisoners
rationale for not seeking promotion
re-entry program
regulating
regulation leads to security
rehabilitation
rehabilitation is valuable
relaxed leadership
removal of officer power
resistance to change
respect for supervisors
restructure
results are unpredictable
revert back to old ways
revolving door
right to work law
riots
routine
routine and experienced personnel
RUO next rung up
safety and security
safety issue
salary and benefits
same amount of officers
same kind of people
second shift
second shift has fights all the time
secure and set in their ways
security
security and retirement
security classification levels
security costs money
security structure is necessary
see things most people never see
segregation
selecting supervisors
self-imposed stress
send message to prisoners
seniority
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sense of humor
sergeants do the dirty work
set in their ways
shiftwork
schmooze with supervisors
smuggling
socializing with co-workers
some supervisors do try to boost
morale
some supervisors understand
staffing levels
step up to plate
stepping on their toes
stress
structure
struggle with role
suggestion shot down by warden
suicide
supervisors telling me how to do it
supervisor saying positive things
supervisors are not trying to get you
supervisors are good
supervisors don't bother me
supervisors don't show appreciation
supervisors must earn my respect
supervisors that are different
supervisory involvement
supervisory mood trickles down
surroundings on the outside
system encourages yes men
taken some hits
taking my retirement
taking stuff away
talk to a supervisor
talk to your counselor
talking about doing it differently
talking to senators and congressmen
Tasers
taxpayers
teamwork
tension
terminated for excessive force
thankful for my job
the new corrections

the reliable ones
the way it should be done
there's a lot of cliques
they get upset when you go over their
head
they teach stuff that doesn't apply
they're taking stuff away from us
they're the higher ups
they're the suck-ups
things run smoothly
third shift
thought about leaving
time
time and attendance
train on policy and procedure
training
training focuses too much on what is
not important
training not adequate
training not relevant
training scenarios
training that would be helpful
turn it off when drive out of parking lot
TV is their babysitter
uncomfortable
union membership
unions
unique Marquette
unnecessary work
until the money ran out
upgrading conditions after riots
urgent voice
voice inflection
warning signs
was cuffing justified
waste of time and money
watch what you say around opposite
gender
we can't afford it
we continue to flip flop
we don't get asked to do a whole lot
we have good supervisors
weaken unions and people have no
voice
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wearing the uniform
went to the hole
we're not going to change it
we've got to be responsible
what all is involved in doing a good job
where prisoners are coming from
why do we let them sleep all day
why not leave
work assignments
work ethic
working at a psychiatric unit
working close to home
working with dirty people
working with women
worry about losing my job

worst of the worst
yard officers not one to one with
prisoners
yard officers used to provide assistance
years employed
yes men
you don't question
you don't want to be their friend
you learn very little in the academy
you look at them as criminals
you never know what's going to happen
younger gung ho officers
younger officers
you've got to be aware of surroundings
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Appendix E: MCO Letter to Director Heyns
Reprinted with permission (see Appendix F)
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Appendix F: Permissions
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